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MULTI-TECHNIQUE STUDY OF IONOSPHERIC STRUCTURES CAUSING
DEGRADATION IN TRANS-IONOSPHERIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Summary

A variety of diagnostic techniques has been used at

equatorial, middle, auroral and polar latitudes to probe large 5

and small scale ionospheric structures which cause degradation in

trans-ionospheric communications systems.

By conducting ionospheric scintillation measurements at

various stations in different latitude regimes of the globe, we

were able to establish that the equatorial anomaly crest region

is the most disturbed irregularity environment with 30 dB J

fluctuations observed at 1.5 GHz and 7 dB fluctuations observed

even at 4 0Hz (Attachment 1). We were also able to provide the

first long-term measurements of phase scintillation at such a 4

location - the rms phase deviations being as large as 16 radians

at 244 MHz (for 100-sec detrend period) in the pre-midnight hours

of high sunspot years (Attachment 2).

The polar cap was also found to be a seat of large phase

fluctuations at 250 MHz with values as large as 12 radians being

observed (with 82-sec detrend period) at Thule, Greenland

(Attachments 2 and 3). It is quite possible that these large

phase scintillations occur in conjunction with large increases in

total electron content (TEC) observed with Global Positioning

System (CPS) satellites at Thule, with factors of 2 increases in

TEC above the background not uncommon (Attachment 4). By



conducting continuous intensity scintillation measurements at

Thule over half a solar cycle, the very significant effect of

sunspot number in controlling the magnitude and occurrence of

scintillations was established (Attachment 2).

In the auroral oval a new class of irregularities was

identified which was associated with shears in the background

convective plasma flow (Scientific Report 2 - Basu et al.,

Geophysical Research Letters, 13, 101-104, 1986). Multiple

diagnostic instruments such as the incoherent scatter EISCAT

radar, the coherent backscatter STARE radar and the HiLat

satellite in-situ measurements of ion drift were utilized to

determine the presence of velocity shears. The small scale

irregularities (< 1 km) were found to have relatively shallow

spectral slopes and large power spectral densities at hundreds of

m scalelength as evidenced by the substantial scintillation even

at 413 MHz. An earlier study done jointly with the Atmosphere

Explorer-D and DMSP satellites also provided evidence for shallow

spectral slopes of density irregularities in conjunction with

velocity shear regions and steep spectral slopes in regions of

energetic electron precipitation where E-layer conductivity was

high (Attachment 5). The large temporal and spatial variability

of the background plasma flow gives rise to large variations in

decorrelation times and in phase and intensity scintillation

rates which adversely affect communications systems at 250 IMHz

operating in the high latitude environment (Attachments 2 and 3).

Measurements of TEC made at mid-latitude stations such as

Haifa (L = 1.24) and Athens (L 1.37) showed the importance of
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downward fluxes of electrons from the equatorial regions in

causing post-sunset increases of TEC at the lower latitude

station of Haifa (Attachment 6). The problems involved in the

determination of absolute ionospheric time delay from GPS signals

were studied. It was found that multipath effects from the local

environment of the receiving antenna can cause severe

contamination of ionospheric group delay measurements made with -

the GPS pseudorandom noise receivers (Attachment 7).

At the magnetic equator, scintillations caused by a new

class of irregularities known as bottomside sinusoidal (bss) were

isolated (Attachment 8). The unique feature of this class of

irregularities is that Fresnel oscillations are observed in their

spectra indicating that these irregularities occur in relatively

thin layers (probably < 50 km in altitude extent). The patches

containing these bss irregularities, however, are quite extended %

in the E-W direction sometimes covering more than 1000 km.

A host of diagnostics was used to study the other well-known

class of equatorial irregularities known as "bubbles" during an

extensive rocket campaign conducted in Peru called "Project

Condor". Using scintillation, radar backscatter, and digital

ionosonde data, it could be shown that two factors, other than

the classical Rayleigh-Taylor plasma instability process, must

operate to yield the longest-scale horizontal organization of

spread-F structures. These two factors are probably shears in

the background plasma flow and gravity wave induced vertical

motions as discussed in Attachment 9. A careful analysis of the

GHz scintillation data obtained during Project Condor established
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that the height integrated rms electron density deviation of

'\200 m scale irregularities causing 1.7 GHz scintillations

maximizes in extended 3-m backscatter plume structures. Further,

the spaced-receiver scintillation measurements yielded

irregularity drift velocities in fairly good agreement with the

50 MHz radar interferometer results (Attachment 10). All the

above equatorial irregularity results, as well as, the importance

of nighttime F-region dynamics in controlling the magnitude of

scintillations were summarized in a recent review of equatorial

scintillations (Scientific Report 1 - Basu and Basu, J. Atmos.

Terr. Phys., 47, 753-768, 1985).

4



ATTACHMENT 1

Radio Science. Volume 20, Number 3. Pages 357-365. May-June 1985

V

UHF/GHz scintillation observed at Ascension Island from 1980 through 1982

J. P. Mullen, E. MacKenzie, and Santimay Basu

Emmanuel College. Boston. Massachusetts

H. Whitney

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Hanscom Air Force Base, AMachusetts

(Received July 25. 1984: accepted October 15. 1984.)

Three years' scintillation measurements taken at Ascension Island have been reduced and are pre-
sented here The 1.5-Gtlz and 257-Mhiz signals of Marisat were supplemented by 3.9-GFiz observa-
tions during January-May 1981 While their temporal patterns are similar to those found earlier in the
Afro-American zone. they exhibited unusually frequent occurrence of heavy scintillation at gigahertz
frequencies often exceeding 30 dB at 1.5 GHz and 7 dB at 4 GHz. These patterns are attnbuted in part
to the position of the station near the southern peak of the Appleton anomaly. Comparisons are made
tetcecn thcsc and similar observations taken at Hong Kong. near the northern peak of the anomaly. =

INTRODUCTION occurrence of scintillation greater than 6 dB (Figure

Scintillatton measurements from the geostationary 2) and 15 dB (Figure 3) at the L band frequency as a
s function of local time (LT = UT - I hour) duringsaelliecis a[HF4 MHz) e iad bann 1980-1982. These generally follow the equatorial pat-frequencies (1541 MHz) were initiated at Ascension tetns described earlier [Mfullen et ati., 1977, 1983;

Island (7.95'S, 14.38 W) in December 1979. Three ln d 98crin which he ntilto common-
years data (1980-1982) have been analyzed to pro- Paulson, 1981] inswhich heavy scintillation common-

vide statistical information on the intense scintil- ly occurs during September-April with little in May- %
lation observed here, which is more severe than that August. The sunrise and sunset times at an altitude ,.

observed at other equatorial stations [Aarons el a, of 110 km corresponding to the E region height are
1981] During early 1981 (January-May). measure- indicated by the dotted lines in both diagrams. It
ments were also available on C band (3.9 GHz) from may be noted that the contours of scintillation oc-currcnce acconfined in the icntrabewn
this satellite. The scintillation magnitudes of L band cd te

abd eum twe i fowing sunset and about 4 hours prior to sunrise. Occasionaland C band measurements weeobtainedfolwn

the standard reduction precedure of Whitney [1974]. intrusion of the dotted line inside the occurrence con- %-e

The UHF scintillation data were scaled only to the tours is caused by the I5-min time resolution of the

extent that times of scintillation occurrence > 10 dB computed SI index. An examination of the raw data,
however, reveals that the sunset always precedes thewere noted.alaspedsth onset of scintillation. A detailed examination of the

THE DATA occurrence pattern will be made in a later section.
Based on this patlern, in 1981 and 1982, data was .1,

Figure I shows a sample of scintillation on all 3 not taken during the light occurrence months. es
frequencies obtained on February 3. 1981. Saturated In order to show the time history of the onset and
scintillation was seen at UHF, with up to 31 dB at L decay of UHF and L band scintillations in the course
band and 7.3 dB at C band. This could be considered of a single night, we illustrate in Figure 4 the daily
a common occurrence at this time. occurrence of UHF scintillation SI ; 10 dB and L

Figures 2 and 3 are contour plots of the percent band scintillation SI > I dB as a function of local
time (LT = UT - I hour) for the month of March
1980. We have chosen this particular month as it

Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union shows the maximum occurrence of scintillation. The
Paper number 4S I358 striking features of simultaneous onset of scintil-
0XR-6604/85/04S-tItS SOS0oo lations at both frequencies at about 200W LT, the

357 p:.

The U.S. Government Is authorized to reproduce and seat this report.
Pervission for further reproduction by others must be obtained from
the Copyright owner.



353 MULLEN ET AL.: SCINTILLATION OBSERVATIONS AT ASCENSION ISLAND

IONOSPHERIC AMPLITUOE SCINTILLATION
ASCENSION ISLAND - 3 FEB. 1981

.-

-- 2304 UT 2308 UT

-24-

Fig. 1. Sample o scintillation observed at Ascension Island on February 3. 1981.

decay of L band scintillations seen after local mid- fading depths during these two most active 4-hour
night, and the persistence of UHF scintillations as time blocks. The fading depths correspond to scintil-
long as 0400 LT are seen. lation indices as shown in Table I.

Cases of L band scintillations without any accom- For premidnight scintillation, the peak month of
panying UHF scintillations (e.g., March 5 and 6 be- the 3 years is March 1980. In view of the very low
iween 0000 and 0100 LT) are a result of the data occurrence of postmidnight scintillations, it is diffi-
analysis procedures. The UHF data were scaled to cult to assign any statistical significance to the ob-
exact on/off times of scintillation index > 10 dB served seasonal pattern. The premidnight occurrence
while the L band data were scaled in the standard peak is approximately 4 times as great as the post-
15-min reduction scheme which assigns a decibel midnight.
value to 15-min data blocks. In Figure 5, a similar Within the premidnight time period (Figure 6), it
daily occurrence pattern for February 1981 is shown appears that two patterns of fade levels occur. At the
when the C band (3.94 GHz) scintillation data were lowest level of fade occurrence (>5 dB), one broad
available in addition to the UHF (257 MHz) and L maximum runs from September-March. At the high-
band (1.54 GHz) frequencies The diagram indicates est level of fade occurrence (>20 dB) two distinct
that the onset of scintillations in the wide frequency maxima emerge from the broad background, the first
interval of 257 MHz to 3.94 GHz is near simulta- in September-October and the second in February-
neous but the decay of scintillations is progressive March. An asymmetry between the two equinoxes
from the highest to the lowest frequency. This implies may be noted, which seems to vary over the years. In
that the irregularities in the scale-length range of the 1980-1981 period, scintillations are accentuated
about 700 m and 175 m, corresponding to Fresnel in March, whereas in 1981-1982, the occurrence is
dimensions of 257 MHz and 3.94 GHz, respectively, higher in September.
attain their maximum strength simultaneously, but The pattern of magnetic activity on a monthly
the lifetime of the 700-m irregularities is several basis suggests a possible explanation for these excep-
hours longer than the 175-m irregularities. tions. The statistics presented in this paper have been

In view of the localization of scintillations men- compiled regardless of magnetic activity index, Kp
tioned above, further analysis was done in two As noted in Aarons et al. [1981], increased magnetic
4-hour time blocks, namely, the premidnight time index inhibited scintillation (during Januar)-
block between 2000-2400 LT and the postmidnight February 1980). Aarons et al. [1980] noted this at
block between 0000-0400 LT. Figures 6 and 7 show Huancayo, Peru at which time it was seen that this
the L band monthly occurrence levels of various decrease was of differing severity in different seasons.

6
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OCCUPMENCE OF SC104TILLATION4 AT ASCENSIO14 ISLAND

6n~l 541 MNIM 25?1i~ I~a ("il)

0 00O DATA

24 12 345 116 09toI 36 aI 7i go l 52 1271111110011

22

0

MARC IS,

Fig. 4 Daily occurrence of UHF ISi > 10 d8) and L band (SI I dB) santillation during March 1980 as a
function of oa ie

and in May-July actually reversed to an increase. In turbed (> 3) was less than in other months, and in
5-March 1980, when the percentage occurrence of scin- March 1981, when the percentage occurrence of scin-

tillation was higher than anticipated. the percentage tillation was lower than anticipated, the percentage
of time that the magnetic activity index Kp was dis- of time that the magnetic activity index was dis-

turbed (> 3) was greater than in the other months. In
ASCENSION IS WANiSA? September-October 1982, reduced sunspot number

SAN"* *....C*AO and increased magnetic index seemed to link together
* *, ~'03) ('le9, ("Sol1 to reduce Si (decibels).

t .. '' . Various percentiles of scintillation occurrence at
0 1541 MHz were computed during 1900 LT to 2300
o.I. LT, the period of maximum scintillation activity.

Figure 8 shows for the year 1980 the median, the
90th and 99th percentiles of occurrence: that is, the

less than the ordinate. It may be noted that in March
1 1980. scintillation index as high as 18 dB was at-

22 , , tamned at 1541 MHz for 50%(/ of the time. It is also
. ~ significant to note that scintillation index exceeding

29 dB was observed 10% of the time over the broad
period of September 1980 to March 1981. Figures 9
and 10 show similar statistics for 1981 and 1982.

-~ These diagrams dcpict the vulnerability of 1541 MH7l
~ . communication links in the extremely disturbed

ionospheric environment at Ascension Island, An
F 1# 5 Daily occurrence orUF(I 10 dB). L band (StI 1 outage as large as 10% for systems with fade margins

J11B. And C band (SI a I dB) iniillation during February 1981 a s of 24 dB is a common occurrence for about 6 months

a function of local time between September and March

9
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40
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Fig. 6. L band monthly occurrence levels of fading depths a 5. 10. I5. 20 dB in the premidnight time period
f2000-2400 LT).

DISCUSSION greater anomaly region scintillation to higher noc-
turnal electron densities (and therefore higher value

The high intensity and occurrence of gigahertz of electron density deviation, AN) than at the mag-
scintillation observed at Ascension Island have been netic equator. Electron density levels in the evening
described by Christiansen [1971]. Aarons et at. at Ascension greater than 4 times that found at the
[1983]. Basu et at. [1980a], and Basu and Basa dip equator have been suggested by Gerard et al.
[1981]. Among others, Aarons et al. (1981] hypoth- [1977].
esize that the dominant underlying factor is penetra- In the postsunset period, the near simultaneous
tion by the raypath of the equatorial anomaly crest, onset of scintillations in the broad frequency interval
They c ipare the Ascension observations with those of 257 MHz to 3945 MHz is significant. Since the
taken ..t Huaneayo (2.5'N dip) and attribute the Fresnel dimensions of 257 MHz and 3945 MHz ob-

9-0-9 ASCENSION ISLAND 0O - 064 LT (01-0UT) L - AND

901 CD! .5 d

?150

* 40

500

202

J~M AMJJ 0 NO0J FM A M JJM 50

1990 981 1982

Fig. 7 L band monthly occurrence levels of fading depths a 5. 10. I5. 20 dB in the postmidnight time period
(0000-0400 LT).
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TABLE I. Conversion of Fade Level to Scintillation Index amposioN _... 80 IsdIi 10-4 UV

Fade Level. d8 Scintillation Index. dB so 19% ,
25 O'%

3 8.6

10 >15.7
> 15 z22.6 24
>20 a282 zz

20-

scrvations are about 700 m and 175 m, respectively, SING.

it is concluded that the irregularities in this broad
scale range attain maximum spectral intensity simul-
taneously. The lifetime of short-scale irregularities is, ,

however, scvcral hours shorter than the larger scales . 50
as indicatcd by thc carlier decay of scintillations at 0
higher frequencies. This extends the initial observa- 6a
tion of simultaneous generation of large- and small- 4

scale irregularities found by Basu et at. [1980b] in 2

Pcru using scintillation recordings, the Jicamarca J A-

radar backscatter, and in situ data from AE-E. i r M A W j J A S 0 N D

Fang and Liu [1983], observing at Hong Kong ,,.
(dip = 30'N). have reported generally similar results Fig- 9. Monthly median. 90th and 99th percentiles of scintillation

occurrence in 1981 (2000-2400 UT). .

to those found at Ascension. Observing at 4 GHz, o0 0

they find scintillation occurrence equinoctial in
character as we do at Ascension; during peak hours Width of the anomaly crest

in September 1979 scintillation of 2-6 dB occurs up Assuming that the results at Ascension and Hong
to 45%. of the time, and up to 65% in March 1980. Kong are due to their respective positions under the
Our extensive observations at 1.5 GHz confirm the southern and northern crests of the anomaly, the
above result. question rises as to why the reported scintillation

observed at Taipei, Taiwan (dip = 35'N) is so much
ASCENSION ISLAND .541 UH, 20- 24LIT less intense and less frequent. This has been studied l,

99% -by Wernik et al. [1983] whose findings indicate that
the region is characterized by extremely sharp lati-

26k tudinal gradient of total electron content. They
invoke the suggestion of DasGupta et al. [1981) and

Z4.

state that the extreme latitudinal gradients at the22  anomaly region may result from the sharp altitude
20k distribution of the plumes in the equatorial region.

4160% Sensitivity to magnetic index (Kp)
slide)

An attempt was made to study this problem from
a data set obtained during May, June and August e.

,0 s,. 1980 when scintillation occurrence is minimum.4- During May, there were no L band scintillation.
UHF scintillations were seen on five occasions. The

6 magnetic indices (Kp) for these times were 5, 4. 1, 4,
3, and 5. During June, UHF scintillation again oc-

2 curred on 5 nights. On 2 nights, the UHF activity
. . . was accompanied by L band scintillations when the

j F M A U i J A S 0 4 0

19so Kp values were 5- and 5 +, respectively. This is in
Fig 8 Monthly median. 90(h and 99th percentiles of scintillation agreement with earlier work [Mullen, 1973] which

occurrence in 1980t2000-24M0 UT) indicated that during periods of minimum scintil-

11
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ASCENSION ISLAND 1541 MHz 20- 24 UT netic declination in this longitude sector. The results

mhcasurcd at Ascension arc compared to those inca-
so- sured at Hong Kong which is also under the anoma-
26 , ly crest and are found generally similar. Scintillation
26 commenced simultaneously at UHF and GHz fre-

24 9quencies. Scintillation diminished and stopped first at
30% the higher frequencies leading to the conclusion that

22 the irregularities achieve maximum intensity togeth-

20 er, and the larger scale sizes decay more slowly.
Is- Magnetic dependence of "off season" scintillation

dB 1has been examined as a trigger mechanism and found
14- ,inadequate to explain the day-to-day variability of

scintillations.
12 Gigahertz scintillation occurrence peaks during the
to premidnight hours (2000-2400 LT) when 10%
a outage of L band links with 25-dB fade margins are
6 - observed.

In general, scintillation magnitude falls off as sun-
spot number decreases, mainly as a result of the de-z crease of F region ionization density in the post-
sunset hours. The decrease of scintillation occurrence

J F4 A M ,J J A s 0 N 0 is possibly a result of the limited altitude extent of
1982 the irregularities at the magnetic equator.

Fig. 10 Monthly median. 90th and 99th percentiles of scintil-
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250 MHz/GHz Scintillation Parameters in the
Equatorial, Polar, and Auroral Environments

SANTIMAY BASU, EILEEN MARTIN MACKENZIE, SUNANDA BASU, EMANOEL COSTA,
PAUL F. FOUGERE, SENIOR MEMBER, IEE, HERBERT C. CARLSON, JR.,

AND HERBERT E. WHITNEY

Absturct-lonospheri. sclntillalio effects encumtert Is the equa- 1. INTRODUCTION
toral anomaly crest. polar cap, ad auroral regloss have been con- ATELLITE communication links in the 250
trasted to provide Informatlon for the defs ,sd evalbatiol of the per-
formance of multfrequescy satellte c muicatio. Inks to tbese LMHz/GHz range can be subjected to the effects of
retions. T"e equatorial anomaly egio I ,ill, d as the ont dis- ionospheric scintillations which are caused by the irreg-
turbed irregularity environment where the amplitude and phase scruc- ularities of electron density in the F-region of the ionos-
lures of 250 MHz and L.-band sciatillatlos are primarily dictated by phere. These irregularities impose random phase pertur-
the strength orscattering ratherthan Ionospheric motin. In the anom- bations on the wavefront of a satellite signal during its
aly region., the spectra of intense amplitude scintllations at these fre-
quencies ore characterized by unifom power spectral density from the passage through the ionosphere. As the wavefront with
lowest frequency (10 MHz) to 4 Hz at 2S7 Mltz and to I Hz at L-band ptrturbcd phase travels toward the ground, intensity and
(IS41 MHz) and steep rolloff at higher fluctuation frequencies with phase fluctuations develop across the wavefront due to
power law indexes of -S to -7. Such structures are compatible with phase mixing. In the case of an orbiting satellite, these
intenslty decorrelation times of 0.1 and 0.3 s at 257 and 1541 Mhz, intensity and phase fluctuations sweep past a receiver be-
respectively. The phase spectra at 244 MHz are described by power

law variation of psd with frequency with typical spectral Indexes of cause of the satellite motion and the receiver output reg-
-2.4. The strong scattering at VHF Induces extreme phase rates or isters time variations of intensity and phase known as in-
200 in 0.1 s. The 90th percentile values of rms phase deviation at 244 tensity or phase scintillations. On the other hand, in the
MHz with 100 s detrend are found to be 16 rad In the early evening case of a geostationary satellite, the motion of the ionos-
hours, whereas amplitude scintillation can cover the entire dynamic pheric irregulaities carries the intensity and phase varia-
range of 30 dB not only in the 250 Mllz band but at L-band as well. In
the polar cap, the 50th and 90th percentile values of rms phase devia- tlions across a fixed ray path and causes scintillations on
tion at 250 MItz for 82 s detrend are 3 and 12 rad, respectively, with a communication link. It should be remembered that the
comparablevaluesbeingobtainedintheauroraloval. The correspond- ray path from a satellite orbiting, at an altitude of 1000
Ing values for the S, index or scintillation are 0.5 and 0.8 in the polar km, sweeps past the ionospheric irrcularities assumed to
cap, which are slightly higher than those recorded in the auroral oval. be at 350 km at a speed of - 3 km s- . On the other hand,
The power law index of phase scintillation at high latitudes is in the
vicinity of -2.3, which is not a result of very strong turbulence as in the speed of F-region irregularities relative to a receiver
the equatorial region but is considered to be a consequence of shallow on the ground is typically on the order of 100 m s- a. As
irregularity spectral indexes. The phase rates at auroral locations are a result, the scintillation rate of orbiting satellite signals
an order of magnitude smaller than in the equatorial region and attain is generally an order of magnitude faster than in the case
values of 100" in 0.5 s. The extreme variability of ionospheric motion of geostationary satellites.
In the auroral oval sensitively controls the structure of scintillations.

The long-term morphology (period 1979-1984) of intensity scintil- Scintillations cause both enhancements and fadings
istions at 250 MHz in the polar cap shows that, In addition to the ab- about the median level of the signal as the radio signals
sence of diurnal variation of scintillations, and the presence of an an- sweep across the irregular ionosphere. When these fad-
nual variation with a pronounced minimum during local summer, there ings exceed the specified fade margin of a link, its per-
exists a marked solar control of scintillation activity such that It
abruptly decreases when the solar activity falls below a thresholdI formance is degraded. The degree of degradation will de-

pend on the magnitude of fadings relative to the margin,
Manuscript received February I. 1986; revised September 26. 1986. the duration of the fade, the rate of fading, the type of

This work was supported in pan by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory modulation, and the criteria of acceptability. On a global
under Contract F19628-84-K-0003 with Emmanuel College, and by the
Defense Nuclear Agency. scale, the degradations are most serious for propagation

S. Basu, P. F. Fouger. H. C. Cartson. Jr., and H. E. Whitney are with paths which transit the low latitude irregularity belt around
the Air Forte Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base, MA the magnetic equator and the high latitude environment
01731.

E. M. MacKenzie and S. Basu are with Emmanuel College. Boston. encompassing the auroral oval and polar cap regions (cf.
MA 02115. Fig. 1 given in [1]).

E. Costa was with Emmanuel College. Boston. MA. He is now with The morphology of scintillations has been studied for
CETUC-PUC/RJ Rua Marqucs de Sio Vicente 225, 22453 Rio deianeiro.
Brazil. several years and documented for the equatoral, midla-

IEEE Log Number 8612160. titude, auroral, and polar cap regions. Intensity scintilla-
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lion measurements with orbiting and geostationary satel- ASC ISON M.,O0
FES. 3. 1"01

lite provided the major database for such long-term 2142 UT

studies (1). The morphology of phase scintillations was
developed by the use of multifrequency phase coherent
DNA wide-band satellite transmissions in the equatorial 0 eslua 54*0. 0 So.€, -4.2

12) and auroral regions [3), [4). More recently, near-sta-
tionary polar beacon satellites, which can be viewed at o

high elevation angles from high latitude stations, have T -w' - .20

been used to develop the morphology of phase and inten- -40
sity scintillations in the auroral oval and polar cap regions
15]. In addition, case studies of ionospheric scintillations -0
have been made in conjunction with rocket, radar, satel- a.

lite in situ, and optical measurements (6)-[8). These in- s 20 L P - -.

vestigations have provided much insight into the mecha- .._...-----
nisms of irregularity formation and are expected to be o
helpful in developing predictive systems of scintillations -20

based on geophysics [9). -1-4o-0
In this paper, we first isolate very disturbed irregularity

environments at both high and low latitudes, provide -
quantitative measures for the level of disturbance encoun-
tered by communication links in these regions, and ana- ,0 .o 20 SLOPE 70

lyze further the results in a form that can be used to eval-
uate communication system performance. We shall 0

emphasize the difference between the structures of scin- -o
tillation at high and low latitudes and isolate the appro- -,o .

-40 
t

priate parameters of concern to communication links op- 0 "
crating in these two distinct disturbed regions of the globe. -20 P

so 120 M0 I." OR 0' 0
TIME (se I0t

If. DATA AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS rEQUCYCv (ME)

Fig. 1. A 3-min data sgmcnt of scintillations observed at 3954. 154 1. and

We have used both intensity and phase scintillation data 257 MHz at Ascension Island and their respective spectrm.

from Thule, Greenland (76.5*N, 68.7"W), a polar cap
station; Goose Bay, Labrador (53.3°N, 60.3°W), located At the high latitude stations, Thule and Goose Bay, 250
in the nighttime auroral oval; and Ascension Island MHz signals from near-stationary polar beacon satellites
(7.9*S, 14.4*W), an equatorial anomaly station where the were received at high elevation angles by both the com-
critical frequency of the F2 layer attains high values in puter-controlled phase-locked receiver and the total power
the postsunset period when the ionospheric irregularities system. In view of the periodic frequency updating of this
become most pronounced. satellite at 168-s intervals, the phase and intensity scintil-

At Ascension Island, 244 MHz signals from the geo- lation data could be processed over 82-s intervals spaced
stationary satellite, Fleetsatcom, were recorded digitally 168 s apart 15]. The total power system acquired intensity
by a computer-controlled phase-lock receiver. The pro- scintillation data on chart recorders on a round-the-clock
cessing of the phase and intensity scintillation data using mode which were analyzed manually as mentioned ear-
the phase-lock system has been described earlier [10], lier.
1111. This system was operated over a limited period of III. RESULTS
time, namely, Jan.-Feb. 1981 and Jan.-Feb. 1982, cor- ..U

responding to periods of strong scintillation activity at this A. Ascension Island
location. In addition to the above, total power receiving During the last sunspot maximum period, the most se-
systems are employed to make routine recordings of sig- vere scintillation activity was encountered at this equa-
nal intensity from Fleetsatcrm at 244 MHz and from the torial station 1131, [141. Fig. I shows a sample of such an
geostationary satellite, Marisat, at a variety of frequcn- extreme case of scintillation activity which was recorded
cies, namely, 257, 1541, and 3954 MHz. Round-the-clock on multifrequency transmissions from Marisat. The left-
observations by this total power system are recorded on hand panel shows, from the top, intensity scintillations at
chart recorders and manually analyzed to determine inten- 3954, 1541, and 257 MHz over a 3-min perid in the
Sity scintillation magnitude over IS-min intervals (121. early evening hours. The right-hand panel shows the cor-
During special campaign periods, however, the signals responding power spectra for the samples with the power
were recorded on magnetic tapes to perform spectral anal- law index (slope) of the best fit straight line to the linear
ysis and to evaluate both the first- and second-order pa- rolloff portions indicated on the diagram. On the left-hand
rameters related to scintillation statistics. panel, the second central moment of signal intensity,

LSD'
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namely, the S4 index of intensity scintillations defined in 1541 MHz signals which represents the case of saturated
[15], is labeled to provide a quantitative measure of in- scintillations. In contrast to the 3954 MHz spectrum dis-
tensity fluctuations. At the lowcst frequency, 257 MHz cussed above, the spectral maximum in this case is broad
shown in the bottom panel, the S4 index of scintillations and covers a frequency range of 0.1 Hz-I Hz. The high-
attains a value of 0.88 approaching the saturation condi- frequency slope is also steeper indicating a power law in-
tion of S4 - 1. The rate of fading is extremely fast and dex of -5.5. The broad spectral width and steep spectral
approaches the receiver response time of 0.1 s. A receiver slopes are characteristics of strong intensity scintillations
with larger dynamic range and faster response time would [21], [22], [19]. In fact, oe the basis of the expression for
have recorded fading depths much larger than the 15 dB f. given in the previous paragraph, which is valid for weak
level registered in the figure. At higher frequencies, the scintillations, one expects that at 1541 MHz, a lower value
phase perturbations are reduced so that scintillation mag- off. will be obtained. Instead,f. extends to much higher
nitudes are expected to be less. In general, when scintil- values due to strong scattering [23]. Since the autocorre-
lations are not very intense (S4 < 0.6), intensity scintil- lation function and power spectra are Fourier transform
latior. magnitudes (S4 ) follow a frequency (f) depen- pairs, the increased spectral width signifies a shorter au-
dence off -' shown in 116]. The middle panel, however, tocorrelation interval. Henceforth, the time interval for 50
shows that at 1541 MHz in the L-band, the S index re- percent decorrelation will be referred to as the decorre-
mains at the saturated level somewhat exceeding unity. lation time (r). For practical purposes, it is found that the
This signifies that the irregularity environment is so in- inverse of the frequency f = 2 Hz, namely, 0.5 s, where
tense that saturated scintillations are obtained at 1541 the psd falls to a level of 20 dB below the maximum.
MHz, and 257 MHz scintillations are driven far into sat- corresponds quite well to the decorrelation time.
uration. The level of activity can be gauged from the top The lowest panel in Fig. 1 shows the scintillation spec-
panel which shows that even in the C-band (3954 MHz). trum of 257 MHz transmissions which is driven far into
scintillation with S. = 0.31 is obtained. From an engi- saturation. The spectral broadening is extreme in this case
necring standpoint, this corresponds to a fluctuation of 6 and extends to 4 Hz. The spectral slope is steepest and
dB [171. corresponds to a power law index of -7. The decorrela-

I oc power spectra of scintillations obtained by the use tion time is found to be 0.13 s signifying an extreme fad-
of the fat Fourier transform (FFT) algorithnm are shown ing rate. It should be noted that although the S4 indexes
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 1 [181. The spectrum of for both 1541 and 257 MHz are approximately unity in-
weak scintillations at 3954 MHz is shown in the top panel. dicating saturation, the decorrelation interval still varies,
It is characterized by maximum power spectral density becoming shorter at the lower frequency which suffers
(psd) at a frequency ( f, ) of about 0.4 Hz. This frequency stronger scattering.
can be expressed as f, = u/ 32,\z where u is the drift Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the cumulative distribution
speed of irregularities orthogonal to the propagation path, function (cdf) of signal amplitude for the C- and L-band
X is the radio wavelength, and z is the slant range from frequencies illustrated in Fig. I. The cdf is a first-order
the observing site to the irregularities 1191. For these ob- statistic and is useful for defining the minimum margin
servations. X 0 076 m, z = 450 km. and f,, = 0.4 Hz. requirements for communication links in nondiversity
so that the value of u is derived as 104 m s-'. This is in systems. The diagrams indicate the cdf for the observa-
agreement .vwith the observed values in the equatorial re- tions (solid line) as .. ell as the theoretical Nakagami m-

gion where, during the early evening hours, the drift speed distribution discussed in 124] which is indicated by dotted
of F-layer irregularities with respect to the ground gen- lines at the m value (n = I /S) appropriate for the data
erally vanws between 100-2(W in s-' [20]. In contrast to sample. It can be seen that the theoretical distributions
only a tactor of 2 variation of drift speed in the equatorial represent the observations quite well over a wide range of
region th ped in the auroral oval can vary by a factor activity levels, being weak at 3954 MHz and strong at
of i0 ot ;;mfi. rhis ,auses a considerable shift off, even 1541 MHz. For intense scintillations such as seen on 1541
for a gicn cijinctry and a specified frequency as will be MHz, the cdf approaches a Rayleigh distribution (m =
:;hov n later in the paper. The other features to be noted I ). The Nakagami m-distribution has been earlier shown
are th(- ,lo.i-s (,f the spectra on either side of the maxi- to be useful for describing the effects of scintillations on
mnuin p,,d. in', - bth psd and frequency are plotted on a satellite communication links [25].
l aritb " :- a!(-, a linear slope indicates a power law In addition to the cdf which describes the probability
varijti(,n ,t p-, with frequency. The spectrum of 3954 distribution of the depth of fading, a statistical description
Mltz o :wilitions indicates that at the low-frequency end, of the fading rate is necessary to fully characterize the
the .ari -tior can be approximated by f + and the varia- effects of scintillations on communication links. The in-
'i,,n f o , the high-frequency end can be expressed by formation on the fading rate is contained in the power

. lhe:c spectral slopes are typically observed and spectra of scintillations which we have described earlier
hi -L'n relatced to the spectra of ionospheric irregular- Another way of obtaining this information is to employ a
i'" [f- IS) based on which the scintillation spectra have level crossing technique. This gives the distribution of
heen ,m,-ce'sfully modeled [19]. fade duration across a set of specified fading levels. Often.

P- r,,!,Y1 ti".ht hand panel shows the spectnum of this representation is simpler and easier to interpret in re-

1 th
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ASCENSION ISLANO FEB3.,1981 2142 UT
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the fade duratons for the period of weak scintilla-
tions at 3954 MHz and strong scintillations at 1541 MHz illustrated in

Fig. 1.

urated it Si 1 . 12. In this case, the fade levels are cho- ASCENSION ISLAND ,JAN-FE8 1981 ALL K

sen at wider intervals. The distibution is interesting in FLT (244 MHz)

the sense that the number of fades is drastically reduced ,6
at higher fade levels exceeding - 16 dB. Thus, although

the fade depth of strong 1541 MHz scintillations exceeds ,1 o --
20 dB, the number of fades at - 16 dB level in one 1.5-
min interval Is only 7 and the maximum fade duration 12-

does not exceed 0.1 s

We shall next concentrate on the results of both inten- - -

sity and phase measurements at Ascension Island per- 0#,
forme~d with the computer-controlled receiver discussed ('04) s-
in Section .s. These measurements were performed by the fteeofw i--

use of 244 MHz transmissions from Fleetsatcom. The in- 6
tensity and phase scintillation data were analyzed over tM r

successive 150 s periods. Since the 257 MHz intensity L 4M

scintillation data acquired from the Maistatsnellite have
been discussed in earlier publications [14, v19e , we shall
comment primaily on the phase scintillation data which

dos o!eced .1s

are quite unique and are being reported here for the first o-22 0-4 0-2 2-, i

Fig. 4 t hyws the 5t and 90th percentiles of the S, Fig. 4. The median (50th percentile) and 90th percentile values oat Anha
and intensity scintillations at 244 MHz in terms of four 2-h blcds of

index of intensity scintillation (defined earlier) and rms local time (LT) during Jan.-Feb. 1981 t Ascension Island.
phase deviation (,) over 150-s periods (detrended with

S0.01 Hz filter) as a function of local time. The time

interval c.orresponds to he postsunset to postmidnight pe- eilite, we have shown that both the 257 MHz and L-band
tiod (20 04 LT) (local time) when quatoial F-region intensity scintillations at this station become saturated
irregularities are most intenshe e period with S - 1.0. The saturation of intensity scintillation
Jan.-Fcb. 1981 corresponds to a period of high scintilla- data at about 0.8 did not, however, affect phase measure-
tion occurrence as previously mentioned. The number of ments. It may be noted that the 90th percentile of rms
data points in each 2-h block is indicated along the ab phase deviation in the 20-22-h block is as large as 16 rad
scissa. It may be noted that in the early evening hours with 100 s dtrend. In a similar propagation geo etry,
between 20-22 LT, both and 90t h percentile the values of rths phase dgviai )n may be scaled to shorter

,alues of S. and a, are highly elevated. The intensity scin- dctrend intervals (T ) by multiplying the given values by
pillaon data saturated at a level of approximately 4 = ItTh100] tP' )/z, where p(- 2.5) is the phase spectral

0.8 bccuene of pcever constraints With the Marisat sat- index [26). From Fig. 4, it may also be noted that the

data-,-_., . ."..., pointsineach2-hbloc is indiate alon the ab- phase. deviation in th" 0- -h bloc, is as le as 16 rd "
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ASCENSION ISLAND FE8.3, 1981 222430 UT
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Fig. 5. Phase scintillation data segments at 244 MHz ov 88-s interals
and their spectra in alternate panels acquired at Ascension Island on Fcb.
3. 1981.

50th and 90th percentile values of these scintillation pa- at lower frequencies. A sudden onset of scintillations may
rameters decrease sharply with increasing local time ow- be noted in the third panel. The corresponding spectra in-
ing to the decay of irregularity strength. dicates an abrupt increase of psd at all frequencies up to .

We shall now discuss the 244 MHz phase scintillation 25 Hz. The numbers alongside the spectra indicate the
data that were acquired from the Fleetsat satellite at As- magnitude of maximum instantaneous spectral slopes. The
cension Island on Feb. 3, 1981. Multifrequency intensity spectral slopes attain values ranging between -2 to -2.5
scintillation data from the Marisat satellite for this day during the period of scintillations, but remain much higher
have already been presented earlier. Fig. 5 shows a se- before the onset of scintillations as may be noted from the
quence of phase scintillation data over successive 88-s in- first two spectra. It is worthwhile to recall that the spectral
tervals and their spectra obtained by the maximum en- slope of intensity scintillations at a similar frequency (cf.
tropy method [271 in the adjacent panels. The signal Fig. 1) and a similar period of intense activity is very
segments and their spectra are numbered on the left-hand steep. This is caused by the refractive effects of large scale
side of each panel for ease of comparison. The rms phase irregularities of electron density on the structure of inten-
deviation in radians for each 88-s interval is indicated on sity scintillations [21], [22]. Until recently, one expected
the right-hand side of the data segments. The intervals that the spectra of weak intensity scintillations and phase
between the tic marks on the data panel represent 50 rad scintillations of any magnitude would reflect the slope of
and on the spectral panels psd of 80 dB. The initial data irregularity spectra in the ionosphere. In fact, the slope of
Segments with no activity are not shown and the panels -4.2 in the weak scintillation spectrum at 3954 MHz as
start from the 34th data segment, which commences at shown in Fig. I reflects very well .he average one-dimen-
222430 universal time (UT). The first two data segments sional irregularity spectral slope of -3.5 at small scales
(34 and 35) show very little phase variation. The corre- [18). The spectral slopes of strong phase scintillations ac
sponding phase spectra show that the noise floor extends 244 MHz, however, indicate shallow spectral slopes in
from the Nyquist frequency of 25 Hz to about 0.2 Hz. the vicinity of -2.5 The apparent discrepancy has been
Phase power spectral densities (psd) are noticeable only resolved by Rino and Owen 128]. They simulatcd an

v ,,,i:, "2 g 2e',_' 2,2'_,o' .' " "e',2,2.'2r ./.''2" ,""" ,',, .- '. '",-2""- '2/"-'.-.-.'. .'.'.''. "'2,'''."..''....1-.) .' -.
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F~g 6, A W3tcr plot of the phase spectral slope against phase spectral Fig. 7. A scatter plot of intensity deconelation time against the phase
s:rr-.-ih IdD3 at Ascension Island at 244 MHz. The slope approaches a spectral strength of 244 MHz scintillations recorded at Ascension Island.
value of -2 at high phase spectral strengths. The theoretical dependence of the two parametcrs in the strong scatter

regime for a phase spectral index p. = -2.4 is indicated by the straight
line.

-rnospherc phase screen, allowed a radio wave to prop-
agatC through it, and computed numerically the phase sity and phase scintillations are controlled by the strength

structure and phase spectra at various distances from the of scattering. The decorrelation time is a function of the
screen They showed that due to the diffractive effects of spatial structure of intensity variation on the ground as
pha,, in a s',rong scattering medium, the phase structure well as the ionospheric drift which controls the motion of
dcvclops large, near-discontinuous phase changes (termed the spatial structure past a receiving antenna. The fact that
"cycle slips") and yields phase spectra with slopes ap- the decorrelation time is so well ordered in terms of the
proachir -- 2. phase spectral strength indicates that the drift velocity

Fig. 6 shows a scatter plot of phase spectral slope ve;- does not vary much between the postsunset and the mid-
sus phe cpcctral strength in decibels which is defined as night period, and it is the strength of the irregularities
the phae- psd ac I Hz when the S, index exceeds 0.6, i.e., which control primarily the fading pattern of scintilla-
to. strong scintillations. The data were acquired at As- tiors. This is, however, not true at high latitudes where
cension Island during Jan.-Feb. 1981. At low values of the phase spectral strength of the integrated strength of
phase spectral strengths or high decibel numbers, phase irregularities is not as intense as in the equatorial region,
spectral slcys show a wide scatter between -2 and -2.9 but the drift velocity can vary by an order of magnitude
:ri Fig. 6, but at high values of phase psd, the slopes ap- within a short interval of time. At high latitudes, there-
proach a value of -2. This provides observational sup- fore, the fading pattern is primarily controlled by the ir-
port to the "cycle slip" argument presented in the pre- regularity drift.
vious paragr-ph. From Fig. 5 it was evident that in intense equatorial

In Fig 7, we shu;w an interesting plot of intensity de- phase scintillation events, considerable power resides in
correlation tame at 244 MHz on a logarithmic scale against the regime of high fluctuation frequencies. This is equiv-
phase sp:,. aI strength (decibels) for strong scintillations alent to stating that the probability of having a high rate
(S, > 0 6) It may be noted that with increased phase of change of phase is considerable. The phase rate, on the
;pccial wcngths in this regime, the intensity scintilla- other hand, is a measure of the Doppler spread the signal
tions systcriatic-ally develop finer structures on the ground undergoes in traversing the irregularities of the ionos-
so that dNc d.onelation time decreases from about I to phere. In Fig. 8, the probability distribution of the phase
0 s. B1 i ,mg the method outlined in 126], it is possible rate in phase scintillations has been computed over 0.-s
to deric the average spectral slope from the slope of the intervals during a 30-min period of intense scintillations
bcst fit straight line to the scatter plot of Fig. 7. The scat- at Ascension Island. Since the Nyquist frequency is 25
1er d;a ram indicates a spectral slope of -2.4. This is in Hz, the phase rate could have been computed over a much
very gt.o agreement with the phase spectral slopes of the shorter time interval. However, at small sampling inter-
data iegmcrits illustrated in Fig. 5. vals, the noise becomes comparable to the signal and the

The resuits shown in Figs. 6 and 7 imply t- in the derived phase rates would have been contaminated by the
disturbed equatorial ionosphere, the structures . 'ten- phase rate of noise signals. In Fig. 8(a), the occurrence
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Fig. 8. (a) The distribution of phase rate of 244 MHz scintillations at As-
ccnsion Island. The high values a( (he two ends indicate percent occur-
rence of values > 500* s - .

of phase rate between :t:500° s - 1 has been plotted. It is the ray path covered a corrected geomagnetic latitude
found that nearly 20 percent of the total population (ls range of 85-89"N. Since scintillations are better ordered
points) contains phase rates in excess of ±500° s - 1. The in terms of corrected geomagnetic latitude (CGLAT) and
dis .ibution of population with extreme phase rates has magnetic local time (MLT) at high latitudes, we shall use
,.: n plotted in Fig. 8(b) over a wider range extending this system of coordinates as described in (30]. The phase '

from ±500 to ±2300° s - 1. It may be noted that phase and intensity measurements were made with the corn-
rates as high as 2000* s-1 or 2 ms-1 occur in 0.1 percent puter-controlled phase-lock receiver during specified in-
of the population with extreme phase rates which, in turn, tervals as mentioned in Section II.
represents 20 percent of the total number of observations The morphology of intensity scintillations [311 and that
during approximately a half-hour period. Such extreme of both phase and intensity scintillations 15] from Thule
phase rates have considerable deleterious effects on radar have been discussed earlier. In this paper, we shall pre-
systems. Since the phase scintillation magnitude varies sent phase and intensity scintillation data during Jan.-Feb.
inversely as frequency 29], the above phase rate may be 1982 not previously published, and use it to contrast its
scaled from the 244 MHz observations to 2.4 GHz as 0.2" behavior against the Ascension Island observations. We
ms-. have also extended the intensity scintillation morphology

further through the years of low sunspot number to illus-
B. Thule, Greenland trate the control of solar activity on polar cap scintilla-

At Thule, a polar cap station, the phase and intensity tions.
scintillation data were acquired by receiving 250 MHz Fig. 9 shows the variation of 250 MHz intensity scin-
transmissions from the near-stationary Air Force satellites tillation index (S4) and rms phase deviation (a,) over 82-
at high elevation angles. The ionospheric intersection of s intervals with magnetic local time as observed at Thule

%1
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hours. In view of this, the scintillation statistics in Fig. 4
7 -- were derived between 20-04 LT. At auroral locations,

such as Goose Bay, scintillations on magnetically quiet
to- -10 days are again confined to nighttime periods as discussed

90 t
- -. in [5). Thus, an absence of diurnal variation of scintilla-

tions during periods of high solar activity is a feature con-
I * fined only to the polar cap. The level of 250 MHz scin-

tillations is also high, the 90th percentiles of rms phase
attaining values as high as 12 rad and intensity scintilla-

4r . --- tions remaining near satur-ation with S, - 0.9.
- The long-term statistics of 250 MHz intensity scintil-

K 2 lations derived with total power re-ceiving systems are
shown in Fig. 10. The figure shows the variation of sci -

-5-20~ 21-03 h&T tillation occurrence at various fade depths for 1979-1984.
61 3 o The highest fade level of ;- 20 dB represents a peak-to-

Fig TN -nedian(A1Vri ccentile) and the9th perecntik valu" of phase peak fluctuation level of ; :28 dB. The scintillations min-
and inrity scintAiatin at 250 MHL in tcflsu of four 6-h MLT blocks imize during the summer months so that the annual vari-

ob-cved t T-uleation becomes most conspicuous. During the sunlit pe-
riod, the high conductivity at E-region heights (- 100 kmn)

during Jan. -Feb 1982. It may be noted that at Thule, the is not favorable for the maintenance of irregularities in thc
scintillation activity during years of high sunspot numbers overlying F-region of the ionosphere [32]. In other pc-
persists at all hours, the median value of phase ranging riods, particularly during the autumnal equinox, fade
b-vlweg-n 3 arv ' na -v-er the entire diurnal period. This depths as large as 20 dB witnl 20 percent occurrence could
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Fig. 10. Thule intensity scintillation statistics at 250 MHz during 1979-1994.

be obtained up to 1982. The Scintillation activity did not On the other hand, the scatter in Fig. 7 is much less, in-
vary much during the period 1979-1982 when sunspot dicating that the variation of drift speed is small in the
numbers varied between 200 and 100. With further re- equatorial region. At the auroral station of Goose Bay, a %
duction of sunspot numbers, scintillations showed an ab- similar plot (not shown here) indicates considerable scat-
rupt decline during 1983 and 1984. Thus, there seems to ter as well due to the high variability of drift speeds. '

be a lower threshold of solar activity below which irreg- '
ularities of sufficient integrated strength are not encoun- C. Goose Bay, Labrador
tered. We shall not discuss in great detail the features of scin-

Fig. I1I shows the occurrence contours of fade levels at tillations at Goose Bay, an auroral station, but refer to (51
250 MHz that exceed 10 dB on both a monthly and diurnal which compared the characteristics of polar cap and au-
basis. As pointed out in the previous paragraphs, the an- roral scintillations. In short, the auroral station shows a
nual variation of scintillations is the more prominent fea- well-ordered diurnal variation of scintillations with a
lure and the diurnal variation is virtually absent at Thule. nighttime maximum and daytime minimum, whereas we ~
However, there emerges a diurnal pattern in the Oct.- have shown the absence of such ordering in the polar cap
Nov. period which becomes most conspicuous during the region, such as Thule. The auroral scintillation magni-
low sunspot years of 1983 and 1984. The maximum ac- tudes are, on the average, similar to that in the polar cap
tivity during these months seems to be confined to the although, on occasions, more active conditions prevail in
afternoon period around 15 MLT. the polar cap. The polar cap scintillation pattern exhibits

The strong scintillation events with S4 exceeding 0.6, the presence of discrete structures, whereas in the auroral
that could be recorded by the phase-lock receiving system oval, intense scintillation events continue for hours with-
at 250 MHz, were sorted. The intensity decorrelation time out showing much variation in magnitude. The major fea-
and phase spectral strengths were determined and their ture of an auroral station is the extreme variability of drift
mutual dependence is plotted in Fig. 12. The best fit speed. It is not uncommon to observe a change in speed
straight line through the scatter plots corresponded to the from 100 m s' to 1000 m s- within a 30-mmn period.
theoretical dependence 126] expected for the case of strong This variability in speed affects greatly the temporal struc-
scattering with phase spectral slope of -2.2. It signifies ture parameters of scintillations such as the decorrelation
that during strong scintillations at Thule, the intensity time or the rate of change of phase and intensity, Fig. 13
scintillation structure is largely governed by the phase shows the rate of change of intensity at 250 MHz encoun-
spectal strength. Increased scatter around the best fit line tered on two successive nights, Mar. 7 and 8, 1982. The
signifies that the drift speed may vary by a factor of 3-4. scheme of the plot is similar to the phase rate plot in Fig.

2 3
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Fig. II. Intensity scintillations al Thule at 2M0 MHz on a seasonal and I"

local lime basis. The contour levels represent percent occurrence. o' i

8(a) for Ascension Island, except for the longer data in-
terval (0.5 s) used to compute the rates at the auroral lo- I

cation. Shorter time intervals could not be used here be-
cause of possible noise contamination. At the equatorial
station, intervals as short as 0.1 s could be used to corn- -so -zo -o o 10 2o 0

pute phase rates as high levels of ionospheric turbulence ,.,
developed high-frequency structures much above the noise Fig. 13. The distribution of intensity rate of scintillations at 250 MHz

Goose Bay on two successive nights with differtnt ionospheric drilfloor. Fig. 13 shows that at Goose Bay, on Mar. 7, 1982, The drift was lower on Mar. 7 by a factor of 6 as compared to Mar.

the intensity rate of 3 dB s-' occurs in 0. 1 percent of the
total population, whereas it increases to about 7 dB s- at
the same 0.1 percent level on Mar. 8, 1982. Intensity speed is reflected in increased intensity rates. Fig.
spectral studies revealed that the irregularity drift speed shows the phase rate plots at the same frequency for t
was 65 m s- on Mar. 7, 1982, and increased to 390 m two days. It may be noted that at 0.1 percent level, t
s on Mar. 8, 1982 (5). The sixfold increase in drift phase rate may attain values as high as 2500 s- ' at
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GOOSEG AY P1A(RATE A,.O-c 1982 phase spectral strengths (phase psd at I Hz) which indi-
cate the strength of turbulence are found to attain values

Ham . S as high as -2 dB. This is at least 10 dB above the most
intense levels that are obtained at the polar cap or auroral
stations. The extreme levels of turbulence at Ascension
Island induce strong scattering of 257 and 1541 MHz sig-
nals and thereby dictate the structures of amplitude and
phase scintillations at both frequencies. The amplitude
scintillation spectra at these frequencies under such situ-
ations show uniform psd up to fluctuation frequencies as

/ high as a few hertz, and give rise to steep power law spec-
/ \tral indexes of -5 to -7. The intensity decorrelation*/times are consequently reduced to values as low as 0.06

8 % s at 257 MHz. The phase spectral slopes at 244 MHz ap-

,/ proach a value of -2.5 which is much shallower than is% p

t .expected from either the in situ irregularity spectra or
weak amplitude scintillations spectra at 4 GHz. This
probably arises from sharp discontinuous phase changes

,0:- ,or "cycle slips" 128) that develop due 'o phase diffraction
effects under strong scatter conditions. In view of these
discontinuous phase changes, extreme phase rates of 2-
3" ms-' were observed. This is rather significant for UHF
radar applications.

In the polar cap (Thule), the median and 90th percentile
0. values of rms phase deviation at 250 MHz for 82-s de-

- tOO -o00 0 0o0 200 Itrend are observed to be 3 and 12 tad, respectively. The
corresponding values for the S, index of scintillations are

Fig. 14. Same as for Fig. 13. exccp herm the dismribu(ion of phasc rate of 0.5 and 0.8. These values are in reasonable agreement
scinillations at 250 MHz is shown, with those published in [5] for another period of obser-

vations. The point of interest is the absence of any diurnal

e variation of polar cap scintillations, its annual variationaurora] location when drift speed is high. If the change with a pronounced minimum during local summer, and
can be linearly extrapolated to smaller time intervals, the
above value translates to 0.25* ms - '. This is an order of rather abrupt decrease of scintillations when the solar ac-

magnitude smaller than the phase rate encountered at As- tivity decreases below a threshold level. The irregularity

cension Island and illustrated in Fig. 8(b). spectral strengths in the polar cap or auroral stations arc
shown to be not as intense as in the equatorial region. At
high latitudes, the phase spectral indexes of about -2.2

IV. SUMMARY cannot be attributed to strong scattering effects, but are
probably a result of shallow irregularity spectral indexes

The results on the structure of multifrequency ampli- in the ionosphere. At auroral locations, the variability of
tude scintillations covering the 250 MHz-4 GHz band of ionospheric motion greatly controls the temporal structure
frequencies at the crest of the equatorial anomaly and the of scintillations. The phase rates at 250 MHz are typically
structure of approximately 250 MHz phase and amplitude of the order of 0.2-0.3* ms - 1, but may show consider-
scintillations in the equatorial anomaly, auroral, and polar able changes due to the variability of ionospheric motion.
cap regions can be summarized as follows.

At Ascension Island, located at the crest of the equa- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
torial anomaly, the most disturbed irregularity environ-
ment on a global basis was encountered during the last These observations have been made possible by the co-
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used to record the satellite transmissions. Even the trans- ware to the AFGL system are greatly appreciated. The
missions at 4 GHz registered fluctuations as large as 6 dB. authors would like to thank the Canadian Marconi Corn-
The median and the 90th percentile values of rms phase pany and the Danish Arctic Contractors for their assis-
deviation at 244 MHz with 100 s detrend are 6 and 16 tance in obtaining the Goose Bay and Thule data, respec-
rad, respectively, during the early evening hours. The tively.
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Morphology of phase and intensity scintillations in the auroral oval and polar cap
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The firmi long-term measurements of phase scintillations at high latitudes from a quasi-stitiondry Air
Force satellite at 250 MHz are reported. The measurements were made from Goose Bay. Labrador
covering the corrected geomagnetic latitude range of 64' 7? N and Thule. Greenland covering the
corrected geoimagnici latitude range of 85 -89'N. Data from December 1979. March-April 1980 and
March-April 1982 are presented from both stations. The sunspot numbers during these specific time
periods were approximaiely the same. The scintillation magnitudes were higher during the vernal
equinox at both stations than during the winter solstice. The Goose Bay data showed a well ordered
diurnal variation with a nighttime maximum and daytime minimum, whereas the Thule data showed
no such ordering The limited phase scintillation data set from Thule is augnented by intensity
scintillation measurements made during 1979-1982 using the same quasi-stationary satellites The
long-term Thule data shows that the major variation in scintillation activity is annual with minimum
scintillations observed in the local summer, as was determined earlier by Aarons ci at (1981) In
contrast to the pronounced annual variation, the dependcncc of overall scintillation activ ity on sunspot
cycle is not greatly evident during 1979-1982 when the sunspot number varied approximaill. between
100 and 200. It was found that both Goose Bay and Thule could show phase scintillations of the order%
of 10 rad (with 812-s dctrend period) even during magnetically quiet times One such case study.
conducied dunng March 19812. is presented and second-order parameters such as phase and intensity
spectral strengths and slopes and intensity decorrelation times are discussed for this event at both
stations The use of geostationary satellite data shows the importance of enhanced magnetospheric
Lonvction velocities on the observation of large phase scintillation values at both sites This under-
scores the need for incorporating irregularity dynamics in the currently developed static models of
ionospheric scintillation

INTRODUCTION become clear that naturally occurring phase scintil-

Ground-based measurements ovcr 2 decades havc lations can impair the performance of satllite sys-
cstblihe th boadmorhoogialfcaurc o thee tcms that use synthetic aperture processing toestachicve high angula resolutinca [featurest of thr,

major scintillation regions. two covering the auroral aheehg nua eouin(rpiuvc t

osiils and polar caps and the third one approxi- 1978].
rnaliv entredon he agneic quaor Aarns, The only long-term study of phase scintillaistons

1982]' Most of the morphological information, how- wsmade by using the DNA Widcband satellite.
cscr ha coe fom ntesit scntilaton easre- there being two observing stations at the equator

ments fjBasu anud Basu, 1981, Basu and Aaros .90 [Lit ingstott, 1980] and one within the aurora) oval in
ons, 980, the Alaskan sector [Rino anid Matthews, 1980] This.4armwNtsc at., 1981]. It has been well known for a

lon time that amplitude scintillations can degrade supeetdltrbwieadpaesitl
the rfomane o saellte cmmuicaionsvsems lation measurements made from Goose Bay' fBasu et

t h e r f o r m a n c e b A o s e l t c o m mu]nd i c ti o n d s y s e m a l., 1 9 8 1 . T h is sa t ll 'te o rb it, h o w e v e r , w ats s u n -

(19f2r andwrebyrencesnh[1982]. andreerec nd it ha synchronous and thus observations were only avid-
[192] nd efeencs terin) Moe rcenlyit as able near local midnight and during prenoon hours

To extend the Coverage over at 24-hour period, a
(o'psrighliI9K5 by ihe American (icophysical Union novel system of measuring phase scintillm iotis using

1'ipecr nujmher 4S'1471 transmissions from the geostationars satellite lei-
00 .6"1,4S -(14 7 3S08 00 sat parked at 100W was put into opet attion at

147
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348 BASU ET AL.: HIGH-LATITUDE SCINTILLATION MORPHOLOGY

AU1ORAL OVAL tudes where the magnetic field is nearly vertical, the
scale-length coverage is dictated by the effective vc-

cOEcTEC locity of the satellite (Fremouw et al., 1978] and isoc€ 1979 GUOMAGK TICJ
12 LOCAL generally independent of the ionospheric drift. Thus

,ATTUOC in the phase scintillation data to be presented in this
To. 7 paper, an additional source of variability, namely

ionospheric drift, has to be considered in addition to
16 00the strength of turbulence [Rino, 1979) or the

U t--- medium itself.

0 RECEIVING SYSTEM AND DATA PROCESSING

so* -The measurements described in the following sec-
tions were made using an extended dynamic range

7" * , _ oreceiver with an extremely stable local oscillator The
-- 0-receiver operates under computer control and once

Fig. I. Polar plot of avadable data from Thule and Goose Bay tuned to within a few hertz of a signal detected in I
for December 1979 as a (unciton of corrected geomagnetic latitude 10-Hz bandwidth, self-tuncs to within + I millihert7
JCGL) and corrected geomagnetic time (MLT). The Q = 3 auroral of the mean frequency as determined by the zero
oval (Feldstein and Starkor. 1967] is shown for reference. crossings averaged over a 20-s period. Subsequent

changes in frequency, either due to changes in iono-
Goose Bay. the details of which arc given in Basu et spheric or geometrical Doppler, are sensed b) the
al. [1982]. Unfortunately, the ionospheric intcrsec- system which then retunes. At each retunc, the local
lion of the ray path from the satellite to Goose Bay oscillator frequency information is recorded to alloA
was at 60' Invariant so that in general, under mag- reconstruction of the long-term phase in subsequent
netically quiet conditions, the auroral oval was con- processing. In particular, for (he polar beacons which
sidcrably polcward of this point and the median are in highly eccentric orbits, every 168 s the tran-s-
phase and amplitude fluctuations were quite small. mitted frequency is shifted approximately 14 Hz to
However, during severe magnetic storms when the assist in minimizing the range 6f departures of the
auroral oval moves substantially equatorwards. a received frequency from the local reference caused b.
case study was presented in which large phase fluctu- time variation of the Doppler shift. In addition, the
ations excecding 10 rad (with 150-s detrcnd period) changing center frequency of the received signal
were observed at 60' invariant (Basu et al.. 1983a]. causes it to drift toward the edge of the receiver pass-

It is the object of this paper to present preliminary band. To avoid loss of signal, appropriate local oscil-
results of phase and amplitude scintillation morphol- lator frequency shifts at the receiver (while maintain-
ogy using high-inclination quasi-gcostationary polar ing phase continuity) are performed to restore cen-
beacons from Goose Bay and Thule transmitting at tering of the signal within the passband.
approximately 250 MHz. The corrected geomagnetic Once a signal is properly acquired by the receiver.
latitude (CGL) coverage was 64°-72°N and 85"- its quadrature components are sampled at 50 Hz and
89'N, respectively. Thus this data set is expected to are digitally recorded along with time and pertinent
provide the first phase scintillation measurements system information. During initial off-line processing.
from deep within the polar cap as well as to sup- these data arc converted to signal intensity and con-
pkcment th( Wideband auroral oval phase morpholo- tinuous phase. Because of the satellite frequency up-
gy with similar data using a quasi-stationary satellite dates every 168 s and the problem of acquiring lock
as a source. The important point to note is that the immediately after each such update, it was found
scale-length coverage of phase scintillations for a most suitable to consider data blocks of 82-s length
fixed detrend interval with a gcostationary (or quasi- (i.e., 4096 points) for computation of the phase and
stationary) satellite as a source is dependent on the intensity statistics. The phase is first detrcnded by
ionospheric drift velocity as discussed by Basu et al. fitting to a second degree polynomial before the rms
(1983a]. This is contrary to the situation when an phase deviation is computed. Phase and intensi.
orbiting satellite such as Wideband is the source of spectra are also computed using a fast Fourier tran-
transmissions. In such cases, particularly at high lati- form technique in order to determine the phase and

%a
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r,,A. beacons are not equally good sources for the phase
.0 measurements so that certain times of day are very
,o -, inadequately covered. However, the most important

- - - constraint of all is the digital processing of the tapcs.
which is so time consuming that only a part of the

- recorded data can be analyzed. The phase measuring
system became operational at both stations in De-
ccmber 1979 and has been running semicontinuously

01 t , . I' (other than some long periods of system outage) until
the middle of 1983. In this preliminary report we will

-0 a present phase and intensity scintillation data from
Dcccmber 1979, March-April 1980 and March-April

0 0 , 1982, when good quality data were available from
= ca- both stations simultaneously. Figure I gives the

*. ,," coverage in corrected geomagnetic latitude (CGL)0.- °and corrected gcomagnctic time (MLT) provided by
OR the measurements at the two stations during the De-

, ,, cember 1979 period with the Q = 3 statistical auroral

,0 oval [Feldstein and Starkov, 1967] provided for refer-
-'. .cncc. In general, the subionosphcric (350 km) cover-

•-00 " " age is between 84°-89wCGL for Thule (station coor-
,ig. dinates: 76.5*N, 68.7"W) and 64'-72" for Goose Bay

06.and "nesi scnilto .- i" ""-nintem o (sotiorcor-hate:u5.3N. 60 W)wt t oo
of GOOSEr BAY

a . 0 , .0 o 09-3 WoT

Fig. 2a Gos B F r
6. 06

fig 2 The median (50th percntile) and 90th percentile phase ', ""
and intensity scnhllalion values are shown in terms of four 6.-hour * / / '.l
.', LT blocks during Decem ber 1979. M arch-April 1980. and. .," - - " "!
%larc~h-April 1982 for Thule lFigure 2a) and Goose Bay (Figure 2. ' ., _. - ' °

1h1 Number of points in each bin i% also indicated Io,.
362 163 6 

'  
79

intensity spectral indices (p,, P,) and spectral W ,,. 980 1o

strengths at I HZ (T. T,) as was done earlier by -

Fremouw et a]. [ 978]- .-..

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION . -

In principle, the polar beacons are sufficient in ". - ,.,- .

number to provide a 24-hour coverage at high north- 0L- 2.3 ,22 ,r3 , J
,!rn latitudes. Indeed, such continuous measurements * - 9ob

were used by Aarons et at. [1981] to determine a / .... ,e

polar cap intensity scintillation morphology using / "06
data recorded on paper charts. The same is true for '-

the 4-year continuous intensity scintillation data pre- 10 . . " -
sentcd in this paper. Unfortunately. the situation is _" _-_"_ [
not quite so simple for phase measurements. The in- "., so.. o02
strument is highly sophisticated and hence needs 99 39 q4 6"

more expert and frequent supervision, a requirement ,'21, 27-03 05 o 0-9 ,3 ,LT
that is particularly difficult to meet at Thule. All the Fig Zh
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P,. N ,,CC04 .x , ,- -W SlavCST Ics 0.2 and 0.6, respectively. Thule showed approxi-
.ACE DEC 1" mately the same phase levels. However, the intensity

OF scintillations were much higher, the median value of
,cos S4 at midnight being 0.5 and the corresponding 90th
Is percentile being 0.8. The diurnal variation of S, at

1 Thule is also not as noticeable as at Goose Bay.
2$ 0Unfortunately, the Thule phase data for the midday

In) a 0 hours were of poor quality and are not plotted.
d oThe scintillation magnitudes for the vernal equin--ox seasons of March-April 1980 and March-April

1982 for Thule and Goose Bay are shown in the
0 0 second and third panels of Figures 2a and 2b, again

-Z o for Kp < 3.5 conditions. Although the general diur-
0 ' 0 onal pattern is similar at Goose Bay, the Thule data0 (which show incomplete coverage) exhibit somewhat

higher levels in the 0300-1500 MLT periods than the
S , 's i , corresponding ones in December 1979. Since the

Px v ,O Thule phase scintillation coverage is still inadequate,
Fihg 4 Scatter plot of phase spectral index p. against rms phase we show in Figure 3 (top and bottom) the intensity

deviation o, for December 1979 at Thule. scintillation statistics obtained from the same satcl-
lites, but using the system described by Aarons et al.
[1981], over a 4-year period beginning January 1979.

spheric zenith angle at Thule always being less than 'Figure 3 (top) shows the statistics during the period
40' while at Goose Bay it is less than 60*. The around local noon (1200-1600 UT). while Figure 3
average intersection locations and times of coverage (bottom) shows the statistics for the midnight period
for each of the other two seasonal periods while (0000-0400 UT). The different hatchings show fade
varying in detail are generally similar to that shown depth indices ranging from > 5 dB to > 20 dB. On a
in Figure I. Thus, in general, the Thule intersection month-by-month comparison belween the daytime
explores the ionosphere deep within the polar cap, and nighttime periods, one finds only minor differ-
whereas the Goose Bay intersection explores the au- ences in occurrence characteristics. The other 4-
roral oval in the evening to postmidnight period and hourly time periods also show similar behavior indi-
the subauroral region at other times of the day. cating the lack of diurnal control as pointed out first

The median (i.e., 50th percentile) phase and inten-
sity scintillation values during December 1979, when, a s, G ,AC , urum C10 1iof,,rica
as m entioned earlier, data taking began at the tw o =x " a"- ,,.,, ,
stations. are shown in the top panels of Figures 2a o]
and 2h. The parameters plotted are the standard de-
viation of phase, a.. obtained by using a detrend -,099
interval of 82 s, and the S, index or the second cen- 0 a
tral moment of intensity as defined by Briggs and 3 0 0

Parkin [ 1963]. The day is broken up into four 6-hour
intervals centered around 1800, 2400, 0600 and 1200
MLT. The number of 82-s data samples per each " 0

6-hour block is shown at the bottom of the respectivediagrams. The choice of such large time blocks was D IANtime blocks- GOOE YI ANO

necessitated by the uneven diurnal coverage at Thule, u .MI
in particular. All the data are for Kp < 3.5. The N ..S
Goose Bay data show the expected midnight maxi-
mum and midday minimum of scintillations at an ,.*
auroral oval station. The highest median phase value H E

is 2 rad increasing to 5 rad at the 90th percentile Fig 5 Scatter plot of phase spectral index p. against rms phase
level. The corresponding intensity scintillations were dcstalion o. for March-April 1982 at Goose Bay
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- gf[ f me IftmV0r61i GOOSE OAY MARCH 6. 1"2
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1.0?

15 .0 0
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P,. SPECTlfL STRFGTH T# (0O

Fig. 6. A scatter plot of the intensity decorrelation tim e r, 2.
atgaini the phase spc tral strength 7.. The theoretical dependence 01
of t, on i. in the strong scatter regime for a phase spectral index 04025 o4552, -- - ,, o0,a4 552' 5-

p. = -2.3 is indicated by the straight line. Fig. 8. Root mean square (rms) phase dcviation e. and mniev*-

sity scintillation index S. at Goose Bay on March K. 1982 [,,or-
by Aarons et al. [1981]. Further, magnetic activity relation time is also sho%n Intensity spectra at time indivcatd b"
has little or no cffect, so that all data are included in arrow (0417: 02 UT) arc showAn in Figure 9h
the intensity stlatistics shown in Figure 3. The season- "
al control is strong with maximum activity during the equinoxes and local winter, and minimum oc-

currence during local summer. The minimum activity
GOOSE BAY MARCH 7. ,982 during summer is probably due to the enhanced E

region conductivity which reduces the lifetime of F
region irregularities as they convect through the

_. sunlit polar cap [Vickrey and Kelley. 1982]. In con-:"0
trast to the consistent and pronounced annual vari-

s, , ation of scintillations observed oxer the 4-year
period, the dependence of scintillation activity on

-. , . ..* , .*. .. . .--- , -" su n spo t n u m be r rem a in s less clea r. In ge ne ral, sim ila r1' : levels of seasonal activity were observed even though
. . the sunspot number varied approximately between

S, 1~ o 200 and 100 during this 4-year period. It remains to

be seen whether a further reduction in sunspot
number will be accompanied by a reduction in scin-

,2 - tillation activity as was determined by Aarons ei al.
o, [1981]. Indeed, Buchau et al. [this issue], based on a

limited data set, find that scintillations at Thule were
much reduced during December 1983 when the sun-
spot number was 33.

C _4_0__________20___ A parameter of interest both for modelling con-444 41'04 044555 05"56( 0S1420 ur

7 4 siderations [Fremouw and Secan, 1984a]. as well as.
F-ig. 7Root mcin square (rms) phase deviation a. and minen-

,,v. scintillation indet S, at Goose Bay on March 7, 19182. )eof- undcrestanding F region irregularity structure [Bamu

relation time is ako shown. Intensity spectra at time indicated by el al., 1984] is the spectral index of phase scintil-
arro 0418~t 41 UT are shown in Figure 9a lations. We show scatter plots of this index, p..
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GOOSE SAY MARCH 7.192 obtained by stationary satellites. Thus if longer scale-
041843 UT lengths at auroral latitudes have shallower spectral

slopes as observed at the equator [Livingston et al.,
1981; Basu et al., 1983b], then the varying spectral

- 20 T1 .- 30 4d slope observations referred to above can be explained
t* -266 on this basis. In situ data of high-latitude electron
s, 0 74 densities is currently being studied to resolve this

~J nq 0question.
Another parameter of interest to systems engineers

-20 is the intensity decorrelation time [Umeki et al.,

1977; Rino and Owen, 1980; Basu and Whitney,
V 1983]. We show in Figure 6 a scatter plot of the
o -logarithm of the intensity decorrelation interval r,

versus phase spectral strength T, dB. The systematic
- reduction of T, with increasing T, in the strong scat-

o"  ,o" to°  1o ter regime (T, > - 15 dB) is noticeable. It is possible
FREOUENCY IN,) (o obtain an estimate of the phase spectra: slope, p,.

Fig. 9a. Spectra of intensity scintillation index S. from Goose from the nature of dependence of log T, on T. dB by
Bay on March 7. 1982. at 0418: 43 UT. The intensity spectral using the work of Rino and Owen [1980]. For the
index p, = -2,66. the corresponding intensity spectral strength n Thule data obtained
T,= -30-4dB n during March-April

1982, the scatter diagram yielded a value of -2.3 for
the phase spectral slope, p.. This value is in remark-

against the phase deviation a, fcr December 1979 at ably good agreement with the median value of - 2.3
Thule in Figure 4 and for March-April 1982 at for the phase spectral slope, p,, determined for the
Goose Bay in Figure S. Both diagrams, while not nighttime Thule data during this period.
showing a strong positive correlation between p, and Since this data base is fairly unique, it was felt that
a,, at least indicate the absence of any decreasing communications systems users may benefit from the
trend of p, with a,. This finding is thus contrary to discussion and illustration of examples of severe
the behavior of p, against a, at the equatorial region phase and amplitude scintillation events at both sta-
found from Wideband [Fremouw and Secan, 1984b]. tions in order to get an order of magnitude estimate
The median p, value observed from Goose Bay in
the present case is -2.4. This is higher than the
median value of p, = -2.1 observed at Goose Bay GOOSE BAY MARCH 8. 1982

with Wideband as a source [Basu et al., 1981]. The 041702 UT

Wideband median p, is indicated in Figure 5. The p,
values obtained with the quasi-stationary satellite in . d

the present case are, however, quite comparable to, 20 T,- 20..44-

those obtained from the Fleetsat data [Basu et al., s. 050 1

1982]. It was pointed out in the Introduction that the
major difference between phase scintillation measure-
ments using orbiting beacons and that made by using (x
geostationary satellites is that in the former case the -2 -0

scale-length coverage is obtained by using the ef- ,
fective velocity of the satellite while in the latter case -,0

it is the ionospheric drift that dictates the largest
scale-length coverage. Further, while there is great
variability in the ionospheric drift, it is, in general, . .
much smaller than the approximately 3 km s' ef- FAEOVENCY (t
fective velocity of orbiting beacons at high latitudes. C _ F ig , 9 h .Srw c tra o f in te n sity ! ,cin tilla ito n in d e x S , fro m G o ,, e
As such, the scale-length coverage in the phase spec- Bay on March 8, 1982. at 0417 02 UT The intensity spectral

trum for the determination of p, is generally confined index p, - 2 44. the corresponding intensily spectral strength

to longer scale-lengths in the orbiting case than is /, 203 dl t
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7'iULE MARCH 8. 1982 conditions but under varying irregularity drift con-
, o ditions. In order to do so, we present in Figures 7

V and 8 the time history of scintillations on March 7
and 8. 1982. near magnetic midnight at Goose Bay.

? Z The two consecutive Goose Bay days arc shown to
", "emphasize the great impact that irregularity drift

, variation (driven by magnetospheric convection) has
,' * -, .... -on the intensity decorrelation time and the mag-

Snitude of phase scintillation. It should be noted that
"" the decorrelation times are plotted in seconds for

0 .. March 7 and in tenths of seconds for March 8, even
though the S4 magnitudes are virtually the same on

4. both days. The corresponding a, curves also show a
'6- grcat contrast although this contrast is somewhat re-
"I- duccd by the fact that there is always a residual of
2. approximately I rad in these single frequency phase

, measurements using quasi-stationary sources. In Fig-

ures 9a and 9h we show the spectra obtained at
,4. 0418:43 UT on March 7 and at 0417:02 UT on
2 March 8. These specific times are identified by

or arrows in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Since the
040556 042 819l 04505o 0 5O.3 ts 053538 UT

universal times of the two samples are so close, theF ig , 10 . R o o t m e a n sq u a re Irm $ ) p h a se d e v ia tio n a . a n d in te n - p o i o n o f h e s t l t e n t e 2 d a s w r i e t c l
siy scintillation index S. at Thule on March R. 1982. Decorrela- positions of the satellite on the 2 days were identical
lion time is also shown. Phase and intensity spectra at times indi- with respect to Goose Bay. However, we find the
cated by arrows (0504: 46 UT and 0420 - 00 UTI are shown in Fresncl maximum frequency (fF1 to be 0.05 Hz in
Figures II and 12. respectively. Fieurc 9a and 0.3 Hz in Figure 9h. Using the re-

lationship./t = u/(2L:)1, 2 , where u is the drift velocity,
of such second-order parameters as the phase and ;. is the radio wavelength and : is the slant range, we
amplitude spectral strengths at I H., namely, T, and obtain the drift in a direction perpendicular to the
T, the corresponding phase and intensity spectral propagation path to be 65 ms on March 7 and 390
slopes, p, and p,, as well as the 50% decorrelation ms ' on March 8.
time of signal intensity under relatively strong scatter The Thule S, and a, data for March 8, 1982. are

THULE MARCH 8. 1982

050446 UT

- 201 7#" -25 4 21 T, - "24 4

t I0.-2 26 P, • -046

a#. ZI-$.. 0 '
£0!

- ' ,T'-

t0" a'0 ro'0 0 O - a -0' *O 0 O

IrAI[u OU Crl,l F RrOUCI CV I ,)

Fig. I I. Spectra of (a) rins phase deviation a* and (h( intenstt, scintillation index S= from Thule on March 8.
1982. at 0504 :46 UT. a time of tow o* The phase spectral ,ndes p* - 2 26. the corresponding phase spec:tral
strength T -254 dB The intensity spectral inde r, ' 46. the corresp onding intensity spectral strength

T, -244 dB
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TNULE MA*CH 6. 19*2

042000 UT

* 'i - O i- o20 -" To. e to 6 2.-to 2
z .2 ,, -,o\ 0

IN

10" .0 10" 'o '
o  

.0 .O
0  

to

¢IaIcOU(cyl "I I IrE [ V1"1)

Fig. 12 Spectra of la) rms phase deviation o and (h) intensity scintillation index S, from Thule on March 8.
19142. at 0420 UT. a time of high a*. The phase spectral index p. w - 2.83. the corresponding phase spectral
strength T. = -18.3 dB. The intensity spectral index p, = -206; the corresponding intensity spectral strength

T - 19.2 dB.

shown in Figure 10. They correspond to the same and 12h. From a consideration of the Fresnel maxi-
time period as the Goose Bay data shown in Figure mum in these cases which is f, = 0.24 Hz (particu-
8. The difference in the scintillation character which larly discernible in Figure 12b) we obtain a velocity
seems to be typical of the respective domains is the perpendicular to the propagation path of 260 ms
presence of more discrete irregularity structures in which is somcwhat smaller than the velocity ob-
the polar cap and more uniform turbulence in the tained at Goose Bay at the same time. We have been
auroral oval. Such discrete scintillation structures able to obtain (through the courtesy of W. B.
were also observed by Weber and Buchau [1981] in Hanson) Dynamics Explorer Z data, in particular, a
the polar cap when sun-aligned arcs were observed DE-2 orbit that passes fairly close to both the Goose
near Thule. The strength of turbulence seems some- Bay and Thule intersections on March 8, 1982, at
what higher at Thule as in this case S, actually approximately the same universal time. It is our
achieves a value of unity. The decorrclation time is object to investigate drift variations and in situ den-
also correspondingly lower achieving a value as sity structure variations In the DE-2 data and to
small as 0.1 s. Such decorrelation times are observed study the extent to which they are mapped in phase
near the equator at a similar frequency using the and intensity scintillation data.
Marisal satellite but the S, indices in that case were
driven far into saturation with the S. index being SUMMARY

.continuously greater than or equal to unity for a The results on the statistics of 250 MH7 phase and
period of 90 min [cf. Basu ef al.. 1983b, Figure 8]. amplitude scintillations obtained during the period

The phase and intensity scintillation spectra from 1979-1982 at an auroral (Goose Bay, Labrador) and
Thule under conditions of low a. and high a, are a polar cap (Thule, Greenland) station from high elc-
shown in Figures Ila. b and 12a. 12b, respectively. vation angle observations of quasi-stationary satel-
These times are identified by two arrows in Figure lites can be summarized as follows
10 The phase strength parameter T at I Hz, is given The median and the 90th percentile values of rms
by -25.4 dB in the weak scintillation case and is phase deviation at 250 MHz for 82-s detrend interval
- 18.8 dB in the strong scintillation case. We note are 2 and 6 rad, respectively, at both the auroral and
that the low a. value is associated with a shallow polar cap locations. The corresponding values for the
slope (p, = -2.3) compared to the high o, value S, index of intensity scintillations are 0.3 and 0.6 for
which is associated with a steeper slope (p. = - 2.8). the auroral and 0 5 and 0 8 for the polar cap station
This is in keeping with the trend observed in the The auroral station exhibits thc well-documcntcd
scatter diagram shown in Figure 4. The two corre- diurnal variation of scintillation with maximum
sponding intensity spectra are shown in Figures I lh nighttime occurrence of scintillation In the polar
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Force Geophys. Lab., Hanscom Air Force Base. Masas, 1911.

cap, on the other hand, this diurnal variation is not ADA111871.
evident. Basu. Su., S. Basu, R. C. Livingston. E. MacKenzie. and H. E.

Whitney. Phase and amplitude scintillation statisics at 244
In the polar cap, a strong annual variation of scin- MHz from Goose Bay using a geostationary satellite. Rep.
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SUMMARY

The first measurements of absolute Total Electron Content (TEC) and L-band amplitude
and phase scintillation were made from Thule. Greenland, a polar cap station, in early
1984. These measurements were made using signals transmitted from the Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellites. The variability of the TEC. especially during the afternoon to
pre-midnight hours, is large, with increases in TEC above the background values of greater
than 100 percent not uncommon. During one disturbed time quasi-periodic TEC enhancements
having periods as short as ten minutes and amplitudes equal to the background TEC were
observed for over two hours. The TEC during some of the disturbed periods in the dark
Thule ionosphere exceeded mid-latitude daytime values. Amplitude scintillations were
small, not exceeding 3 dB peak to peak during the entire observing period, but they were
associated with the times of TEC enhancements, with some evidence for stronger scinti]]a-
tion occurring during the negative gradients of the TEC enhancements. Phase scintilla-
tions were highest during some of the times of enhanced TEC, and depend critically upon
the phase detrend interval used.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of total electron content (TEC) obtained from high elevation angle
satellites have been obtained for the first time from the polar cap station located at
Thule, Greenland, 76.5" geographic latitude, 86" invariant latitude. The only previous
TEC measurements reported from Thule, (IMendillo and Klobuchar, 1973) were recordings
of Faraday rotation obtained from a geostationary satellite viewed at a6 approximate 5
elevation angle where the ionospheric intersection of the ray path to the satellite was
over the auroral zone rather than the polar cap.

It is particularly important to study the behavior of the F region in the polar cap
during the winter when solar EUV is minimal, and much of the F region is dominated by .-
transport, rather than by local production. TEC measurements are also important because
of ionospheric time delay effects on satellite positioning systems.

In addition to making the first high elevation absolute TEC measurements from Thule,
both L-band amplitude and phase scintillation data were also obtained. During an eight
day period in January-February. 1984 approximately 120 hours of recordings were obtained
during both relatively magnetically quiet and magnetically disturbed conditions. Ampli-
tudi scintillation can limit satellite communications (2Aarons, et. al.,1982) while
phase scintillation, a measure of irregularities of scale size greater than a few hundred
meters can seriously affect the imaging from satellite-borne Synthetic Aperature Radars
(SARs), (3Szuszczewicz, et. al.. 1983).

THE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

Dual frequency, L-band, psuedo-random-code modulated signals transmitted from the
US Defense Department Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites were used for determin-
Ing absolute TEC and for the measurements of amplitude and phase scintillation. GPS is
an advanced satellite system, (4Parkinson and Gilbert, 1983), in which the user deter-
mines his range and range-rate from signals transmitted from 4 satellites by comparing
his own clock time against those received from the 4 satellites. In this manner the
three dimensional user position and velocity are determined. A fourth satellite is re-
quired to correct any user clock error. In order to provide simultaneous visibility of
at least 4 satellites to a user anywhere on, or near, the earth's surface, a total of 18
satellites will eventually be required.

For our measurements in early 1984 only S satellites were available for naviga-
tion, affording only a few hours of simultaneous 4 satellite visibility per day. However,
due to both the high geographic latitude of Thule, and the high inclination of the GPS e
satellites, there was at least one of the total of 5 satellites above 20" elevation for
over 18 hours per day during our test period, thereby allowing us to make TEC and scintil-
lation observations for over 3/4 of each day during our test period.

The importance of the GPS satellites for inospheric research lies in the dual,
coherently transmitted frequencies designed for the navigation user to correct for the
group delay and carrier phase advance effects of the earth's ionosphere which otherwise 39
would deqrade both the ranoe and ranqe rate accuracy of the measurements. The signals
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2.2-2

from the GPS satellites can be reduced, by the use of an appropriate receiving system, to
equivalent coherent carriers at 1.228 and 1.575 GHz with coherent modulation at 10.23 MHz
from which both the carrier phase advance and the modulation group delay can be directly
measured, (SRino, et. al.,1981). Carrier phase advance can be related to relative TEC
(6 deMendonca. 1963), as:

1.34 x 10-
7

6 #c. f TEC (cycles)
f

where: TEC is in el/m 2 column and f Is the carrier frequency in Hertz.

Since Ionospheric changes imposed on the phase of a radio frequency wave transmitted
from a satellite are more easily measured by comparison against a reference phase at a
higher frequency we can write the difference in the ionospheric phase advance at two
frequencies, referenced to the lower frequency as:

40.31 (M2 - 1)
A(60)- X TEC

cf2  
m2

where m - 154/120 tor GPS satqLlites, c - 2.998x0 8 m/sec. f2 - 1.228 GHz. For the GPS
frequencies: TEC 2.32 x 10 A(64c) el/0 2 where A( 6#c ) is in cycles.

Because of the relatively close spacing of the two coherent GPS carriers the meas-
ured ionospheric phase at the lower frequency, f2. minus that at the higher frequency,
f1 , is only 39% of the total phase advance at f2 . Nevertheless. this technique has
excellent sensitivity of better than 0.1 radians r.m.s. in a 16 Hertz bandwidth using a
nearly omnidirectional antenna and automatica1lly removes all the contributions to phase
changes due to geometric Doppler changes.

The measured differential carrier phase advance from the GPS satellites, A( 64c),
can be related to the equivalent ionospheric phase advance, 6ec(f). at any single
frequency, f. by:

1.228 x 109
60c(f) " x 2.546 A( 6*c) , where f is in Hertz.

f GPS

For ease of comparing our phase scintillation results against those of others we have
referenced them to an equivalent single frequency carrier phase advance at a standard
frequency of 1 GHz.

The differential carrier phase advance measurement can be used to measure the rela-
tive changes in TEC with great accuracy. The background values of TEC, however, generally
produce much more than one complete cycle of diff rential carrier phase advance; thus,
some other technique must be used to determine the absolute TEC values.

The GPS satellites also transmit coherently derived modulated signals on each of the
two carriers, providing a means for measuring absolute TEC values. The group delay
measured between the two, 10.23 MHz equivalent modulation envelopes at the carrier fre-
qu-encies is related to the equivalent TEC by:

TEC - 2.852 x 101 6 6(Atm)

where 6( Atm ) is the differential group delay measured at the two modulation frequencies
in nanoseconds.

In order to obtain an absolute value of TEC, while at the same time retaining the
excellent relative accuracy of the phase measurements, it is only necessary to utilize
the group delay data to obtain one value of TEC to fix the relative phase advance scale
throughout each satellite pass to an absolute one. In practice, several independent
values of group delay are fitted on an r.m.s. basis to the continuous relative scale of
carrier phase advance.

The carrier pha:e advance, amplitude scintillation at the two frequencies, and
the group delay were all sampled at a 20Hz rate. Group delay was averaged over a one
minute interval to obtain smooth absolute values of TEC, and the differential carrier
phase data was high pass filtered with various detrend times to illustrate the relative
size of the observed phase scintillations remaining after detrending.
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THE MEASUREMENTS-IONOSPHERIC REGION PENETRATED

Figure 1 Illustrates the geometry of the GPS satellites as a function of elevation

and azimuth as viewed from Thule during the middle of our eight day observing period. The
satellites are in 12 hour, sidereal synchronous orbits which cross over essentially the
same position in the sky approximately 4 minutes earlier each day. The receiving system
was capable of receiving only one satellite at a time, thus we generally observed the
satellite with the highest elevation angle. Note that in figure 1 only the heavier
portion of each satellite's track was received.

a''

IVAN

0*

AY 3? YEAR 84

Fig. 1. Elevation & azimuth of GPS satel- .

lites as viewed from Thule, Greenland on
February , 1984. The heavy portions of Fig. 2. Locus of 400 km height intersection of

each satellite track indicate the times ray path to indicated GPS satellites. Invariant

locations of actual GPS data recording, latitudes are also shown.

In figure 2 the equivalent ionospheric location of the propagation path to each ,

satellite at an average height of 400 km is shown, along with both the geographic and

corrected geomagnetic latitudes. Note that most of the data taken from Thule refer to

corrected geomagnetic latitudes above 80", the only exceptions being when satellites were

not vsble at higher elevation angles. At those times we followed a satellite down to

below 25" elevaton. The corrected geomagnetic lattudes through which we measured

ionospheric effects from the GPS satellite signals were always above the poleward side of

the statistical position of the auroral oval as determined by 
7 Feldstein and Starkov,

(1967); thus, direct auroral precipitation effects on the TEC should not occur often at

the invarant latitudes of our observations. However, Weber (private communication) has "

frequently observed sub-vsual auroras above 80" corrected geomagnetic latitude using an

all-sky image intensified optical system. During our eight day observing period several

such auroral forms were recorded by Weber above 80" corrected geomatic latitude. The

comparison of those results with TEC changes will reported elsewhere. 
.

THE MEASUREENTS-TEC 
RESULTSW

The diurnal behavior of equivalent vertical TEC for our eight day observation period

is shown on the daily overplot curves in figure 3. A clear diurnal variation of TEC can

be seen in these daily overplot curves with a maximum in the local afternoon sector and a

minimum in the predawn period. Thule at 76.5" N. geographic latitude has a maximum solar

elevation angle above the horizon at a height of 150 ki, assumed to be near the height of

maximum production, of only g.5" during our observing period. Ths maximum occurs at

1650 hours U.T. *nearly coincident wth the time of our observed diurnal TEC maximum.

Thus, even though the sun is indeed very low, there is still. some apparent solar produc-

tion of F region electron density. It is possible that the observed diurnal varation

shown in figure 3 is actually a U.T. effect having the same phase as the solar controlled

TEC would have. With observations from only one station it is not possible to separate

U.T. and local time effects.

Of greater importance than the apparent solar controlled diurnal changes in the,

polar cap F reion is the large day-to-day variability in TEC we observed, mainly during.'

the afternoon (U.T.) and extending until the midnight hours (U.T.). The variability of

the TEC during this period, also seen in figure 3, is extremely high on a percentage basis,

especially during the period 20-24 hours U.T.

.-. '. . .- .'.. ". " ..... .. .- ...... .........-.-.. -.. ......... . ...... . . -....... .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .
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Fig. 3. Diurnal behavior of equivalent vertical TEC vs UT for the period 28 Jan-4 Feb 84.
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Figure 4 shows a particularly dynamic period during the late hours of February 2
and 3 when the equivalent vertical TEC values varied In a quasi-periodic manner for several
hours, having periodic components as short as ten minutes, particularly on February 2,
and amplitudes of approximately 50% of the mean TEC during the time. For comparison,
figure 4 also shows the variation of TEC during the same period of the day on February I
when the background TEC was very low and quiet. If we assume that the diurnal TEC behav-
ior seen on February I is the contribution remaining from direct solar production earlier
in the day, and is representative of quiet ionospheric conditions during our eight day
observing period, then the large enhancements seen on the evenings of February 2 and 3
represent much greater than a 100% enhancement above the solar controlled TEC.

THE MEASUREMENTS-AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SCINTILLATION

Amplitude scintillation measurements at L-band and higher frequencies have not
previously been made in the polar cap. in our 8 days of observations we observed numerous
short periods of several minutes duration having significant amplitude scintillation.
Figure 5 shows the S4 amplitude scintillation index on 1.228 Glz for the premidnight U.T.
periods of 1-3 February, the same days for which the equivalent vertical TEC was shown in
figure 4. The 54 values for February 1, with the exception of two minor peaks near 2015
and 2120 U.T., represent the contribution of receiver noise in the absence of scintilla-
tion. The numerous short term peaks of S4 seen in figure 5 on 2 and 3 February occurred
during the same time of day when large TEC enhancements were seen. In a detailed compar-
ison between the occurrence of amplitude scintillation and the TEC enhancements we found
that many of the peaks in S4 occurred on the negative gradients of the TEC enhancements.

0.5

0 SECONDS

0.0

-0.50

5.0
100 SECONDS

0.

Z- 5 .0 L

Cr.

W
~ 5.0150 SECONDS

a-t

0.0

-5.0

-10.0
21 22 23 0

TI ME (U. T.)
THULE, GREENLAND

FEB 3 1984

Figure 6. Example of phase scintillation seen on 3 February 1984, for detrend intervals
of 150, 100 and 10 seconds.
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Phase scintillation effects are shown In the recorded differential carrier phase
records shown in figure 6. Three different linear phase detrend intervals were used to
construct the phase scintillation residuals illustrated in figure 6. These high pass
detrend cutoff times were 10 seconds, 100 seconds and 150 seconds. Note that one of the
largest phase deviations seen at the longer two detrend intervals completely disappears
when the shortest detrend interval of 10 seconds is used.

With the rehtively slow velocity of the GPS satellites through the ionosphere most
of the phase excursions from a linear detrend are produced by the movement of irrregular
ionization structure through the viewing direction to the satellite. When the shortest
detrend interval of ten seconds is used the size of the ionospheric structure responsible
for the residual phase observed is similiar to the less than one kilometer size irregular-
ities responsible for amplitude scintillations. The longer detrend intervals, on the
other hand, depict the larger scale changes in background TEC which occur with time
scales fast enough for them to be called "phase scintillation* by most workers. The use
of the dual frequencies on the GPS satellites allows us to record ionospheric phase
changes for periods as long as the total satellite viewing time over our station, which
is a few hours for most satellites, so that any reasonable length of phase detrending
interval can be used depending upon the scale size of the ionospheric structure which one
desires to investigate.

DISCUSSION

The diurnal variation of TEC shows a clear minimum during the predawn period and a
maximum near local noon. However, the day to day variability in TEC is very large.
Because of the rapid time changes seen in the enhancements of TEC which occur throughout
the cay, but are particularly large in the evening and pre-midnight hours, it is tempting
to say that those enhancements are due either to direct auroral precipitation or to
motion of plasma into the ray path of the GPS satellite being received at the time. If
we assume that the enhancements in TEC add directly to the direct solar produced TEC,
which should be small in the winter polar cap ionosphere, we can then consider that the
direct solar produced TEC is represented approximately by the minima of the curves shown
in figure 3. The enhancements above our assumed level of solar produced ionization then
are truly large. For ins ance, the enhancements in TEC which occur near 21 hours U.T.,
which range up to 24 x 101 6 el/m represent at least a several hundred percent increase,
or approximately 21 x 1016 el/rm2 , above the minimum value of TEC for 21 hours. For com-
parison purposes the dirunal maximum values of equivalent vertical TEC measured at Hamilton,
MA (42.6 0 N.) did not exceed 22 x 1016 el/m 2  at any time during this same 8 day period.

8 Basu, et. a]., (1983) using a reasonable value for the flux into the auroral region
estimated an order of magnitude time of 700 seconds necessary to increase TEC by 1017
el/m 2 . We therefore cannot immediately rule out direct production from particle precipi-
tation in all cases, as many of our observed increases in TEC occur over that approximate
time interval. However, all-sky images of 6300A emission made by 9 Weber, et. al.
(1984) and by 1 08uchau, et. al. (1983) have shown that large scale patches of plasma drift
in the anti-sunward direction across the polar cap during magnetically disturbed periods.

If we assume that the ten minute periodic TEC enhancements are not locally produced,
but drift through our ray path with a velocity of from 250 to 700 m/sec, typical of the
velocities seen by 1°Buchau, et. al., (198j) in the polar cap during disturbed periods,
then we obtain scale sizes for these TEC enhancements between 150 to over 400 km. These
enhancements are certainly large enough to be seen as individual patches with the resolu-
tion of all-sky optical imaging systems. 9 Weber, et. al., (1984) reported on large scale
plasma patches of size 800-1000 km in horizontal extent drifting in the anti-sunward
direction in the polar cap during a moderately disturbed period.

The phase scintillation illustrated in figure 6, is referenced to a standard fre-
quency of 1 GHz, which we propose should be a standard frequency for researchers to
reference their phase scintillation results. When we compare our phase scintillation
results obtained in the polar cap with those of 8 Basu, et. aI., (1983), taken looking
through the southern edge of the auroral region from Goose Bay, Labrador using similiar
detrend intervals, we find good agreement. They showed phase fluctuations of a few
radians, referenced to I GHz, in general agreement with our results.

The periods of enhanced phase scintillation we observed with the longer detrend
times did nct generally agree with observations of weak amplitude scintillation in indivi-
dual cases, or with the times of individual TEC enhancements. There was general overall
agreement, however, between the overall occurrence of enhanced phase scintillation and
observable amplitude scintillation during the periods when the TEC was showing large
variability.
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CONCLUSIONS

Signals from the GPS satellites have been used to make the first absolute TEC and
L-band amplitude and phase scintillation measurements of the polar cap ionosphere. TEC
enhancements from the assumed solar controlled TEC background were very large and were
likely due to ionization produced elsewhere and convected over the polar cap. Amplitude
scintillation generally occurs during periods of TEC enhancements with a preference for
scintillation to occur on the negative gradients of the large TEC enhancements. Iono-
spheric measurements using the dual frequency carrier and modulation transmissions of the
GPS satellites can be used to greatly Improve our understanding of the physical processes
which govern transionospheric propagation in the polar cap ionosphere.
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DISCUSSION

R.A.Greenwald, US
What is the short wavelength resolution of the TEC measurements (small scale size)? Why aren't these measurcmcnts of
the same structures as the longer wavelength structures measured with the scintillation technique?

Author's Reply
With the combination of both amplitude and phase scintillation we can measure irregularity scale sizes from a few
hundred metres to several hundreds of kilometres.

EJ.Fremouw, US
The fact that you observe intensity scintillation predominantly on the trailing edge of the TEC features is just what one
would expect from the ExB instability. The fact that it is better correlated with the TEC structure than is phase
scintillation is interesting in view of recent NRL suggestions of an outerscale cutoff for ExB in thc presence of finite
layer thickness. I think this is a point worth pursuing.

Author's Reply
Our initial result is preliminary as it is based upon a very limited data set. We. of course, intend to pursue this work
further.

C.L.Rino, US
Dr Fremouw made a comment regarding a long wavelength cutoff of the ExB instability that would restrict growth
above I km based on NRL theory. The cutoff is well knowvn, but it remains very uncertain what its precise nature or
impact is.

Author's Reply
One of the major advantages of using signals from the GPS satellites is that we can make simultaneous measurements of
amplitude and phase scintillations using relatively slowly moving satellites, thereby observing irregularities covering a
wide range of wavelengths.

A.Rodger, UK
There is obviously a strong diurnal variation in the occurrence of the 300 km scale size irregularities. Is this consistenl
with a source mechanism in the cusp when Thule is effectively downstream from the cusp?

Author's Reply
We believe the source of the large TEC enhancement% is the mid-day midlatitude ionosphere with resulting convection

reaching the polar cap in the pre-midnight time sector.
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ATTACHMENT 5
JOU:RNAL O ()l iAOPHYSICAL R KISAR( Ii. V01 X9. No.) A7. P 5 4V64 L. I 91,

F Region Electron Density Irregularity Spectra Near
Auroral Acceleration and Shear Regions

SUNANDA BASU. SANTIMAY BASU. ANt) E. MACKENZIE~

W. R. COLFx AND) W. B. HANSON%

U~irr~ t'1 It s 1 alla~s

C. S. Li-,

Spctral characteristims of auroral f region irregularitie were studuied h the use of high-resolutionA
1 35 mi density measurements made by the retarding potential anal'.zer iRPAI on board the Atmo-

sphere Explorer 1) (AE-Di satellite during t'o tirbils %hcr the satellite Aas iraiiersing the high-lailude
ionlosphere in the evening sctor. Coordinated DMSIP passes provided synoptic coserage of auroral
activity. The aurot-al energy input was estimated byv intergriting the Ito-energy electron (LEE) data on
AE--D. It was found that the one-dimensional in situ spectral index (pt iof the irregularities at scale
lengths of < I lkm showed considerable steepening in regions of large asuroral acceleration events with p,
salues of - - 3. Ihis is interpreted a% resulting from the etfects of 1. region conductivtt, tin the F region
irregularity structure. The region% in between the precipitation structures. %%here presumabl% the E region i
conductivity was small. Acre generally associated with large -he~ar, in the hort.zontal 1i-W drifts and latrge
setocities. as measured hy the ion drift meter on board AE-D. The maximum drifts measured were - 2
km s'~. corresponding to an electric field of 100 mV m - The large-%elocity regions were also associated
wtih substantial ion heating and electron density dcpltioits The largest %hear magnitude% observed were
-X m n% ' km '. and the shear gradient scale lengths were - t0 kmn. which was approximately the t
resolution of the ion drift meter data %et used. The spectral characteristics of irregularities in the large. 1
sariable flow regions -Aere %crb ditferent. with p, being - I Since thcse regions were also associated%
with the targest irregutarity. amplitudes%. it semed probable that either the velocity shears or, alter-
natively, the large velocities provided a sourcte of irregularities in the aurora[ F region ionosphere.
Current work tin plasma instabilities related tot teltcits shears and iw~o-dimcrnsional fluid turbulence is
briefly summarized and critically compared to the findings of the present study

I I \)I tIt( ttIo., density irregularity spectra from Atmosphere Explorer D
tAE-D) data in the auroral ens trOnment to determine whether

The existence of plasma density irregularities throughout the type of particle precipitation or the nature of the electric
the high-latitude environment has been "ell established by field sjrtatton leases arty specitic signatures on the irregularity
means of a variety of technique% £Raou ef ul.. 19X3it: [Ft-pr and spectra. This should help ito isolate the types of instabilities -

Kellet' . 1980. and references tecrein). Hlowever. s-cr ' fetk operattne in locatited regions of the auroral environment. The
Measurements are available regarding the spectral character- fact that high-latitude irregularities are omnipresent over vast
istics or these irregularities since the pioneering -study of Dvmio regions of space certainly argues against a unique instability
et al. [1974] established their power law nature. Phlp.s andi mechanism operating everywhere [Fejer and Kelk'x-, 1980]. In
Saylln [1976] used high-latitude topside ionospheric data addition, it has been shown recently that a conducting E layer
from ISIS I to show that most spectra analyzed by them could at high latitudes signtlicantly reduces the lifetime of small-
be fit by a simple power law with a one-dimensional spectrajl %cale F region irregularities [ickre,% atd Kt'lh'v. 19821. This 5

index ranging between - 1.5 and - 2.5. indicates that f- region irregularities which are either gener-
At equatorial latitudes, high-resolution in situ data obtained ated in or consected into regions where the E layer is conduc- 5

both from rockets and fromt satellites tmostly Atmosphere r-,- ting could hase a -spectrum %ery different from that obtained *-

plorcr El showed a two-component irregularity spectrum in regions \%here no precipitation is present.
which was found to be associated with intense scintillation In the followsing section we present a brief description of the
events [Rini) ef al., [981 ;Btist i ea., 1983h]. Indeed. Kt-Ih-i el instrumentation used to obtain the data sets discussed in the
al. [1982] found a mullicomponent spectrum with the spectral paper In the nest two sections we present a host of different
index steepening considerably for scale lengths of - 10 m. On types of data from two AE-D passes over the auroral zone,
the other hand. 1'olludurces vi al. [[983) have identilied a which allowks us to study the irregularity spectra and dehine
band-limited spectrum associated with bottomstde irregu- thc s.ources of energy input into the regions from which such
[arities at low latitudes. It is the object of this paper to make a spectra arc obtined. We were also fortunate enough to have
similar intensive study of high-resolution 35 rM electron DkMSP conjunctions which allowed us to determine the type

of aurora] luminosity associated with the particle precipi-
Copyight1914 b~theAmercanGeopysial hnoitation. In the last section we present some discussion regard-

Paper number 4A0-IXS ing specitic plasma instability and velocity turbulence mecha-
01 4M1-0227 X14 MM1)A-04Mx555 W~ nisms that hase been postulated in the literature for irregu-

The U.S. Government is authortzed to reproduce and seft this report, 47Permission for further reproduction by others must be obtained from
the coYrlght owner.
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lVit 2. AL-I) orbit 652 data beien 140)1 30)and 1403 30) UT on December 1. 1975. s.hosong the E-W iclocti fron
the 1D.M. the energy deposition rate R oibtained from the LEE cxperiemnt. the one-dimens.ional spectral index for scale
lengths less thin I km. and the irreguJlarity amplitude 1AN Mo.~ percent. the latter two obtained from the RPA Noie
steep spectral index in precipitation region% and shallow spectral index together with large irregularity amplitude in large
structured flow regions The orbit hais been plotted on a magnetic local time-invariant latitude coordinate system it, help

* ~in the inicrpretiiin of the drift measurcmcnts *1he arrow marked F indicates the meantigme of two LEE spectra shiiwn In
Figure 5 and the i~ko irrows marked S, ind S, indicate the tintes for which density ipctra base been shown in Figuies, 4,1
and 4h

and R is it. units iir erg.s, (cmi s)1 The intcgration i,. comn- by two energ)-stcppicd detectors, and the flu\ \%as linearl\
*puted from 0 to 7,, for the pitch angle and from 200 cV to 25 tnterpoilated (orn all the pitch angles within Y.
*keV for the energy of the LEE detectors At the AE-D ali- The PES experiment consisted of Iwo spectrometers in the

lude, 2. is approximately 67 in the auroral ione. The particle energy range between 2 and 500ecV that measured electrons at
flux JIE. 7) was measured simultaneously at two pitch angle,; angle% ( 211 and 16 [Dorrin, ri al, 197.1 *rhe instro]-
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AE-D cap. The satellite altitude and magnetic coordinates are given
DAY 335 1975 at the bottom of Figure 2. Positive drifts on the nightlide refer

t4 01 4$uT 14 01 46 to eastward, or toward dawn. drifts. whereas the negative

drifts signify the opposite directions. While corotation veloci-
ties of the order of +200 m s ' have not been subtracted
front the data. it is quite clear that large variations of eastward

7' io- drift giving rise to large shears in the drift velocity are oc-
curring within the auroral oval. The largest drift structure just

prior to 1403 UT corresponds to a southward electric field of

o 10 OmV m
- .

0. a The second panel shows the variation of the energy dcpo-

sition rate R (defined in section 2) of thc 0.2- to 25-kcV clec-

o 0 0 5 0J 0 0 _ trons as a function of position along the satcllitc track. At
Ol 0, 10 5 Po ol 05 10 5 10 Icast five distinct precipitation regions with energy of > 5 crgs

ENERGYtlb*V) (cm
2 s)- ' arc observed. The gaps in between the precipitation

I-if; 3 Lt-. .i .etrum obtained ai 14O1.45 UT shoting nil acl- regions marked A. B. C and D arc also idcntificd on the

erailon and that obtained at 1401.46 UT showing particle acceler- DMSP photograph of the auroral arc system It is important
4tion to note that the large shears in the horizontal drift and large

convectic flows occur in between particle precipliation re-

gins. ;s was noted earlier by Burt h ei t [ 1976u) The major

ment mode was such that for one AF-I) pass (6521 the detec- particle precipitation region-, are all associated with siual au-

for was looking up continuously li.e., pitch angle 0 I while roras and may be identified with inverted V-type partile pre-

making one 16-point spectrum per 0.25 s. For the other orbit cipitation and auroral electron acceleration [Bir(h i it.

(344) the detector was looking continuously downward (i.e., 1976a. Li and llofilla. 1982h] To prove that auroral ac .:-

pitch angle 160 1. oration was indeed occurring, we exhibit two conecutie spc-

The AE-D orbits fortunately occurred at times %hen coor- tra of electron energy at 1401 4 5 and 1401 46 UT in Figure 3.

dinated observations of the visual aurora were possible with which shows an unaccelerated spctlrum at 1401 45 fTJ with

the U.S. Air Force DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite acceleration over the range 2 5 keV app aring in ihc neai

Program) satellites. thus proiding a synoptic .ies% of the au- second The mean time of these two spectra is idcnticd on the

roral behavior in the vicinity of the AE-D orbits These partic- second panel of Figure 2 by an arrow marked F The aicmlcr-
ular DMSP satellites were in dawn-dusk sun-snchronous a icd spectrum of 1401 46 UT is t)pical of a S-% inicral which.

polar orbits with nominal characteristics of 830-km altitudc. using the computations of Lm , d IIoflnai [10,X',J. gase rise

98.75 inclination, and 101.5-min period Images of the aurora to I0 kR of 5577-A emis,,ion and can thus he identified ,ith a

are produced by a line-scanning radiometer which builds up sisual irc A narrow but very bright arc is clearl %isible in the

pictures by repetitive scanning f 1.8 lz) across the earth I)MSP photograph at that location

along the orbital track. Eatter [1979] has shown that the The most importan! aspect of our study is embodied in the

block SB'SC DMSP satellites, from which these two orbits Iti t so panels of I igure 2. in which we hovw the rms irregu-

Acre obtained, can detect auroral forms of intensities of - 17) lari1% amplitude (fourth panell computed o%er s s of high-

R of 5577 0 I. resolution RPA densit' data and the one-dimension,,) spectral
iidex of the (N A) spectrum Ithird panell The spectral index
sho%%s a marked steepening I - 3) within aurorail precipi-

3. OIISI:RsATIi% itnon,accelcraIion regions. thereby indicating most probably

ihc ellect of a conducting E region on the structure of I region
3.1 AE-D Orhit 65-2 irregularities through an enhancement of the cross-lield diflu-

In Figure I we show the track of AE-D across the auroral sion. as discussed b w'iikrev and Kili. [19h2) JL'.cn more
forms observed by the DMSP satellite. The DMSP picture remarkable arc the rather shallow spectra with spcctral index
shown is a negative, so that the dark areas represent visual values of - - I in rcgions which are in bitween prc,.pitation
aurora. The B. component of the interplanetary magnetic lield rcgions. These regions arc associated with large structured
II.MF) was large and southward J - - 3 ,) during the pass and horizontal drifts in the E-W direction. An examination of the
during the previous hour. and a rather dramatic auroral dis- irregularity amplitude shows that these large structured veloc-
play is seen as a result. It may be noted that the temporal and ity regions arc also usually associated with large irregularity
spatial overlap of the DMSP satellite coverage and the AE-D amplitudes of > 10". The strong precipitation regions. on the
orbit are excellent, both satellites approaching the center of other hand, while invariably identified by steep sipecra, are
the diagram at 1403 UT. A grid of geographic latitude and not always associated with large irregularity amplitudes F ur-
longtiude appropriate for a 100-km altitude level is supcrim- iher discussion of these features will be given in section 4
posed on the DMSP photograph. In order to study closely the differences in spectral charac-

The data obtained from some of the diTerent instruments tcristics we show in Figures 4a and 4h the high-rcsolution

on AE-D between 1401:30 and 1403-30 UT when it was tra- irrCgularity waveforms and their ,pectra obtained in the pre-
%ersing the auroral forms are shown in Figure 2 The top cipitation (14(02 31 ;TI and large-velcity (1402 50 I:T) re-
panel shows the variation of the E-W component of the ion gion,. respectively These times are identified h t1o arrows
drift obtained from the IDM. The direction of the drifts can e marked S, and S, on the third panel (if Figure 2 1 he wise-
best understood on the basis of the polar plot of invariant form in the precipitation region, which is also assoiatcd with
latitude and magnetic local time (MLT which shows orbit 652 auroral ac eleration. shot.n in a 3-s sample of the high-
coming into the evening auroral osal from the da'.side polar resolution dcnsity data on the lower pinel of F irur, 4a exhih-
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I ig; 4a The lower panel shows 3-s samplc of high-rcsolulion RPA data of relative amplitudes attained on AE.-D orbit
652 near the point marked S, on Figure 2. The irregularity amplitude (AN/NI6, = 112,. The upper panel shows a
power spectrum of the linearly detrended data corresponding to the 3

-% sample shown below obtained by the FFT
lcros sl and maximum entropy Isolid linest techniques. Note that this sample, obtained within an auroral acceleration ,
region., has little high-frequency structure in the dencsy, leading to a tccp spectrum with one-dimensional spectral index
p,= - 3 1 f(r s.iale lengths, of < I km

it% much less high-frequency structure than that obser ed in The ipectrum obtained in the auroral acceleration region is
the corresxnding panel of Figure 4h, even though both are reminiscent of the spectrum observed by AE-E within a top-
ploIttd on the same relative amplitude scale and have similar side equatorial bubble (Basu et al., 1983h] with a fiat spectral
irregularity amplitudes. This difference in irregularity structure index at long scalc lengths, > 5 km, and a steep spectral index

is reflected in the respectise spectra which are shown in the of - 3.5 at scale lengths of < I km. The largc-velocity region
top panels of each diagram. To cbtain these spectra, the re- spectrum, on the other hand, has a very shallow slope, with
spectie samples were linearly detrended, and the zero mean the linear least squares fit to scale lengths of < I km showing
time series of positive and negative fluctuations, AN, from a slope of - 1.5. To focus on the differences of the two spectral
the trend line were obtained. The percentage fluctuations of classes, we superimpose the MEM spectrum from Figure 411

AN , IQ being derived from the trend line, were subjected to on that from Figure 4h in Figure 4c. It shows that even
spectral analysis by both the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and though the spectral intensity is the same at 500 m in both
the maximum entropy (MEM) methods. The FFT program cases, the spectral intensities at shorter scale lengths are
was the same as the one used earlier by Dson el al. [974]. almost I order of magnitude greater in the large-velocity r

The spectra were normalized such that the integral of the region all the way down to 70 m. It may be noted that the

fluctuation power I S(f) dfover the observed frequency range irregularity amplitudes of the samples are appro>imately the
equals the variance of the original time series of AN/N. The same. This signifies that the power spectral densities at the

frequency (f) scale was converted to irregularity scale length largest scale lengths ( - 10 km) of both samples are almost
fA) by using the relation A = t/J. where v is the satellite veloc- equal. These differenccs in spectral behavior should have in-
ity. In view of its geophysical importance we shall illustrate portant ramifications for VHF/UHF scintillations and their

the power spectra in terms of irregularity wavelength. The frequency dependence, as will be discussed in the last section

crosses indicate the spectral estimates obtained by the FFT To obtain further information on the structured convectie,
technique. and the solid line represents (he MEM spectrum. It flow regions, we studied the ambient density N, from the IDM
should be kept in mind that these spectra, obtained from in and the ram component of the velocity and T, frcm the RPA

Situ data, are one-dimensional power spectra of AN/R7 for orbit 652 as well as the very low energy electron data from

V , k =-° -
°

i . ... . ... . .. . .. . . .. - .1.
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[ig. 4h Same as Figure 4a except that the data are obtained near point S, in ligurc 2 7he irrgulari amplitude
(AN, Nl, = 14.5'v. Note thai this sample. obtained within a large structured flo% region, has considerable high.
frequcncy structure in the density, leading it a shallow spectrum v4ith onc-dimcnional ,pectral index p, = - I 5 for scal:
lengths of < I km.

the PES In order to facilitate comparisons with Figure 2 wc The NO* recombines rapidly. and thus thc total ion (electron)
have repeated in Figure 5 the top panel of ion drifts from density decreases [Sh/tun, i ul.. 1976]. The ion temperature
Figure 2 and have addcd thc drift velocity data obtained by has a spectacular increase in cxcess of 4(MlO K in association
the RPA along the satellite orbit. Positive drift indicates with ion drifts of -2 km s 'I lo,,escr. as discusscd by St.
motion to%%ard the spacecraft, and negative drift away from .Maujrice and Torr [197X]. .hcn ion consection sclocitics arc
the spacecraft. The corresponding N, data are shown in the so large, an "elTeci ic' temperature (which can be considerably
second panel. 7 data in the third panel, and the energy-time smaller than the measured ion temperature) has to be used in
spectrogram from the PES instrument in the fourth panel. The computing the abose reaction rate.
drift selocitv measured by the RPA is obtained along the same The PES spectrum shown in the fourth panel of Figure 5
direction as the N, measurements. It is interesting to note that was obtained with the spectrometer pointing upward (pitch
the component of the drift along the satellite orbit (which is angle 20 ). so that upgoing particles are not sensed. What is
mostly N-S) is quite small in regions where large E-W veloci- %
ties are observed. The only region where both the N-S and the
E-W components of drift are approximately equal in magni- .. ".
tude is that near 1401:45 UT, probably a region of rotational .3
discontinuity [Heelis et al., 1980) between the general anti-
sunsard flow over the polar cap and the sunward and large SLOG 4

$PECTRAL

eastward flows seen in the auroral oval. NTENsT -s

The N, data are plotted only once per half second, even
though much higher resolution is available from the IDM.
There is a reduction of N, associated with each high-velocity '0 ,
region This is probably due to the increased ion temperature. ,PRtEGULA ,At L rLNGIFR(,,

as seen in the third panel, associated with the large electric
fields and a consequent increase of the charge exchange reac- Fig 44 Superposition of the M El spectra from Figure 4, (solid
tion rate of line) and Figure 4h (dashed hnel showing much larger po~cr spectral

densities at scale lengths of .500 m in the spectrum obtained ,itthn
0 + N 2  NO " + N a large structured flow region
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observed consistently is an almost total lack of precipitating AE -D

particles even at these low energies in the regions of shear 0652 DEC 1, 1975

flow. The four gaps in the LEE precipitation marked A. B. C.-. /c-
and D on Figure 2 can be clearly identified in the PES spec- r
trum. with A bccoming a very narrow region between two • - . -.

very intense precipitation events and B, C. and D being more 0
comparable to the gap widths in the LEE data. It is indeed 30 --

interesting to note that all particles with energies as low as 2 £ GOO
w

eV, the threshold of the PES instrument, are generally absent
in the regions which we have identified earlier to be associated - oo.

with large southward electric fields and rapid variations in o
their magnitude. Thus it is probably realistic to assume that
the gap regions are threaded by magnetic field lines which
terminate in relatively nonconducting F regions. Iwo

I.

3.2. Orhil 344 , 0 -

We present a second set of data from AE-D. obtained
during I M F B: northward conditions. when a similar relation- 6 -

ship between particle precipitation, large structured convective -
flow. and electron density spectral behavior was observed, '"

even though the satellite was at much lower altitudes. Figure 6 2

shows the track of AE-D orbit 344 on November 5, 1975. -_ _ _"

plotted on the corresponding DMSP photograph. Unfortu- '40' 30 '40230 140330 UT

nately. in this case the DMSP satellite photograph refers to a
time that is 5 min after the AE-D pass over the same gco- 4000

graphic region. However, in keeping with the northward B:
condition we find a rather quiet auroral display as compared 3000

to that shown in Figure 1. The IDM drifts, integrated LEE
energy flux. and irregularity amplitude and spectral index 2000

plots from the RPA arc shown it) Figure 7. Again one ob-
serves the anticorrclation of the large electric field region with iooo 01
the particle precipitation region and the association of each
region with a particular type of spectral index. In particular, 140 30 1402 30 1403 30

there is a rather spectacular westward shear flow region cen-
tered at 0811:15 UT which occurs on the equatorward side of 40
the visual aurora. This region is associated with a large irregu-
larity amplitude of 20% and a shallow spectral index of - - I. "
Within the precipitation region centered at 0811 UT. however. -
the irregularity amplitude is quite small and the spectral index .
is -3. U .o

The LEE spectra obtained at 0811:00 UT and 0811:07 UT. 10'

shown in Figure 8, clearly depict the signatur if an auroral
acceleration region with a secondary peak around 5 keV, al- o 0 14 402 3O 4 30
though the number fluxes are an order of magnitude lower Uv LAT 14t 14 0 4 668 0

than the fluxes observed during orbit 652. The total energy MLT (kn| 21 44 21 43 21 42

deposition is in excess of 10 ergs (cm' s)- '. Thus again we ALT(h.. 348 400 45

have evidence of steepening of F region irregularity spectra Fig. 5. AE-D orbit 652 data between 1401:30 and 1403:30 UT
caused by the enhanced cross-field diffusion due to the pres- showing both the E-W drift from the IDM (solid line) and the drift
ence of underlying E region conductivity. On the other hand, parallel to the satellite velocity from the RPA (dashed line) on the first

the immediately equatorward region has a <0.1 erg (cmI s) ' panel, the ion concentration N, from the IDM on the second panel.
the ion temperature T from the RPA on the third panel, and the

energy deposition rate but a very large irregularity amplitude cnergy-lImc spctrogram from the PES on the fourth panel. The PF.S
with shallow spectra, which tends to indicate that the large %,as looking upward at 20 pitch angle, so that it could sense only the

structured flow region is a strong source of - 100-m irregu- precipitating flux. A large enhancement in T is noted in conjunction
larity scale lengths. with a large convective flow region and consequent reduction in N.

Another interesting oppositely directed spikelike shear flow
event is centered around 0810:30 UT, with the precipitation observes in association with shear flows, and only the east-
event occurring in the region between the spikes. Such events ward directed shear is associated with the characteristic shal-
were studied earlier by Butch et al. [1976b] and were found to low spectrum. It is somewhat relevant to note that no visual
occur near the large-scale reversal from sunward to anti- feature that coincides with the precipitation region near
sunward convection on the nightside. In this case, too, it is 0810:30 UT could be identified on the DMSP photo taken S
probably located at such a boundary, as we shall show in min later, so that it must have been a relatively short-lived
Figure 9. where the ram component o the drift is also plotted, event.
The irregularity amplitude is not as large as one generally In Figure 9 we ha'.e plotted the component of the drift
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of cross-field plasma diffusion in the F region ionosphere is AE-0
significantly increased when the magnetic field lines thread a oAY 309 1975
highly conducting E region below. The lifetime of small-scale 0011Or
F region irregularities is thereby reduced, and a steep spec-
trum is expected within brigt auroral arc regions where the E
region Pedersen conductivity is quite high. The irregularities
observed in such regions may be the result of local processes 9
or may have been convected into such regions. In other words,
we do not claim that auroral arcs are always sources of large- S..

AL -j

AC-O *344 WIV. S.IM7 01 05 1 5 '000 03 1 5 to so

Fig. 8. LEE spectra obtained at 0611:00 and 0811,07 UT. both
showing evidence of particle acceleration.

amplitude F region irregularities, since their efficacy as source
regions depends on the spectra of the incoming particles and

0 the time history of such precipitation events [Basu et a..

1983a. Muldrew and Vfcrey. 1982).
The large structured flow regions on the other hand, are

generally associated with large-amplitude irregularities. In
-) trying to determine a generation mechanism for these irregu-

larities, it is instructive to note that Keskinen and Ossakow
[1983a] have studied the nonlinear evolution of equatorward I'

convecting auroral plasma enhancements that initially contain
only a N-S density gradient. These plasma enhancements were 1%

shown to be unstable and to break up into primary north-

- - 'south aligned fingerlike structures that themselves contain

WESTWARD ssharp E-W and N-S density gradients. If these long-
@O-' wavelength primary irregularities have a component of con-

vection in the E-W direction, then secondary imaller-scale
a 0 oil 0,2 approximately L shell aligned structures could grow on the

E-W density gradients of the primary irregularities Keskinen
0, and Ossakow [1983a] further state that the E-W convection

must be of sufficient magnitude in comparison with the N-S
(" " I convection to prevent velocity shear stabilization [Huha e( al..

, 1983]. In the present situation, the E-W convection is. indeed,
"**9 "IC 1 much larger than the N-S convection. However, the shallow

spectral characteristics of these irregularities do not conform '

to those obtained by the numerical simulations of Keskinen
and O.s.akaw [1983a]

S, .Our finding of largc-amplitudc irregularities together with a
_'D 1KTA 

INDEX. 
: :. 

shallow spectrum implies the existence of large power spectral

densities at short scale lengths of - 100 m. The fact that in thc
adjacent precipitation regions there is an order of magnitude
reduction of power spectral densities at such scale lengths
strongly suggests that either the large velocities themselves or '"

the shears in these velocities provid.a source for plasma den- %
sity irregularities in the F region in this scale length regime.

,, 0 This finding seems to contradict most current analytical work '
on plasma instabilities, which shows that velocity shears tend

let to stabilize small-scale irregularity growth in the F region. as
briefly mentioned earlier. For instance. Huba e( al. (1983].
who studied the E x B instability with an inhomogeneous E
field, and Guzdar et al. (1982] and Saryanarayana and Ossa- r
kow [1984]. who considered, respectively, the Rayleigh-Taylor

Ur v-ia I I instability and the current convective instability with velocity
,W, LAY rj TO 32 12 ,2 0r shears, all come to this same conclusion. Howcvcr, all the P

ALr.., lot fm '4 authors above considered a linear theory of the specific insta-
Fig. 7. Same as Figure 2 except for AE-D orbit 344 between 0810 bility, while the observations reported here arc almost cer-

and 012 UT on November 5. 1975. The arrows marked E, and E, tainly in the nonlinear regime. In a recent review. Keskmen
indicate the times of two LEE spectra shown in Figure 8. and O.Nsuk(w [ 1983h] strcsscd the importance of being able to
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AE - 0 the data set used. Thus it seems quite probable that the shear
0 344 NOV 5. 19?S gradient scale length could be considerably smaller and the

velocity shear magnitude somewhat larger than those quoted
above. The largest electric field found in the shear region was

GOO. - 100 mV m - '. In addition, we have seen that the large veloc-
ities cause substantial ion heating which, in turn, can create

3W0 marked depletions in the upper F region ambient density by
0 tc1 changing the ion chemistry, as observed on orbit 652. We also

£ * tfound that the large structured flows were generally confined
to regions where the E layer was relatively nonconducting.

- ,* ;The presene of these large velocities seems to be relatively
independent of the state of the magnetosphcre. being observed

-*oo in conjunction with a rather active auroral display during
" IMF B, southward conditions and during a northward B,

quiet arc configuration. The large velocities also seem to be a
persistent feature of the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction
in that they were observed on consecutive AE-D orbits, e.g.,
on both orbit 651 and orbit 652. Given the wide variety of
conditions under which they were observed and found to be

-,lo associated with large-amplitude irregularities (- 20%) in both
100 highly collisional and weakly collisional regimes, they may
so provide a significant source of F region irregularities in the

20 auroral environment. -

* Earlier studies by Kelley and Carlson [1977) and Kintner
[1976) of velocity shears detected by rockets and satellites do

Znot address the question of the spectral characteristics of den-

J sity irregularities associated with velocity shears. To our
s-o 0 ,, 2 ,U knowledge the only mention of a k-' density spectrum ap-

MCI000 pears in the work of Kelley and Or( [1978], who used the
theory of turbulence in two-dimensional fluids to make such a

I00. oprediction for the density spectrum appropriate for the wake
of a rising bubble in the equatorial ionosphere. The associated

0"0- velocity turbulence would take the form of a k- spectrum.

Kintner (1976] and Kelley and Kintner [1978) used similar
Soo fluid turbulence arguments to explain their high-latitude €lec-

0 all •2 trostatic turbulence data. Later. Fejer and Kelley [1980], in
S - their comprehensive review, pointed out that such velocity

(i.e., electrostatic) turbulence in the presence of horizontal
>.zo gradients (possibly due to particle precipitation) at high lati-

tudes will create density variations in the same scale length
3.5 -regime. Fejer and Kelley [1980) also pointed out that, seman-

> tically at least, it is important to note that this turbulence
2-0o generation process is not a plasma instability but a nonlinear

wave-wave coupling effect Furthermore. this method of de-
,o5 I scribing turbulent plasmas circumvents the linear instability

theory completely and addresses directly the fully developed
r I 0o state. Recent ongoing studies indicate thai two-dimensional

INV LA? N 71 32 72 32 .07 turbulence driven by large velocities could give rise to a k-
MtL Isll" 20 9 2: Is 2146

LTr (.a ., 12 to s5 density fluctuation spectrum (C. E. Styler. private communi-

Fig. 9. Same as Figure 5 except for AE-D orbit 344 between 0810 cation, 1983).
and 0812 UT The PES was looking downward at 160" pitch angle, so As far as scintillation measurements are concerned, the wide
that it could sense only the upgoing fluxes. variation of spectral indices in the auroral acceleration and

large structured flow regions should give rise to similar vari-
ations in the scintillation spectra. Indeed, in one such case

model these shears in nonlinear numerical simulation studies study involving rocket probe, scintillation, and incoherent
which would shed some light on the saturated amplitudes and scatter radar observations of irregularities in the auroral iono-
spectra of these irregularities. We hope these observations will sphere, phase spectral slopes varying from - I to -4 were
provide a fresh incentive to the theorists and simulation obtained (Kelley et al.. 1980). The HILAT satellite, which
groups for further studies on the effect of large structured combines various in situ measurements and a multifrequency
flows on plasma instabilities, beacon [Fremouw et al., 1983]. should provide . unique op-

To help in their endeavor, we would like to provide some portunity of studying scintillation spectra and determining the
further characteristics of the structured flow regions. The larg- auroral conditions associated with such spectra. In particular,
est magnitude of the velocity shear observed was 80 m s-' the multifrequency beacon should provide an opportunity of
km - (equivalent to 4 mV m - km i-), while the smallest determining the variation of scintillation magnitude with fre-
gradient scale length of the shear was determined to be 12 km. qucncy, a variation which is expected to be small in large flow
The latter figure is almost exactly equal to the resolution of regions with shallow spectral slopes Further. in ,icw of the 56
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density depletion associated with these regions. scintillations Influence of velocity shear on the Ravleigh-Taylor in~tabilitl. Gi--
may maximize on the walls or such regions, as was observed pI'.r.. Res. Let,.. 9. 5.47. 1982.
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Faraday rotation observations were conducted at Haifa. Israel (32.87 N. 35.09'EL. and Athens.
Greece (37.97'N. 23.72°EL during the maximum phase of the current solar cycle using the VHF beacon
of the SIRIO satellite. The subionospheric points (at 420 kin) are (29.9'N. 27 9 El and (34.5 N, Il 4-El. %
and the subionospheric L shell values are 1.24 and 1.37, respectively. Expected latitudinal and local
time difl'erenLces in total electron content (TEC for the two locales are observed However. the Haifa
data are characterized by generally occurring. seasonally independent, large postsunset electron content
maxima w~hich are absent for the Athens data. Furthermore. the postsunset increases would appear to '

be a solar maximum phenomenon, as they are not observed during the minimum phase of the solar
cycle. The postsunset increases are attributed to electron fluxes arriving from the equatorial regions
along the magnetic lines of force. The correlation coefflcients of hourly TEC at the Haifa/Athens locales p
exhibit a seasonally independent diurnal variation with minimum values at night and maximum values
generally at the end of the buildup phase of TEC variation The daytime ratios of the standard
deviation of TEC to the average TEC are generally seasonally independent and behave quite similarly
at the two locales, with daytime values below -25"/%

W,

INTRODU(TION rather than at the locations of the receiving apparat-

Total clcctron content (TEC) measurements were us. Thc beacon frcqucncy of SIRIO used in the ob-

made at Haifa, Israel [Soicher et al., 1982] (32.87°N. servations was 136.14 MHz

35.09 E . and Athens, Greece (37.97N, 23.72*E). by The transmission from the satellite was continuous

moniloring the polarization rotation of VHF Irans- except for an occasional deliberate shutdown of the
mission from the geostationary SIRIO satellite, satellite beacon for power conservation requirements.

which is located at 15'W. The subionospheric points Occasional interference and loss of power at the
(i.e.. the coordinates of the point at which the path receiver site have also caused some data gaps.

from the satellite to Ihe observation station intersects Al any one location. TEC is a quantity that ts
a mean ionospheric altitude of 420 kin) for the Haifa observed to vary diurnally, from day to day, season-

and Athens locales are (29.9°N, 27.9 0E) and (34.5'N, ally, with the phase of the I l-year solar cycle, and in

18.4°E), respectively; the invariant latitudes are 26.20 response to ionospheric disturbances The data here
and 31.4'. respectively; the magnetic dip angles are were taken during the maximum phase of the current
41.8' and 48.4*, respectively, and the L shell values solar cycle (cycle 21, which is a relatively high one in

arc 1.24 and 1.37, respectively. The ionospheric comparison to other cycles), and thus the TEC values
characteristics observed are considered to be those represent maximum expected values in this region of %

which are prevalent at the subionospheric points the world.

DATA
Copyright 1984 by the American Geophysical Union.

Paper number 3S1534 The superimposed diurnal variation of I5-min
KW, 4jO035. t3450 00 TEC values, normalized to the vertical direction and
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TEC UNITS HAIFA ISRAEL 1980
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Fig I Superimposed diurnal '.ariations of total electron content (TEC) for Haifa. Israel. for January through

Decemer 198O versus lime in UT0I TEC unit = +0'el m-')

grouped in monthly intervals for the calendar year indcpndent, large postsunset increases which last for
1980. arc shown in Figures I and 2 for the Haifa and 2-3 hours. These increases are generally absent for
Athens locations, respectively. The monthly averages the Athens data. For Haifa, the TEC, after reaching a
of the TEC data for the same months are displayed diurnal maximum, begins to decrease fairly rapidly.
in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Following the maximum, TEC may gradually decay

At both locations the daytime TEC maximizes at to reach a minimum just prior to the next sunrise.
the equinoxes (the spring (vernal) equinox has larger On many days, however, TEC may reach a secon-
absolute TEC values then the autumnal equinox) and dary maximum quite dramatically. The peak of the
minimizes at the summer periods. secondary enhancement occurs at about 1800 UT,

At both locations the electron content increases i.e., about an hour or so after local sunset. The post-
rapidly after local sunrise. The rate of increase is sunset TEC increase is observed at most seasons but
quite steep for the equinoctial and winter periods and is most pronounced in the late equinoctial and winter
significantly slower in the summer period. After periods. For Athens the TEC secondary increase is
reaching a diurnal maximum the TEC begins to de- rarely observed, and after the diurnal maximum is
crease fairly rapidly. However, the Haifa TEC data reached, the TEC gradually decays to its minimum
are characterized by generally occurring, seasonally value.
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Fig 2 Samei as Figure I but for Athenis. Grecec

Some of the gross characteristics of TEC arc simi- The geographic subionospheric point was at 30.1"N,
far at both locations. For example, the sharply lower 35.1 0 E: the invariant latitude is 26.4', the magnetic
daytime TEC values on June 27, 1980, and the sharp- dip is 42.70; and the L shell value is 1.25. The solar
Iv larger TEC daytime values on September 9. 1980, cycle variation of TEC is expressed by the near 5: 1
arc common to both locations in comparison to ad- ratio in maximum TEC values during 1980 as com-
jacent days. However, some of the less obvious vari- pared to 1975. The 1980 postsunset maximum is
ations (e.g., traveling ionospheric disturbances) are absent for the 1975 data; however, there are indica-
unique to the individual location. tions of morning maxima in the 1975 data.

On the monthly average curves the postsunset in- The hourly averages of TEC at Haifa and Athens
crease is averaged out, but a change of slope is no- for the equinoctial, summer, and winter periods are
ticeable in the Haifa data (Figure 3), while it is totally shown in Figure 6. During the winter and the spring %
absent for the Athens data (Figure 4). equinox the Haifa TEC values are always larger than

For comparison purposes, TEC data for Novem- the corresponding Athens values. During the fall
her 1975 taken at Haifa using the VHF signal of the equinox the Haifa values are larger than the Athens
geostationary ATS 6 satellite, which was located at values at all times except the predawn period and the
35 E, are shown in Figure 5. The period of observa- initial decay period after the diurnal maximum.
tion was near the minimum phase of the solar cycle. During the summer. Athens values are larger than

P
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SATELLITE ATS-6 140 MHZ BEACON The day-to-day variability of TEC is clearly exhi-
NOVEMBER 197S bited by the superposed diurnal curves of Figures I
HAIFA, ISRAEL and 2. The variability is best described by the stan-

dard deviation of the daily TEC values from the
average monthly values. Of more practical signifi-
cance is the ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean TEC values as a function of time. Such ratios

are plotted for the various seasons for the Haifa and
Z 0 Athens locales in Figure 7. It is seen that during the

daytime the ratios are reasonably constant, are inde-
- pendent of location and season, and rarely attain

values above -25%. During the night the ratios
behave more erratically and are much higher in
value. This suggests that there is an irreducible iono-
spheric variability which, upon normalization by the

o-i , . .... .. T7'1 , mean TEC. will be less by day than by night.
0 3 6 9 12 Is Is 21 24 Using the smoothed hourly values of TEC from

LTi=UT+2) the Haifa and Athens stations, shifted to correspond-

Fig 5 Same as Figure I but for November 1975 ing local times, correlation coefficients for the two
locales were calculated for seasonally representative

the corresponding Haifa values except during the months as a function of universal time (Figure 8)
daIn hours While it is expected that the lower- The error bars represent 95% confidence limits, as-
latitude ionosphere observed from Haifa will exhibit suming a Gaussian distribution of values about the
a higher TEC than that observed from Athens. be- mean. The correlation coefficients exhibit a season-
i'ause of higher solar zenith angles. the summer data ally independent diurnal variation with minimum
are ,urprising values at night and a steep increase toward maxi-

HOURLY AVERAGES
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT (TEC)

o AT.ENS. GE(CE
A ,FA, ISRACL

JUN/ JUL 1180

%t

4 ' ,0 \ . <

WAI PR 1900 11.1OC, -I".

200

43., , ' .o '01. 0

A, 9 ' . "

Fig 6 Hourly aeragn of TF(" at Haifa. Israel. and Athens. (;reec' . for the c(qumno.,ia, su.mmrr and "inier

periods during 1980
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DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE RATIO
OF STANDARD DEVIATION OF TEC TO THE MEAN TEC

a ATHENS. GREECE
so HAIFA. ISRAEl.

40 "1D \C 190 A. I. AIL 1
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Fig 7. Diurnal variations of the ratio on percent) of the monthly standard deviation of TEC to the hourly

ajeragc of TEC at Haifa. Israel. and Athens. Greece. for various seasons during 1980

mum values generally at the end of the buildup phase term is seen in the high correlation of the TEC values
of TEC variation. The general trend is for the coef- for the time interval 0000-2400. The correlation coef-
ficient to gradually decline after reaching the maxi- ficients are affected significantly when the 24-hour
mum, although some variability is observed, term is removed by correlating the TEC variabilities.

Another approach is to cross-correlate, between For the time period 1600-2200, when the postsunset
the two stations, the TEC values over continuous maxima generally occur, the correlation coefficients
time intervals and the variability of TEC values from for the TEC variability are always lower than the
their monthly mean contours. By calculating the co- corresponding ones for the full diurnal periods,
efficient for the variabilities, rather than for the except during the month of June when the postsunset
actual values of TEC. any possible influence of the phenomenon is not prevalent.
different diurnal contour shapes of TEC is eliminat-
ed: The correlation is done for TEC values and vari- DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

abilities during three time intervals; 0000-0400 UT,
0000-2400 UT, and 1600-2200 UT. The first time The large postsunset enhancements in TEC ob-

inlerval represents the nighttime, the second repre- served at Haifa are due to the "'fountain effect" pat-

scnts the full diurnal period, and the third represents tern of plasma motion from the equatorial regions
the time period during which the postsunset maxi- along the magnetic lines of force. In the equatorial
mum occurs in Haifa. The results are shown in Table region, polarization fields produce large upward

I. drifts of electrons at sunset, resulting in a rapid lifting
As expected, the correlation coefficients for the of the F layer and massive horizontal flow of plasma

actual continuous TEC values are always higher than along the field lines [Rishbeth, 1977; Wi4, 19 '2]. A
the corresponding TEC variability coefficients. As postsunset enhancement in upward E x B drift,
with the smoothed hourly correlation coefficients the which is a characteristic feature during solar cycle
nighttime correlations are low in comparison to maximum periods [Anderson and Klobtchar. 1983],
other diurnal intervals. The influence of the 24-hour is pi - arty responsible for the increase in TEC at
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ATHENS VS. HAIFA

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT VS. TIME OF DAY
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-. Fig. h1 Correltion coefficientis versus time of dji% for smnoothed hourly values of TEC ai Haii$. IsrAct. and
Athens. Greece. for seasonlally vepreseniati'e months

Haifa between about 1600 and 2000 UT. Bottomnside: tor). during sunspot maximum. may extend to 40'
f.F, observations indicate that the "'equatorial maignetic dip angle in the Asian sector [Rao and

*anomnaly- (i.e., low values of critical frequency at the Alalthoira. 1964] 1 urthcr. the anomaly is most pro-
magnetic equator compared to those at latitudes ap- nounced from about 2000 to 2200 local time in the
proximately 15'-20' away from thc magnetic cqua- northern latitudes Bottom,.ide and topside sound-

ings of the equatorial anomalN (Ru.'Ji et (it, 1969]
TABLE 1. Correltion Coefficieni of TLC Valuen tind along (hc 75-'%% longitude indicate that during solar
V.ariabiltiies From Monthly Means) for Different Time maximum the maximum devclopmcnit of the anoma-

Iniervats for Seasonatly Representative Monihs ly, occurs at -20(0) LT during winter and the equin-

Month i1980i oxes. and at -1700 LT in summer During years of
- declining solar activit> the maximum develoipment of

Time Period. UT Apnil June Okcher DcLcmher the anomaly shifts to 1 3(X) 1 5W LT

000-~.0 041 33 36 40 he behavior of the I1C' at Haifa %is-a--sis the
10 t10 10.0 108 10421 postsunsct increase or its .escn~c thus complements

*0000-2400 084 076 099 089 fI F, data of the dcsclopmcnt of the equatorial
tO049) (0.49) 1051 ti i 521 anomaly in terms of its latitudinal extent and season.

1600 2200 08(6 066 0114 i)94 al and solar phasec dcsclopment structure I he ab-
1046) (041 (0361 iO 461 senice of the posisunsvo ionospheric structure it

% . . .. . .
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Athens, a relatively close location to Haifa, indicates REFERENCES
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Multipath effects on the determination of absolute ionospheric lime delay from GPS signals
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Signals from the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites can be used to make measurements of
absolute ionospheric group delay and relative phase advance. These ionospheric parameters have wide
application in providing corrections for military systems requiring knowledge of ionospheric time delay
and phase scintillation. such as satellite detection radars. Multipath effects from the local environment
of the receiving antenna can cause severe contamination of ionospheric group delay measurements
made with GPS pseudorandom noise receivers. Measured variations in the multipath effects in some
typical clean and reflective environments are presented and shown to be consistent with signal analysis
for pseudorandom noise receivers. Measured single reflector mulipath is analyzed briefly and shown to
correlate well with calculations. Since antennas must frequently be located in environments that are
much less than ideal, data analysis procedures were developed for minimizing the Impact of multipath
on the group delay measurement. These include low-pass filtering. day-to-day correlation, and calibra-
tion to relative differential camer phase advance measurements by using subsets of the absolute
ionospheric group delay data. Results of these processes as applied to the test data from vanous
multipath environments are presented.

INTRODUCTION at Thule, Greenland, on a joint campaign in conjunc-

Signals from the Global Positioning System (GPS) tion with the AFOL Airborne Ionospheric Observa-

satellites can be used to make measurements of abso- tory.
lute ionospheric group delay and relative carrier n the development of this equipment severe con-
phase advance as well as amplitude at 1.2 and 1.6 tamination of group delay measurements with multi-
GHz. These ionospheric parameters have wide appli- path effects from the local environment of the receiv-ing antenna was noted. These effects would not be
cations in providing corrections for military systems criticatein mos nvtion and eoeti aplicaton

requrin knwlege f inosperi tie dlayand critical in most navigation and geodetic applicationsrequiring knowledge of ionospheric time delay and

phase and amplitude scintillation, such as satellite here multipath effects can be averaged out either by
the motion of the receiving system or by relatively

tracking radars and space-based surveillance systems. to

The Ionospheric Effects Branch of the Air Force long-time averaging. Precise measurements of iono-

Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) has equipped a GPS spheric parameters, however, require these multipath
receiver to make continuous measurements of abso- effects to be drastically reduced. Ideal antenna siting
lute ionospheric group delay, ionospheric phase sci- environments, antennas with low gain near the hor-
tillationosndher itudescitllaionsphi phasin- izon, and well-placed absorbing material can all con-tillation. and amplitude scintillation in high-latitude tribute to reducing these effects. Many field appli-
regions. This equipment has recently been operated cations, however, have less than optimal sites to

locate GPS antennas, and RF absorbers may be im-
Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union practical in extreme environments. Thus we investi-

Paper number 5S0028. gated techniques for mitigating the effects of multi-
0048-6604/85/005S-0028S0600 path in different environments.

The U.S. Government |s authortzd to re'Oce ann sail this report 188
thermsslonorl frhowner. reprOauctto by others must be obtained from
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Fig I Measured variations in multipath effects on OPS signals in some typical reflective and clean environments.
showing day-to-day correlation. tEach day's observation is approximately 70 min.)

MULTIPATH EFFECTS ON GPS MEASUREMENTS errors in group delay correlate highly (r ;.,70%), and

Multipath-induccd pseudorange (range to satellite (6) special antenna designs can reduce the effects of
multipath.

measured by modulation delay) errors, delta range Our initial measurements of absolute group delay
itime rate of change of pseudorange) errors, and wr aeuiga nen eindt iwstl

signl srenth adig fr GS hve eenanalyzed lites to the horizon-, this antenna has its phase cen-
and empirically tested during the concept validation csfrtewoGSrqunis(Ia1.7ad1,
phase of GPS performance testing. This work was
done by General Dynamics [1979] for the GPS Joint
Program Office. Their report indicates that: (1)

multpat ca caue bth ncresesanddecrase inTABLE 1. Characteristics of Measured Group Delay Errors
multpat ca caue bth ncresesanddecrase inDue to Multipath

delay; (2) theoretical maximum delay error is 50 ns
when thc reflected/direct signal ratio is 1, (3) because Group Delay Errors

of the coded pulse nature of the signal. GPS precise Eniomt edAplue
code receivers can discriminate against multipath sig- EvrnetPro mltd

nals delayed by more than 150 ns; (4) typical delay Highly refleclive 1-9 min up to 15 TEC units
errors show sinusoidal oscillations of periods 6- 10 (-lean 15min up to 5 TFC unit%

min and magnitudes of 3 ns or less (at 1., 1.6 Gtiz. Small ground Plane

this is -6 x lots cdm' along the ray path, or 6 total Clean nonm none

electron content (TFEC) units)-, (5) GPS multipath rPgonpin
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Fig, 2. Single frequency carner phase error and signal amplitude effects due to multipath %

at 1.228 G11z) scparatcd by about II cm. This an- objects), (2) clean-small ground plane- the antenna
tenna was located on the AFGL roof, a very non- was located approximately 90 feet from the nearest
ideal environment since there are many small an- reflective object, and was placed atop a 6-foot high
tennas, vents and other reflective objects within the wooden box, limiting the reflective ground plane to 3
GPS antenna field of view. The absolute group delay feet square; (3) clean-large ground plane: the antenna
measurements from this configuration showed ex- was at the same location as environment 2 but on the
tremely high multipath contamination as mentioned ground. Figure I shows unfiltered absolute group
above. delay measurements made in these three environ-

To reduce the multipath, an antenna designed for ments. Each plot shows two consecutive days' e
geodetic measurements was used. This antenna has measurements over approximately I hour of GPS SV
greatly reduced response near the horizon: -5 dB at 8's orbit. The coverage runs from approximately 20"
20' above the horizon, -10 dB at 100, and -15 dB elevation at 200' azimuth to 50' elevation at 215'
at 5' . The phase centers are colocated at the center of azimuth.
crossed dipoles above a 3-foot-square ground plane. The group delay errors due to multipath measured
Multipath errors were reduced by using this antenna in these environments are clearly sinusoidal and ex-
but were still unacceptably high. hibit the characteristics tabulated in Table I.

MULTIPATH MEASUREMENTS MULTIPATH ANALYSIS
IN VARIED ENVIRONMENTS

It was decided to make absolute group delay Signal strength variation and carrier phase error
measurements in different environments to determine analysis
how well the multipath-induced group delay errors Consider our received signal to consist of the
could be eliminated by antenna siting. The GPS re- direct signal and one reflected signal, where
ceiving equipment was installed in a trailer near a
large flat field, and group delay measurements were VD directly received signal voltage;
made with the antenna in three different environ- V reflected signal voltage, from a single reflector, near
ments. (I) highly reflective: the antenna was located normal incidence;
about 30 feet from trailers and a chain-link fence, R resultant earner signal voltage.
(this environment is similar to the AFGL roof envi- 0 phase difTerence between the directly received and re-
ronment in terms of angular size of the reflecting flected ray;
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DIFFRCENTIAL TIME DELAY *MeI) - OAV
40 43 50 5

DIPTEROITIAL T INECDELAY OISEC - ENVUIDP

Fig. 3. GPS single frrcuency group delany error due to mulipach versus difficreniat tim delay, for reflcted-io- I

direct signa I'1 rtO fO 11i 41 12~26 MHz. (Lower time axis for envelope, upper for sinusoid.)

2t phase diffecrnce between V., and R, or the carrier signal strength variation may be read opposite this
phase error due to multipath. value of 2..

As te stelite otin sowlychagesthe eomtry Thc above analysis applies to a single frequency.
As the sateited moinas slowlay cesthengoetry For the differential. case, assuming V0/IV5 is the same
otheg recive sigles. it wa vary onbtinosl for both frequencies. or will be the same. However,

throgh any ycls wih aa peiodof btwen ~ the instantaneous value for 0 and its rate of change
and 2 m fora satioaryobsrver Geera!Dvnni- will differ for each frequency. Thus there will occur

ics [1979). Since a typical GPS satellite pass we are times when one carrier has a phase error of +2-.
considering occupies 3-5 hours, we assume VRIVD is while the other carrier has a phase error of - 2,..
constant over a few cycles of 0. It follows that the Teeoetemxmmdfeeta are hs
maximum carrier phase error., ,,,.occurs when Teeoetemxmmdfeeta are hs

crror for a given value of V0/Vt will be twice the
0 = Cos I'., (1) maximum single frequency carrier phase error, or 2

14 follows from (1) that for a giveli or_,
V~, / , .in Y,, (2) Group delay erro.r analysis

max fade =20 log10(V, - Vt),'V0  The error in group delay caused by multipath for

=20 log,,4I - sin 1.),,) an early/tate gate pseudo noise (PN) code tracking
loop of the type used in our GPS receiver is given by

max enhancement --20 tog, 0 (V,0 + V,)/V0  the root ;. of the early/tate gate error function [Gener-

= 20 logic, (I + sin 1.) (4) al Dinarnics, 1 9791:

The maximum fade and enhancement. Vol/r and 0( ) = (R(A + ~')-R(. - ;v)] cos (-0:)
the maximum variation in signal strength (fade plus + IF R; + 3.) - R(A - + 6.,)] cos (0,, - 0*
enhancement) are plotted in Figure 2. This figure is
most easily read by selecting a value for l/v/Vit, in =0()

decibels, and then finding the corresponding maxi- where
mum single frequency carrier phase error. 2., from
the direct/reflected signal curve Then the corre- -tan ( *4R(i - 6_) sin 0.,
sponding values for max fade, enhancement and kR(;.) + IV R(; - A,.) cos
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R(.) is PN code cross correlation function TABLE 2. Averaging Period Required to Reducte Variation
Caused by Muhipath in TEC Measureme ts (Mean - 40 Units.

R(;.) = I - (I;.VT) I;.I ! T T = PN chip time Typical) to Less Than 5%

R(;.) = 0 I,;I > T Averaging Period.

and Environment min

group delay error. Reflectivc a 25Clean on 6-ft box 15-25
. early/late delay (= 1/2 PN chip = SO ns); Clean N. A.

'P rcflcctcd-to-direct signal voltage ratio;
0. multipath signal carrier phase relative to direct ray;
,h. differential time delay between the reflected and direct

ray environment, in the exact spot where essentially no

As an example, group delay error is plotted versus multipath had been observed. For a single reflector,

6. for one specific case of 'P 0.11 in Figure 3. The where V, V,, R and 0 arc dcfined as above, if
envelope in this figure shows that for differential
delays greater than 150 ns the receiver can discrimi- f= carrier frcqucncy (Hz)
nate against multipath, while the expanded scale
curve in this figure shows the approximate sinusoidal
form of Ihe group delay error. The value of 'P = 0. 11 r.l4) = delay of reflected signal ivaries as satellite moves)
corresponds to a maximum variation in signal then
strength of approximately ± 2 dB, from (2). (3). and
(4). The maximum single frequency group delay error I - 2 fr4 4t)

of 5.5 ns shown in Figure 3 would yield a maximum and
error in ionospheric total electron content measure-
ment of approximately 10 x 10 i el/m 2. For differ- R = (I + 2(V 0lV/) Cos ,2rfi + {VD,'VA 2

]'
2  (7)

cntial measurements, this maximum value would be Figure 4 [after Greenspan er-al., 1982] shows the
doubled. reflection geometry, where

TEST WITH FLAT REFLECTOR qi,, elevation angle of the space vehicle,

To verify that we were indeed observing environ- 0,. azimuth of the space vehicle f

mental mnulttpath i brief test was conducted using a p azimuth of vector normal to reflector, toward an-
ten na;

sin l 60-in -sidc vertical reflector installed 32 in

north of the antenna phase center along an east-west i perpendicular distance from antenna to reflector.
axis The antenna was on the ground, in the "clean"

Then the delay of the reflected signal is

r -40 2rn'( cos 7 Cos q,, (8)

Substituting (8) into (7) and assuming V/IV D = I

allows us to determine the values of the product
REFLTD cos )2 cos PI., for which R will be at a null. From the
RAT TO SV R, rFLECTIOcN POINT satellite orbit parameters the times of these nulls at

\ ,C QrLrc'each frequency were determined. The calculated nulls

RA, To . correspond closely to the observed nulls.

PROCEDURES FOR MINIMIZING MULTIPATH
EFFECTS ON GROUP DELAY MEASUREMENTS

V ow-pa.-s filtering

,MAG ANTENNA .' Low-pass filtering was applied to the measure-
I 1; 4 (,c'n cmr of .nictinr %ih vertical planc refici,,or ments shown in Figure I to dctermine low well the
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I00 multipath effects could be minimized. Table 2 shows
20 0i~ ~the results of an approximate statistical test using a

00 running mean.
O00{.Table 2 indicates that low-pass filtcring to remove

. i: multipath may be useful in a relatively clean environ-
s l w c a g soa-u e o n s h r o l e a f c e:: Iimen(, but in a highly reflective environment even the
over the filtering interval required.

000 Thus low-pass filtering to remove multipath effects
appears to be useful only if a nearly ideal nonreflec-

Z tive environment can be obtained for the GPS an-
less0 thn2.m.r to nersoji ti

00 tenna, or if changes in group delay occurring over

known by independent simultaneous measurements

000 that (he ionosphere is very quiet.

I? 00 Matched filtering
'. 030'2 10. Since low-pass filtering would only be effective if

FREOUENCY HERTZ the power spectra of multipath and ionospheric
changes do not overlap, it may be possible to isolate
the power spectrum of the multipath itself, for a tim-

Fig S Group delay power spectra showing day-to-djay corre' ited data sample, and match a filter to that spectrum.
ljion of multipiti %pirum Wioiied line-* bracket multipaih cf. To isolate the power spectrum of the multipath it is

fects. multipath is less significant in left setin possible to use the fact that thc multipath is highly

PHASE ADVJANCE + 005x 10' e/
.................. ........ ...

- I 23flo0'e 1rh
2

RELATIVE .,.. . .

TEC . .

0 0 5 0 1 5 30(-) 19xni

GRU DLY 14 Ox 10"' el/rn 2  el/n 2  1

ASOL;2J

TE I .

.1. 0

AGC at 1575 MHz I ±5dB

AGC at 1228 MHz HK.±O dB.

Fig 6 Multiptilh cfTecis (in ionospheric measurements using GPRS. with receiving antiennla loated in a highly
reflective environment and with the ionosphere qjuiet
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X+23-
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Fi. 7 Simultaneous phase advance and group delay measurements, Thule. Greenland. Feb 4. 19X4

correlated on consecutive days. If a day where a dis- advance channel over the entire pass. A good abso-
turbed ionosphere is observed is bracketed by quiet lute value of group delay usually can be obtained by
days the multipath spectrum may be isolated. This, averaging or filtering ovcr a sufficient length of time,
in fact, occurred during the recent Thule campaign generally 5-30 min. to remove the effects of the
where multipath of period of about I min was ob- multipath. If multiple values of group delay, correct-
served. Figure 5 shows the power spectra (method ed for any multipath effects, can be obtained
from Radoski et at. [1975]) for I disturbed and 2 throughout the usual I- to 5-hour pass of an individ-
quiet days. The multipath is around 2 x 10 2 Hz. ual GPS satellite, a "least squares" fit of the entire

relative carrier phase advance data set can be made
Calibration of phase adrance measurements to these filtered absolute values of group delay
using group dela data The analysis above indicates that ihc maximum

carrier phase error is directly related to the ratio of
The group delay measurements presented here are the voltages of the reflected and direct signals (equa-

obtained from the difference in range to the GPS tion (2)). For a "worst case" V,'/ R of 3 dB (0 = 0.5).
satellite as derived from the relative arrival times of the maximum differential carrier phase error is
the clock pulses on each carrier. + 90' (Figure 2). which corresponds to

Relative ionospheric delay changes can also be ob- +0.58 x 10"6 cl/m if measured at 1228 Mz. This
tained by integrating the phase advance experienced "worst case" is 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
on each carrier and subtracting the results for the typical differential group delay errors due to multi-
two carriers to remove the effects of satellite geo- path. For example, for a maximum variation in
metric doppler shift. single frequency signal strength of 2 dB due to multi-

Jorgensen [1978] discusses these measurements path, the maximum differential carrier phase error is
and points out that the group delay measurements only ± 14' (Figure 2), or less than +0.09 x 10"
may be used to obtain absolute delay values to refer- el/m'. The carrier phase fluctuations due to receiver
ence the relative delay values from the carrier phase noise with the typical nearly omnidirectional GPS
advance measurements. Thus it is only really neces- receiving antenna and a 16 Io, receiving bandwidth
sary to obtain one good absolute value of delay per are only slightly less than this. Thus reasonable
satellite pass to calibrate the differential carrier phase multipath levels are barely detectable in the phase
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Fit. 8. Absolule ionospheric slant el ctron content denved from unf'olded and referenced phase advance
mea'uremenus, Thule. Greenland. Fetb 4, 1984. (Local aztImuth/el for sate~llites plotted at lower righi. center =90-
elevat1n. outer circle = .) .le.a..on .

advance: records. On the other hand, this same 2-dB absolute TEC value may then be used to reference
maximum variation in signal strength, corresponding the steady, quit relative TEC level observed simulta- p

to P = 0.11. would yield a maximum differential neously on the phase advance channel. The lower
group delay error of +±5.5 ns or + 31 x 1 0 6 el/m 2 as plot on Figure 8 shows the resulting referenced and
in Figure 3. This example corresponds well with the unfolded phase advance data.
measurements presented in Figure 6. which shows The same procedure applied to the preceding satel-
multipath effects observed with the antenna located lite pass resulted in the upper plot on Figure 8. It is
on the AFGL roof, where there are many vents and noteworthy that this figure shows a 3-hour highly
nthcr sourccs of rcflections disturbed period, bordered by very quiet periods

.As an illustration of thc use of the phase advance having nearly the same steady state absolute slant
mcasurcmcnts, Figure 7 shows about cighty minutes TEC. (Both passes had maximum elevation angles of

of simultaneous group delay and phase advance data about 750.)
from Thule. The first half of the group delay data Thus a continuous measure of absolute iono-
shows multipath with amplitude of" 7 TEC: units and spheric delay can be: determined, free from most ":

period approximately one minute. The latter half" of multipath effects, if accurate measurements of abso-
the group delay data shows little or no multipath as lute delay can be obtained from group delay
the satellite rose to higher elevation angles. The measurements using low pass or matched filters.--
phase advance data reveals a very disturbed iono- These points of absolute delay can then be used to
sphere, no muhtipath. and a general downward trend reference continuous relative delay measurements ob-
in TEC from 1355 to 1455 UT, followed by a 10-mmn tamed using the phase advance technique. ,

period where the ionosphere is very quiet, between It is also possible to calibrate a relative iono-,

1510 and 1520 UT. A very good value of absolute spheric group delay measurement made by carrier%
TEC may be: obtained by averaging 3-S mai of phase advance by pe)rforming a least squares fit to a .

group delay data during the 1510-1520 UT interval, 1-2 hour sample of unfiltered absolute ionospheric
where there is no discernable muhtipath This good group delay measurements. This should work well,

/.
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Scintillations Associated With Bottomnside Sinusoidal
Irregularities in the Equatorial F Region
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A new category of equatorul F region plasma irregularities characterized by nearly sinusoidal
waveforms in the ion number density N, observed by the Atmosphere Explorer satellites has recently
been discussed by Valladar"ef ci 1I1983) and Cragin et al (198s) We present multisatlite
scintillation observations made at Huancayo. Peru. and spaced-receiver drift measurements made at-
Ancon. Peru. associated with such irregularities observed by AE-E on a few nights in December 1979.
Utilizing ray path% to various geomiionary satellites, ItI is found that the irregularities grow and decay
almost simultaneously in long-lived patches extending at least 1000 km in the E-W direction. The
scintillations continue for a period of almost 6 hours. at a level that varies from moderate to fairly
intense tS. = 0 1-0 It at 2S0 MHz). and these S. fluctuations are quite well correlated, even over a
distance of 1000 km The irregularities constituting the large patch are found to drift eastward at a%
velocity of Approximately 140 mis This and other such events are accompanied by the frequency%
spread signatures on H-uancayo ionograms. as, prev iously reported. The unique feature of the Fourier
spectra associated with such bottomnside sinusoidal t(BSSl irregularities is the presence of Fresnet
os~cillations, which allow a determination of the velocity of the diffraction pattern perpendicular to the
direction of the ray from the satellite to the ground station. The velocity so determined agrees well with
the results of simultaneously performed %paced-receiver drift measurements The presence of Fresnet
oscillations indicates that the BSS irregularities occur in a retativety thin laser However. while the
scintillation data indicate a high-frequency roll-off wiih a spectral index of the order of - 3 o - 4. the
in situ data tend to indicate that the indes is of the order of -to -6 Mlodeling studies are necessary

to resolve this difference

INTROtiUC TION irregularity amplitude 6NIN, could be as large as several

A new category of equatornal F regton plasma irreg Iari- tcns of percent A relevant question is, how do these

ties having properties which are qutte different from those irr egularities affect scintillations'

associated with plasma bubbles IM:-Clare et al . 19771 has A morphological study of VHF scintillattons and assoct-

recertify been dtscussed by Valludares et at 1 19831 and ated total electron content (TEC) depletions made at

Cragin ef al. (19851. Using primarily the low orbital incltna- Arequipa. Peru. by DasGupra et al. 119831 had already

lion (1976") Atmosphere Explorer E (AE-EI data, they pinted out certain characteristics of the scintillation pattern

determined that this type of irregularity. which is character- that were consistent with the bottomside sinusoidal (BSS)

ized by quasi -sinusoidal fluctuattons in the ion number irregularity behavior For instance, they found that during

density N,. can exist in long-lived patches extending up to the December solstice, a penod of maximum BSS occur-

7000 km or more in the E-W direction, that they are a rence according to Valladares et a/. 119831. TEC depletions

boltomside phenomenon, and that they are able to retain associated with bubble-type scintillations were at a minimumn

their sinusoidal nature sometimes for a period of at least 100 and continuous scintillation patches of a duration of -
mm. he ighresluton etadingpotntil aalyer RPM hours were generally observed This is in sharp contrast to

showed that the central wavelength of these quasi-sinusoids numerous patches of much shorter duration seen in co'njunc-

varied from 300 mn to 3 km and that their peak-to-peak lion with TEC depletions during the equinoxes, when BSS
occurrence was found by Valladares ei al 119831 to be a
minimum The obtect of this paper is to present the hrs t

iNow at Air Force Geophysics La borAtory. Hans~com Air Force coordinated study of BSS irregUlarities and their signature
Base. Massachusetts.

'Now at Radio Physics Laboratory SRI International. Menlo on scintillation spiectra observed near H-uancayo. Prus. oin
Park. California. D~ecember 9 and 11, 1979 Observations made hv multiple%

'Now at Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics. Univrrsity or gcostationary satellites in the VHF-UHF range w&hose
Calcutta. India. subionospheric 400 km) intersection% span 1(XX km in thr'

Copyright 1986 by the American (ieophysical I nion F 'A direction will he presented to elucidate the nature of

Paper number 5AA797 these BSS Irregularities and their effect on transionospheric
0148-0227/116=5A-8797S05 00 pro-pagation Virtier %ratecd receiier mecasuremntsi made

The u.5. Go,.rrnment is authorized to repoduce and sait this reaort -
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Fig I Geometry of scintiliation observations duning the occurrence of bottomside sinusoidal irregularities (BSS)
indicating the ground stations at Ancon (Aland lluanvcayo(Hland the intersect ions of the propagation paths to various
geostationari, satellites with the ionosphenc heigt of 350 km The intersecion points are labeled with the names of the
appropriate satellite. Flectsat iFLTI. GOES 2. LES 8. and Mansat (MAR). followed by the station name

at Ancon. Peru. on December 9. 1979, will also be presented large portions of both these orbits in their Figures 14 and I5.
to determine the drift of these irregulanties in the E-W We will have reason to discuss most or these diagrams in
direction While the antlicorrelation of the vertical drift with association with our scintillation data and their spectral
the N waseforms in BSS irrTegula-ities was discussed by analysis to be presented below
1alludarri et a/ 1 19831 and Cragin et al 1 19851. our spaced- To give an overview of the scintillation activity associated

receiserC drift measurements will provide the first estimates with BSS on a typical night, we present in Figure 2 the
of the zonal motion of these irtregularities scintillations observed on December 8. 1979 (LT date is

RE %kI T December 7-SI. using LES 8. Fleetsat 1, and Marisat 1. the
latter being observed at two frequencies simultaneously. We

Masgnei, itape it. ording% kit % intillation data were made note that the first discrete structure of the evening, of
at fluancasoi and Alincon in fiCember 19'19 in suppori oif a approximatels, I -hour duration at all the intersection points,
ground tasecd and air,,raft. polar and equatorial. airglow and is probabli, ass.ociated with bubble-type scintillations. Range
scintillation Ampaign cocinuc ted pnmarili, around Thule. ,pread was observed at Huancayo from 1930 to 2200 LT
Greenland jietr and B.,cnau. liJ~tI and Ascension Island (0010 to 0100 LIT) The only gigahertz scintillation event of
I 14ehr, F! '11 1982 1981, fiasi et '191 11 While single the night, associated with >22-dB scintillation at 257 MHz.
antenna measurements were being made at Huank-aVo Lsing occurred during this penod hut was generated at a point that
four iotatiinarv ior near geositionarv) satellites. rnamel,,- was R* east of Huancayo (cf Figure 1). out of the field of
starling from the westernmos.t ltxation I U-S 9 at 2414 MHz i ew of the Huanca~o tonosonde

()S .' ji 117 MHz F lecisat I it 244 MHz and Mansat I The sicintillat ions we associate with BSS start somewhat
At -"' ind 1141 M4:~ i'bser'.tti.n% using three spa.,ed earlier than 0400 I'I and continue without a break for more
.inirnna% were reing made At Aino,n using a single satellite thin h' hours The (;OF S 2 satellite, transmitting at 137 MHz
flnrnrls V-tecisat I ]he nt'r In iih the lower f with its itrsction point .er,, close to that of LESS,. shows
,rg-on ji 1',4 1,mr allo-de -I the A-. paths from ihese ,mpietek saturated scintillation throughout this period.
5.itielites io -lie two itfouncl % ititin Ate shown in F- IgUr I which is not shown A %Iuds of the temporal behavior of the

r w,,uss the H-l s anti sintilton data from s4.int illat ions shows that the irregularities seem to be gener-
HuaL~na'. for IDecemt-'er 9 and 1 IY and the spac ed ated stmultaneousli, over a ,cr,., large region with E-W

'ee , er measuirement% from An.o if or D~ecember 9 1979 dimensions of at least 1000 km Within this large irregularity
ijr a-k ('as (-'en made %impler ' , hi aiaJ.-,' er t. I 1IA patch the indis dujjl irreCgulArities drift from W to E, as we

-,n hr-, omprehens...' paie' have shown ihe low shill show with the spaced receiver measurements from
'esoiuii-n ton number dens if aiA fronm thr ion drifi mere, Anon 1he irregularioics also seem to be quenched near-
to, t, rt-ii. .2fr5  

4 rvJ. -,'b41 (he,, I-igt.its W. anti lir simkijtaneousls 1These chairacterisitics% are very different
kit!Airane dirnig the nig-ii if D e, rmrt.e R And 'he crspnt tr m bubble tipe sc intillations ohserved earlier at
trip [oAn. a. i-'noigrAm% theatIr gurrs lf-ui anti hI' the l-luani~avo i', their limited durations and staggered onsets
li'ar 'C ,'ion denwit andI .erokal ri. ,data horn, rho on different ray p,nth% Ifbij, rt i , 1-8lF. 1914,01 Valladaret; et

-Y ' he- fgr IOCII) and v4, ius jetied tpst-rneter% i J, 11"11 ha r shown 'he R'sS signature on the low--resol-
'Cat 'C "e -ptirA , hara, ies -. (he'. s-nisid 'er -iton ton densit , pklt -n t heit Figures Id and le in the
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DECEMBER 8, 1979 arrows labeled S in the figure show for each satellite the
HUANCAYO. PERU central time of the 6-min period for which the spectral

analysis is presented.
The top, center, and bottom panels of Figure 3 show 6-min

2.- samples of scintillation data obtained at Huancayo from LES
8, Fleetsat, and Marisat. respectively, between 0328 and
0334 UT, and their corresponding spectra. The scintillation

6 LES -8 data, acquired on FM analog tapes, were digitized at 36 Hz
249 MHz and then decimated to 18 Hz. The spectra of the 6-min

3 samples were obtained via a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm. The spectral features displayed at frequencies

I s above 5 Hz were introduced by the tape recorder at
-- Huancayo and are not of ionospheric origin. Above approx-

imately 0.7-1 Hz the power spectral density (PSD) is near
z /the noise level and is nearly independent of frequency.

Between 0. 1 and 0.7 Hz the spectra decay from their maxima
_J toward the noise level in approximately a linear fashion on

FLT the log-log scale shown, indicating a power law variation f'
U 6 244 MHz of PSD with frequency. We use Pz to signify the spectral

index of scintillations in order to distinguish it from the
3 one-dimensional in situ irregularity spectral index pl, to beS

2, used later. The power law indices P2 are determined from the
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Fig, 4. The bottom panel shows the fluctuations of ion density 1%olid curve) from the RPA during a 3 % inictrxdt
starting at 0449:30 UT on December 11. 1979, and the pitch or vertical dnft lcurve with solid circlexl from the ion drilt
meter. The top panel shows the FF7 1crossesl and maximum entropy method %olid lint %pectrumn of ion dcn~iiv
fluctuations. The percent irregularity amplitude (sigma). the hackground ion deniy (NOl andi the pover law indext
(slope) of the roll-off portion of the spectrum are indicated (in the diagram T he satelte attitude w4% 440 Lmi

slope of the best filting straight line in the frequency range thinner layer of irregularities in the Present t BSS) case k
0.1-0.7 Hz and are indicated on the spectral plot% have mentioned earlier that the frequenties of Fresncl max

The data shown in Figure 3 and all other-, obtained on this mra and minim.a dcpcnd on the range of the observer ito the
evening have a systematic modulation superimposcd on ihe irregularity la~cr I herelir for .in extended layer ihc ma.
linear roll-off portion of the spectra For the data of Figuire m ra and minima (if F- resnel oscillation-, on the ground due to
the minima are observed at fl. 2"2?f,. 3i -f,. etc . where /, - the lowest and highest lesels of the lAyeCr May he %ufficiently
0 125 Hz for LES 8. 0.157 Hz for Fleelsat. and 0.089 Hi for shdtecd with respci iio one another to be totally smeared
Marisat. Such ordered modulation, known as Fresnel ns~iI From our knowledge of the resolution of two discrete
latiori. i% expected in the Fourier spctirum based on thin sources, we estimate that for the propagation geometry
screen weak scattenng theory when the diffraittion pitecrn is appropriate ito the ohsersaiiirn of the F-Icleist sateillie
elongated, when it has a component of motion normal to t he .omplcic smearing (if Fresnirl osc~illation% will o'..ur if the
direction of elongation. and when the spatial specin i o irregularity Ia~cr thickness vixceeds I(X) km around ain jver
electron density fluctuations is sulficiently smooth I.~iiiiI' igc la~er height of q)( ksm I hi the present scintillation

ion. 19741. Further, it has been shown that f, - V. i15:1 -. measurements iniiatc that BiSS irregularities during their
where A is the wavelength of scintillation measurement. is entire lifetime exist in relatively thin layers% while irregular
the range of the observer to the irregularity layer, and is, ies within plasmai htuhhles even in their lic phase is~ujit

the irregulanty velocity normal to the oroipagation path An exist in much thicker l..se's
important point to note here is that ir -equatorial f region A typical I s -,amrple of high rcsolutiiin in situ ia ioh

the geometry needed for Fresnel mn ilations always pre riined frorn AF I irhit 227(K) on kcemnber I f 19"0 during
s~ails, namely, the irregularities are -ongaled in the N S it% passage through IISS irregularities near the Hi,,ni~ioi
direction and the resulting anisorrop. pattern drifts iri the longitude sc or is shown in the xirim Panel if F igurr 4
E-W direction because of' - superrotation' I Woi u.... w the ,jriai onN of the rri.i e imnplirude of in densit
19721 These Fresnel oscillation-, are observed only ikc.1 X.. (solid ur ci arid thr pit. h or vertical plasmai drift
stonally in equatorial scintillation data, and when the .ire ii.utr~c with solid a,. lest are illustrited in the diagraim The
cibsersed 18auio and W.hitniey. 1 98 3 Ruii. ii .il . 1911, the,, spectrum of the rr Iiattie ion lens' fli. nuttutri, Os fict
usually are not seen as clearly as. they are seen in the present detrending is %tioi-i in the top panel the rms, irregular'!
data, nor are they usually seen continuously fior a Perioii if irmplittidc of i hc -imple is I t; and the ha,.kgriiiiii dcnnsiv
mnsn hours This indicates that we Are dealing with ai fitik h is 14 10 10 in I he rreevint spe, 'iii analysis lt hni,.jue
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gfreecs grahowhns M u thepoe spectrum of benttweion obevehn ube seotiatd eultatibos and44r W,ee the1

%cinuillAtions arising from BSS irregularities having a large central and east stations An almost~ uniform apparent drift
power law index or having a Gaussian form is also expected I Wern& et ial 19#31 of 140 m %'from W ito F was seen at
to be Gaussian 1j-ronvn., 1970. Singlevrpn 19741 This do% both separations (compare top panel) The Lross <orrelation
crepAncy may he explained it we assume that the character coeffiieni% on the 24d m separated channels were uniformly

isuc swale of the Gaussiani spectrum of HSS irregularities high, exceeding 0 6 (compare second paneli The two bottoom
varies with altitude The integrated electron density devia painels %how the . index and the spesirauI index of I min
tion may then have a power law form with a small power law scintillation samples When S. 0 2, the srwctral index is
index even though the spectrum at a given altitude conforms I Thus BS5 irregulArities sem ito panlitipate in the

to a Giaussian form The second noticeable feature of the general nighttime zonal motion of f region iteuaiisAnd

scintillation spectrumn is. the existence of distinct 1-resnel the spec rat index of si.intilon% caused t IC' eeIrregular
modulations In the spectrum of Figure S. at least seven iles is in gcer.il shallower than that ini.itrmt h5 in sitki
Fresnel minima at frequencies f, Vf 1,. eC where f, measurements
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VEL.OCIT ANCON FLT DEC. 9, 97 0.157 for Fleetsat measurements, corresponding to V, = 126
(0/,C) m s - . The slant range in this case was 524 kin. and the

2cI 244. ionospheric zenith angle was 27.8*. The derived yEw = 142

m s- I, which agrees well with that obtained from LES 8
ISo - observations. Unfortunately, this technique does not give

very reliable results when the ionospheric zenith angles are

I00L c*oss -COIIOLATIOug very large, such as those for our measurements with Marisat

to- osC Tat a zenith angle of 62*. In discussing Figure 5 we had earlier
is> shown that the drift speed on December 11, 1979, was

somewhat higher, being of the order of 180 m s '. However,
6 - the zonal drift speed at F region heights shows considerable
4 day-to-day variation and such values are quite common

[Basu et al., 1986).
On the next day we have similar multisatellite amplitude

............ scintillation data from Huancayo plus spaced-receiver mea-
surements from Ancon. On this date the first Fresnel mini-

SPECTRAL c EX mum frequency was fi = 0.145 Hz (spectrum not shown),
which corresponds to V, = 116 m s- 1. Considering the
geometry of observations, the derived VEw = 131 m s-'. The

actual spaced-receiver measurements, on the other hand,
shown in Figure 6, yield a value of 140 m s- 1 , in very good
agreement with that derived on the basis of the Fresnel

S~ minima.
The presence of Fresnel modulations in the scintillation

spectrum requires the major scintillation effect to be caused
by a concentrated layer of irregularities. On the other hand,

oz3 oZtS &Woo -0-L2 o t a4 o 34 o40 o 46 1the apparent discrepancy between the Gaussian form of BSS
irregularities measured in situ and the small (-2 to -3)

Fig. 6. The temporal variation of the S, index of scintillation, the power law index of the associated scintillation spectrum can
power law index of scintillation spectrum, the cross-correlation
coefficient of spaced-receiver scintillation data, and the apparent be explained if the irregularities are distributed over an

zonal drift observed at Ancon on December 9, 1979, during the altitude interval having a variation of the characteristic scale
occurrence of BSS irregularities, size with altitude. Modeling of the temporal structure of

scintillations caused by BSS irregularities, as was done by
Franke and Liu 11983] for bubble-type irregularities, is

DiscussioN necessary to derive correct estimates of the irregularity layer
thickness and the appropriate variation of the characteristic

The characteristic features of scintillations associated with scale size. Such efforts may also resolve whether the per-
BSS are the near-simultaneous onset and decay of scintilla- sistent absence of gigahertz scintillations in the case of BSS
tions at widely spaced (in longitude) ray paths to geostation- irregularities is due to their Gaussian power spectrum having
ary satellites, and the occurrence of continuous moderate to low PSD at short spatial wavelengths or a generally reduced
fairly intense 250-MHz scintillations (S4 values from 0.1 to level of integrated electron density deviation caused by the
0.8) for a period of 5-6 hours. It is also found that frequency small irregularity layer thickness.
spread is observed at such times on Huancayo ionograms.
Further, TEC and scintillation measurements made at the Acknowledgments. We are grateful to J P. McClure and W. B.
nearby station of Arequipa, Peru, show that such long-lived Hanson for useful discussions and a careful reading of the manu-
scintillation events with wide spatial coverage are not ac- script. We thank J. Pantoja and A Bushby for their help in obtaining

the scintillation data. The work at Emmanuel College was partially
companied by any TEC depletions fDasGupta el al., 1983]. supported by AFGL contract FI9628-84-K0003 and NASA grant
Thus all the above findings, which are distinct from bubble- NSG5419. The work at the University of Texas at Dallas was
related events, clearly distinguish this class of scintillation. supported by NASA grant NGR44-004-120.

As mentioned earlier, a further distinguishing feature is The Editor thanks S. J. Franke and B. Cragin for their assistance
that Fresnel oscillations are typically present in the fre- in evaluating this paper.
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The Condor Equatorial Spread F Campaign:
Overview and Results of the Large-Scale Measurements

M. C. KELLEY,' J. LABELLE.' E. KUDEKiI, 2 B. G. FEJER,' SA. BASU, 3 4 Su. BASU, 3 K. D. BAKER, 5 C. HANUISE, 6

P. ARGO,7 R. F. WOODMAN,* W. E SWARTZ,' D. T. FARLEY,' AND J. W. MERIWEHE., JR.9

During the Condor campaign a number of instruments were set up in Peru to support the rocket
experiments. In this series of papers we repor on the results of the experiments designed to study the
equatorial F region. In this overview paper we summarize the main results as well as report upon the
macroscopic developments of spread F as evidenced by data from backscatter radars, from scintillation
observationis, and from digital ionosonde meaurements. In this latter regard, we argue here that at least
two factors other than the classical gravitational Rayleigh-Taylor plasma instability process must operate
to yield the longest-siale horizontal organization of spread F structures. The horizontal scale typical of
plume separation distances can be explained by invoking the effect of a shear in the plasma flow,
although detailed comparison with theory seems to require shear frequencies a bit higher than observa-
lions indicate. On the other band. the largest-scale organization or modulation of the scattering layer
cannot be explained by the shear theory and must be due to local time variations in the ionospheric drift
or to gravity wave induced vertical motions. Using simultaneous rocket and radar data, we were also
able to confirm the oft quoted hypothesis that rapid overhead height variations in the scattering region
over Jicamarca are primarily spatial structures advecting overhead. The detailed rocket-radar compan-
son verified several other earlier results and speculations. particularly those made in the PLUMEX
experiments. In particular, companion papers discuss and extend some of the PLUMEX results to
include the role of anomalous diffusion (LaBelle et al.. this issue) in the theory of equatorial spread F and
to shed light upon the shallow spectral form often observed in the intermediate-scale regime (LaBelle and
Kelley, this issue).

1. INTRODUCTON also indicated on the map in Figure I Two Terrier-Malemute
Equatorial F region irregularities also known as equatorial rockets instrumented with electric field, plasma density, and

spread F or ESF, have been studied extensively over the last energetic particle detectors were launched from the Punta
few decades with a variety of experimental techniques includ- Lobos Rocket Range (I in Figure 1) in the approximately
ing radars, scintillations, radio sounders, in situ rocket and southward and southwestward trajectories indicated in I-igure
satellite detectors, and a number of theoretical methods. I The Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO), located to the
Recent reviews of the topic include those by Fejer and Kelley north of the rocket range (21. provided continuous monitoring
[1980], Ossak,)w (1981). Kelley and McClure (1981), Kelley of 3-meter (3-m) F region irregularities with backscatter power
(1985]. and Bast, and Baau [ 1985]. and interferometric drift velocity measurements at an oper-

As a part of project Condor a variety of instruments were ation frequency of 50 MH, At Ancon (3) a 14-MHz HiF radar
clustered together near the magnetic equator to perform coor- was operated to monitor the evolution of 10-m density irregu-
dinated measurements of the same spread F events simulta- larities Scintillaitons and spaced receiver drift measurements
neously The idea behind the "cluster technique" is to learn were also conducted at the same location using several satel-
more from a set of simultaneous measurements than can be hie transmissions Analog and digital tonosonde measure-
learned from the individual experiments operated indepen- ments were conducted at the Fluancayo station (4) (where
dently The instruments used, along with their locations and VFIF and LUlI- scintillation measurements were also per-
operating institutions, are listed in Table I The locations are formed). while Jabr)-Perot measurements of neutral winds

were made at Arequipa (just south of the region shown in
Iigurc I) [he rocket project was a joint undertaking by the
_National Aeronautics and Space Administration of the United

School of Electrical Enincenng. Cornell University. Ithaca. New States and the Comission Nacional de fnvestigacion y Desar-
York rollo Aerospacial JCONIDAI of Peru. and the JR() operations" Now at Department of Electrical Engincenng. University of Illi- were a joint effort by the Instituto Gcofisico del Peru and the
nois, Urbana

Emmanuel College, Boston, Massachusetts National Science Foundation of the United States A number
Now at Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Hanscom Air Force of other results from Condor dealing with the equatorial clec-

Base, Massachusetts. trojet. the critical velocity effect, middle atmospheric elcCenter for Atmospheric and Space Sciences Utah State Univer- trodynamic, ctc are published elsewhere
siy, Logan

' Laboratoire de Sondages Electromagnetiqucs de I'Environnemcni The equatoril spread F aspects of the Condor proect rorm
Terrestre. tiniversity of Toulon, France part of a series of similar projects, which utilied simultaneous

Los Alamos National Laboratory. Los Alamos. New Mexico rocket and radar probing of the disturbed equatorial F region
* Instituto Goofisico del Peru. Lima. ionosphere The series began on 1972 in India [Balster et al,
* Space Physics Research Laboratory. University of Michigan. Ann 19721 and was followed b) campaigns in Brazil [ ke/llv et l.

Arbor 1976). Peru (Morse e't al. 1977]. Kwajalein [S:us:c:eic: et

Copynght 1986 by the American Geophysical Union al. 1980], and India (S Prakash. personal communication.

Paper number 5A$723 1983) During this same interval, great theoretical advances
0148-O227/86/OOSA-8723S05)00 have occurred, particularly with re-pect to computer simula

The .S. Government is authorized to reproduce and seill this report. 5487
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TABLE 1. Instrarnentation Used Durng Project Condor. With the played a crucial role an the rocket launch decisions of the
Locations and Operating latatutaos Condor spread F campaign. In such measurements the re-

tnstrumsitastion Loation laatitutontils) ceaved backscattered power is proportional to the square of
the amplitude of the field-aligned density irregularities which

Two Terrier-Malemtic Punts Lobos NASA, CONIDA. have wave vectors in the direction of the radar line of sight.
rocket-borne payloads Rocket Cornell University. The Jicamarca radar beam is pointed almost vertically, about

Range Utah State University. 3Y north of the on-axis position, to achieve perpendicularity to
University of Illinois

50-MHz radar jicamarca Instituto Geolisicoo the geomagnetic hield at F region altitudes [see Woodmn
del Peru, 1970]. Power maps similar in essence to those published else-

Cornell UniversIty where in the literature (e.g., Woodman and LaHo:. 1976] were
National Scec generated in real time to monitor the spread F activity level

Foundation drn h apin hnrce anhdcsoswr14-Mliz radar Ancon University of Toulon drn h apin hnrce anhdcsoswr
VHV and UHF scintillation Ancon Air Frc Geohsical taken. the radar operation was switched to the more versatile
VHF spaced receiver system Laboratory radar interlerometer mode capable of measuring the power
Digial ionosonde Huancayo Los Alamos National spectra of the radar echoes as well as the east-west drift veloci-

Laboratory ty of the scattering centers (Kudeki eiral. 19811 In this section
Fairy-perot Arequipa University of Michigan

iniedrwmeter we present Jicamarca data obtained on nights with no rocket
lorogram records Huancayo Instituto Geofisico launches. The interferometer mode was not used on these

and magnectomeiter del Peru nights. and the data presentation is limited to the power maps
shown in Figures 2a-2c-

The upper panel in each figure is the radar map, while the
lion of ESE The rocket experiments mentioned above solidi- lower panel is a plot of the scintillation index (SIP expressed in
fied the importance of the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor insta- decibel excursions [Whirney er a1.. 1969] at a frequency of
bality as the basic theoretical construct about which to under- 1.694 gigahertz 16l1z) The latter data were obtained at Ancon
stand equatorial spread F In addition, the results of the latter using the GOES 5 satellite transmissions with an ionospheric
campaign, which has often been referred to as the PLUMEX interse-ction point at 300 kmn altitude only~ 30 kmn west of the
experiments (Plume Experiments, actually PLUMEX I and Jicamarca beam This distance is equiv~alent to only 3 5 man
PLUMEX 11 since (here were two rockets launched), brought of time difference between the corresponding structures caus-
to light some important new aspects of the ESE problem ing Scintillation and radar backscatter s4hcn the eastward
which were not included in the computer simulations For ionospheric drift is taken into account The relationship be-
example. Nell. i et al 19 82a] and KeIleti [1981 interpreted t~ccn Si and the commonly used S, index I% obtained by
the electric field .and density fluctuation spectra in the trasi W'itriet r 19741 is given in the I igure 2a caption At such high
t~onal wasvelength ( <_ 200 m) range as due to a drifi wave freqluencies the s-cintiltion% conform to Aec,4 sk.iier theories,
mode This important result was supported by a similar dcc
tor on the same rcket (Sinqli and S:us:czemic:, 19841 but

1~0

noti, prior to Ciondor, in an independent geophysicAf eventd
Similarly. the. PLIJMEX data indicated that a density fluctu--
ation speiiral form may exist in the intermediate wavelength.
range which is quite difTerent from that predicted b ' simula (0"

tion% (Rino esi ul. 19X11 .Krllri er a. 1 981h) Part of the Rod...ei

purpose of the Condor [SF experiment% was to verify arid (' I ~~--.----.-j .~

understand the'.e important results and their implication for ~C
ESF- theor' A% we Shall sec, this WAS accomplished, and new
insights were obtained concerning the crucial role played by iA 'dII

ainoailous diffusion in determining the nonlinear saturation t

of I St [La8elfi r ef a. this issue] and concerning the rx)ssible c
origin% of the surprising %hallow spectral form (Lalftell and J./
K r~e tIhis issue] j/

The driailed results of the Condor coordinated f region +~

experiments are reporte"' in the series of papers published in ~CP
this issue In this paper we present an ovserview of the experit
mental results And in addition report on some new aspects of ~'~ ~f
the large-scale organization or plasma during liSI- which are- -

based primarily upon the radar bAckscatter maps made during ''*i,

the course of the rocket launch operation We AlSO SUMMAriz
some of the main conclusions of the set of experiments2,1

2 DATA PRUUNTAtSON 1

2 1 Rackscatter Maps and Scinfoiation .-faa.iarrmtnis 1') Lr i' .j 'I #

on 'qi Without Ruchi Launches -

I li 16.t, o ithe orrjO of! 1erUL iio- p the tr.ijCieo iic. of the
Real-time measurements at the Jicamarca Radioi Observa t-%ra , is e . , th r'1r~ $1-1 *.rrspirc Assl

tory of backscattered power from A m f region irregularities .nsitumenimorrrr
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Jicomorca Radio Observatory
March I, 1983

900,

E 70 -vinfinity

v=85 rn/s I

=500 - .

300 " "- - Upleg

300 Downleg

10 -"- , ,
5 6

21:47 22:07 22:27 tO I

Local Time
Fig. 3b. Expanded version of the Jicamarca radar power map with the rocket trajectory superposed. The inset at right

illustrates the relative electron density profile obtained from a rocket-borne Langmuir probe. The densities listed assume a
constant relationship between collected current and density equal to the value found near apogee on the second flight.

and a linear relationship holds between the S, index and the 64 min). Throughout the discussion below, reference will be
irregularity strength or electron density deviation (AN). At 1.7 made to the local time at the 750 meridian-the time indicated
GHz, scintillations are caused by irregularities in the range in the plots. On March 4, 1983, a thin (10 km) scattering layer
35-350 m in dimension. We should therefore not expect a developed at about 2020 LT (Figure 2a). The position of the
one-to-one relationship between 50-MHz backscatter, which is scattering layer was moving upward at an apparent velocity of
caused by 3-m irregularities, and the 1.7-GHz forward scatter. about 2.5 m/s but never attained a height greater than 300 km.

In viewing the Jicamarca power maps it is important to At "apogee" the layer broadened very slightly to a thickness of
remember that they provide .rtical images or slices of the about 15 km. As the scattering layer descended, its thickness
instartaneous overhead scattering structures which are then decreased. The structured echoing region near 100 km is due
plotted as a function of time. A rigid scattering pattern drifting to 3-m irregularities excited by the equatorial electrojet insta-
overhead with a constant velocity would be faithfully repro- bilities. Nottce that there are three gaps tn the electrojet
duccd in these plots, and in this case the map can be con- echoes at 2105, 2133, and 2141 LT when the F layer is hover-
sidered as a view of the ionosphere looking southward. As ing near its highest point. Furthermore, close inspection shows
pointed out by Woodman and LaHo: [1976]. however, the that the E layer scattering heights shift in altitude across the
technique is much like the slit cameras used in racing events gaps as predtcted by the linear electrojet theory when the
which distort an image if it changes in time as it drifts by. In zonal electric field changes sign [Fejer et al., 1975. This fea-
the description we try to remind the reader of this by using the lure is fairly common, and the interpretation is that the E
words -apparent- to descnbe the motion of the scattering layer instabilities cease temporarily when the zonal electric
layer. Power maps display the echo power received by the field component passes through zero. Thus. even though the
Jicamarca radar, as functions of time and altitude, using a upward "motion" of the scattering layer is not a definitive
logarithmic gray scale coding. For each day I power level of 0 measure of the actual vertical drift, the data are internally
dB on :hese maps roughly corresponds to 3% of the estimated consistent with a pure bottomside F layer instability com-
sky noise There was no attempt made to maintain a uniform mencing while the F layer is rising and continuing virtually
output power from day to day, but the scales differ by only unchanged when the vertical drift reverses The temporal be-
+6dB havior of the scattering height is also consistent with the well-

The power maps of Figure 2 are representative of common established time depe'-idence of the vertical drift velocity which
types of spread F events observed at Jicamarca. In thee plots creates a corresponding local time dependence of the iono-
the tick marks idicate 1067 min (six ticks corresponding to spheric height As the earth rotates under this local time de-
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pendent feature, the ionosphere will seem to rise and then fall was not intercepted hy the propagation path to the satellite
to a vertically looking radar. No detectable level of scintil- Similar events were discussed by ,arons el al [1980)
lation occurred at 1.7 GHz.

The March 5 night, illustrated in Figure 2b. was consider-
ably more active than the previous example. The echoing layer 2.2. Data Obtained on March 1-2. 1983
started its development at an altitude higher than that on The backscatter power and scintillation data obtained on
March 4. Just at and after -apogee" the layer broadened con- the evening of March I-2, 1983, are presented in Figure 3a
siderably, but no extended plumes developed, and the layer This was the first night during which all the necessary radar
height decreased very quickly. The layer height then started to analysis and display programs were functional, and some last
increase again, reaching 330 km before starting its final de- minute testing led to the data gaps in the plot. The rctangu-
crease for this evening. Notice that three distinct scattering lar mottled area centered at about 2155 corresponds to the
patches developed in the second descending phase of the iono- period when the radar was operated in the interferometer
spheric oscillation and that the height oscillations were nearly mode. In this mode the whole antenna array is used for trans-
sinusoidal in form. The characteristic gap in E region struc- mission, but the backscattered signal is received independently "
ture discussed above occurred only in conjunction with the by both the east and west quarters of the array, whose phase P
second apogee, although the 100-km scattering layer became centers are separated by about 203 m. The phase difference ep

slightly more narrow in conjunction with the first apparent between the simultaneous samples from these two quarters is
flow reversal. (When gaps occur in both the E and F region related to the angular position of any localized scattering cen-
traces, they are due to a data loss ) The variations in altitude ters inside the common scattering volume. The east-west drift
displayed on this night are much more rapid than those ex- velocity of these localized scatterers is derived from the tempo-
pected from the local time dependent zonal electric field effect ral changes of the measured positions [see Kudeki et al. 1981.
described above. A number of weak 3-m scattering patches Feier et al., 19851] Since vast amounts of raw data must be
remained for a long time, including one between 500 and 600 recorded for off-line processing, a smaller altitude range was
km. The scintillation behavior on this night was very unusual; sampled in the interferometer mode than in the power map p

we return to this point after discussing the March 6 event, modes before and after
On March 6 (Figure 2c) a spectacular plume event occurred The figure shows an initial plume event centered at 2040

over Jicamarca. The layered echoes commenced at 350 km which followed a rapid apparent rise of the scattering layer
altitude, considerably higher than on March 4. By 2010 LT and was preceded by high-altitude scatterers by some 10 mm
the scattering layer was extended in altitude and displayed a Although the data gap creates some ambiguity, it appears that
bifurcated form. The height of the scattering layer increased the layer descended and then began to rise once again at
abruptly at about 2025 LT. and shortly thereafter, a large about 2120 LT. creating the second plume event into which

plume event commenced which extended at times to more the rocket was fired. The lower trace shows the results of
than 1000 km altitude. It is important to note that the highest- simultaneous L band (1694 MHz) scintillation measurements

altitude scatterers were detected even before the plume feature performed at Ancon. Using the eastward F region drift speed

was seen overhead between 400 and 600 km, and that three measured by two independent methods (described below) for

distinct miniplumes developed as the scattering layer descend- this night, the separation distance between these two measure-

ed. In this classic example of Murphy's law, a power failure ments corresponds to only 3-5 min of local time difference

occurred at the rocket range between 2025 and 2100 LT, pre- The data gaps are somewhat of a problem, but there again

cluding any rocket launch on this night. seems to be a good correlation between the SI index and the

At first glance, the scintillation data seem well correlated 3-m backscatter power. In particular, the thickness of the 3-m

with the radar observations A burst of strong gigahertz scm- scattering patch and the magnitude of SI seem to be very well

tillation accompanied the bifurcation at 2010. This was fol- correlated. The backscatter map displays several "miniplumes"

lowed by a long-lived event commencing at 2017 and lasting which extend like fingers pointing toward later local times (or

throughout the major plume event. The VHF scintillation pointing westward, if the features of these maps are considered

index remained saturated during this event. At 2222 the scin- frozen in the eastward drifting plasma) These features are
tallation level again rose dramatically, however, this time ac- similar to the secondary plumes detected with the Altair radar

companied only by very weak patches of 3-m backscatter. One Figure 3b is an expanded version of the power map in
of these patches was centered at 360 km. even though the Figure 3a and includes the rocket trajectory, which is plotted
ottsid of the laynerd wa barely hiher thno200gm t in two ways. The "V = infinity" parabola is plotted as though

bottomnside of the F layer was barely higher than 200 km at the radar and rocket observations were simultaneous in localthat time. The scintillation is nearly as strong as that associ-atedwit th plme tsef ad i moe tpicl o prviosly time as well as in universal time. However, since the rocketated with the plume itself and is more typical of previously traveled magnetically west of the radar while the ionosphere

pubshed postmidnight events [Basu e a.. 1978. Clearly the was drifting eastward, the rocket data at a certain time should
t300-i structures are still very large in amplitude even ti compared with the radar data a short time later, the exact
though the 3-in waves have virtually disappeared time delay depending on the time it takes the ionosphenc

Returning to the scintillation data on March 5. we note that plasma to drift from the rocket's location to the longitude of
the scintillation index reached values well above those associ- Jlicamarca [..orse er al., 1977] The second parabola includes
ated with the major plume event on March 6 but were associ- the F region ionospheric drift of about 85 m/s as measured by
ated with only faint traces of 3-m backscatter These patchy the interferometer techniques during the shaded time period
traces of 3-m backscatter were extended in altitude Thus the Since the rocket tractory also had a significant component
pattern of sintillation data observed on March 5 resembles magnetically southward, such a comparison relies upon the
that observed late in the evening on March 6 It is possible field-aligned nature of large-scale F region structures Tsunocdi
that the first backscatter structure of the March 5 evening. [1981) has used the steerable incoherent scatter Altair radar
characterized by an absence of scmntillations, may have to show that large-scale (- 50 km) features indeed do map
evolved directly over Ji-amarca and drifted eastward so that it along the magnetic field lines for large distan e,, .ifglow dat.,
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Morch I, 1983 the layer height was decreasing over Jicamarca during thi
time. The small discrepancy between the downleg rocket data

(j and the radar data can be explained quantitative:y by the
change in altitude of the field line which maps from the
rockects position to the latitude of Jicamarca. These data show
conclusively that the bottom side of the F layer was higher
over Jicamarca than at the rocket when it passed through the
bottomsidc on the downleg. This implies that (1) a strong

E -westward gradient in plasma density must exist and (2) for
Z! rapid height variations such as these the interpretation of the

490 Jicamarca map in terms of a quasi-rigid motion of the scatter-
ing regions is valid at least for the bottomside.

In the topside the in situ probe detected several large re-
gions of depleted electron density, along with associated

440- smaller-scale irregularities. The amplitude of the depletions is
about 50%. and their vertical size is in the range of 20-50 km.
On the downlcg. depletions of nearly identical properties were
detected. On both downleg and upleg these depletions corre-

390- . spond one-to-one with the westward tilted miniplumes seen

1 5 3 0 5 on the radar power map. Figure 4 illustrates more clearly this

Relative Relative correlation between the depletions encountered by the rocket
Log Electron Density Bockscatter Power and the miniplumes in the radar backscatter power map. Only

the downleg Langmuir probe data are plotted, and the alti-
Fg 4 Comparion between the relative electron density profile tude of the radar backscatter power has been adjusted in

obtained from the rocket-borne probe and the relative backscatter
power measured with the hcamarca radar, which is sensitive to 3-m order to make a comparison more accurate, since the rocket
irregulanties moves magnetically south, intersecting field lines which map

to higher altitudes at the equator above Jicamarca, as noted
at conjugate off-equatorial latitue-s also show this mapping above. In Figur. 4 an excellent correlation is observed be-

quite clearly [Mendillo and Tyler, 19831. tween the radar backscatter power and those regions of

The right-hand panel of Figure 3b displays electron current upward directed density gradients detected by the rocket, as

profiles detected by a fixed-bias Largmuir probe which are well as with the intermediate-scale fluctuations apparent to

approximately proportional to the electron density. During the eye in the rocket data.
the upleg of the rocket flight the steep upward gradient in Zonal plasma drift data are plotted in Figure 5 for both this

plasma density and the associated irregularities observed at day and the March 14-15 event discussed below. These veloci-

the bottomside of the F region coincide extremely well with ty profiles were obtained using the Jicamarca radar inferfer-
the band of 3-m turbulence observed by the radar and first ometer procedure described by Kudeki et al. [ 1981]. Interer-

encountered by the rocket at 445 km altitude. On the downleg ometer observations were made for about 15 min on each

the low,.r edge as observed by the rocket-borne probe was night, corresponding to the shaded regions in Figures 3a and

nealy 40 km lower in altitude than on the upleg. This is in
good agreement with the radar observations, which show that | ... . . I
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Fig. 7. Radar backscatter power measured with the 14-MHz radar at Ancon.

8a. but velocity measurements are only possible during antenna beam width, this variation is most probably due to
periods and at heights where discrete scatterers are present. As the horizontal motion of scatterers across the beam (the radar
a result, velocity estimates could not be made over the entire measures the radial line-of-sight velocity). If the scatterers
scattering region; velocities are plotted in Figure 5 only at which produce these spectra originate approximately from the
altitudes for which discrete scatterers were present during at same altitude as the strongest backscatter observed by Jica-
least 2 min of the 15-min interval, and in each case, the marca, then the variation of the Doppler spectra as a function
average value of drift velocity over the 15-min interval is plot- of time indicates an average drift velocity of about 100 m/s.
ted. The observed velocities are variable in time and height. This value agrees well with the interferometer and spaced
On the night of March I. 1983, the velocity in the region of receiver drift measurements. No digital ionosonde data were
the strongest echoes was about 90 m/s. A vertical shear in the available on this night.
zonal flow with mean value of 6 x 10' s- ' is indicated since
ihe flow increases from about 60 m/s at 420 km to over 120
m/s at 520 km. 2.3. Data Obtained on March 14-15. 1983

Drift measurements were also made using the spaced receiv- Composite data presentations for the night of March 14-15
er scintillation technique which is sensitive to subkilometer are given in Figures 8a and 8b. In this case, the electron
irregularities. These measurements were made at 244 MHz density profile displayed in the inset of Figure 8b was ob-
with a short (123 rn) and a long (246 m) baseline (Basu and tained from two different rocket-borne instruments. An RF
Whitney, 1983]. The temporal variations of the apparent ve- probe determined the absolute electron density by locking
locities during March I and March 14 are shown in Figure 6. onto the local upper hybrid frequency in the plasma when the
The spaced receiver scintillation drifts are in fairly good agree- plasma density exceeded about 10s cm-3 [Baker et al., 1969,
ment with the interferometer drifts on March I but are some- 1985). At lower densities the data profile was extended using
what larger than the corresponding Jicamarca measurements the relative density measurement from the fixed-bias Lang-
made on March 14. muir probe, normalized to match the value of absolute density

We turn now to HF backscatter measurements made at measured by the RF probe at 350 km.
Ancon. A range-time-intensity plot of the echoes received at The morphology of the March 14 event in many ways re-
14 MHz. corresponding to a backscatter wavelength of 10 m, sembles the March I data set. The major difference is the
is presented in Figure 7. In this experiment the antenna was altitude of the event. For example, the bottomside and F peak
directed upward, but because of the wide beam, echoes were heights were more than 100 km lower on March 14-15. Once
obtained from angles +30* from vertical. It seems that the again, the steep upward gradient in plasma density and the
strongest HF scatter originates from the bottomside spread F associated irregularities observed at the bottomside of the F
at a slant range of about 550 km. This scatter corresponds to region coincide with the band of 3-m turbulence observed by
the strong echoes received at Jicamarca at around the same the radar and encountered by the rocket between 290 and 340
altitude. However, note that the shortest range at which km. A density depletion just below the F peak corresponds to
14-MHz echoes were received is somewhat longer than the the patch of 3-m irregularities at 360 km altitude. The scintil-
lowest-altitude 3-m echoes observed by J:- -marca; this is lation index S1 correlates well with the thickness o; the back-
probably an indication of the relative sen. ,ity of the two scatter region, although it commenced earlier than did the
radars. The extension of the 14-MHz echoes to over 1000 km VHF scatter.
in range is due to oblique returns. Representative spectra at a In the topside the in situ probe detected a distinct region of
fixed range (500 km) (not shown) are very narrow and display depleted electron density above 410 km altitude on the upleg.
sequences of Doppler shifts which changed from negative to A nearly identical feature was observed on the downleg at a
positive over the I-hour period 2145-2245 LT. Because of the higher altitude. However, turning to the backscatter power
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JICAMARCA MARCH 14, 1983 50 MHz RADAR BACKSCATTER
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Fig. 8a. The lop panel displays the Jicamarca 50-MHz backscatter power map recorded the night of March 14, 1983.

The solid line indicates the altitude h,,, as measured from the ionosonde at Huancayo. The bottom panel shows the
scintillation index at 1694 MHz observed at Ancon during the same time period.

map, within the range of sensitivity of the Jicamarca radar, no feature of the spaced receiver technique. In addition, the inter-
3-m irregularities are seen during the portions of the rocket ferometer drift measurements indicate that the zonal plasma
trajectory described above; that is, the "bubble" observed by drift velocity can change significantly with height and time.
the rocket during both upleg and downleg apparently was The spaced-receiver drifts, on the other hand, yield infor-
invisible to the radar by the time it was overhead. However, at mation on the region with the largest electron density fluctu-
an earlier local time (2133 LT), Jicama.ca did detect a west- ations. This intercomparison is discussed in more detail in a
ward tilted miniplume which, if extended, would intercept the companion paper [Basu et al.. this issue).
rocket trajectory at about the right places. Furthermore, if we Figure 9 shows two spectra of the intermediate-scale density
identify the upleg depletion with its downleg twin, observed 5 irregularities measured by the Utah State absolute density
min later in local time and 40 km higher in altitude, there is a probe. The upper panel corresponds to turbulence in the top-
remarkable similarity to the March I data. side well above the F peak, while the lower panel corresponds

Interferometer drift data for this night were presented ear- to the intense turbulence just above the peak in F region
her in Figure 5 (upper trace). The observed drift again exhibits density. Comparison of the two spectra reveals a remarkable
a strong vertical shear (8 x 10' s- ), increasing from near feature in the lower-altitude March 14 spectrum: the inter-
100 m/s to about 180 m/s over a 100-km height range. The mediate range of wavelengths is characterized by two distinct
comparison in Figure 6 shows that on both nights (March I subranges, with a break in the spectrum near I km. The por-
and March 14), spaced-receiver drifts are higher than those tion of the spectrum consisting of wavelengths smaller than
measured by the interferometer. This seems to be a general about I km displays a k-" form with spectral index n - 2.5,
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Jicamarca Radio Observatory
March 14, 1983
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Fig. 8h. Expanded version of the licamarca radar power map with the rocket trajectory superposed. The inset at right
shows the electron density profile obtained from the plasma frequency probe and extended using the Langmuir probe.

while for wavelengths longer than about I km the spectrum 3. DISCUSSION OF THE LARGE-SCALE RESULTS
exhibits a smaller spectral index. This feature has been ob-
served previously in in situ rocket spectra (Rino et a/., 1981), 3.1. Implications for the Large-Scale Development
and there is some evidence for such a variation in the spectral of Equatorial Spread F
index of satellite-measured spectra [Livingston et al., 1981; Interpretation of the Jicamarca radar backscatter map often
Basu et al., 1983]. The generation of enhanced turbulence near uses the assumption that the relatively thin echoing regions
and above the kilometer scale in spread F and in scintillation correspond to the structured boltornside of the layer [e.g..
spectra is examined in detail in a companion paper [LaBelle Kelley et al.. 1981]. This important hypothesis is upheld in
and Kelley, this issue]. This height region corresponds to one great detail by the combined rocket and radar data obtained
which had very broad VHF spectral signatures (wide Doppler during the upleg of both Condor rocket flights, as well as
spectra), which also suggests a very turbulent medium, during the equatorial ionosphere (Equion) experiment [Morse

Data from the digital ionosonde located at Huancayo are et al., 19771. For example, the echoing layer is more than 100
included in Figure ga. in which the altitude of the bottom of km higher on March 14, as are the bottomside gradient and
the F layer (h.,.) over Huancayo has been superposed upon the F peak deduced from the rocket data.
the Jicamarca backscatter map. Early in the evening the F
layer is higher at Huancayo, with the roles reversing around Using this relatively firm assumption, we note immediately
2030 LT. This is also the time when the 3-m scattering layer that widespread equatorial spread F develops only when the
over JRO stalls in its slow upward drift. Notice that the brief layer is high. For example., in Figure 2a the height of the
increase in the irregularity layer thickness and the gap in E echoing layer never exceeds 300 km and never exceeds 10 km
region irregularities occur at the same time as the reversal, in vertical extent. The layer seems to be rising when echoes
The apparent drift observed by Jicamarca is consistent with a first appear, and the backscatter signal continues virtually un-
typical vertical drift morphology (Fejer et al., 1979), in which changed as the layer reverses, dying out as the echo height
the plasma moves upward at all local times before 2030 (on slowly comes down again. Conversely, the initial position of
this night) and downward after this time. The ionospheric tilt the structured F layer is highest on March I, the night with %
associated with this morphology would have the Huancayo the most sustained 3-m backscatter activity. This requirement
layer above the Jicamarca layer before 2030 and vice versa has been noted previously [e.g, Farley et al., 1970). Plume
afterward, as observed. However, the apparent tilt is much development is also well correlated with layer height. Kelley el
more pronounced than the small longitude difference would al. (1981] noted a distinct tendency for plumes to form either
imply, as discussed in detail in a companion paper (Argo and at layer "apogee" or when it seems to be descending. This is
Kelley, this issue]. The abrupt uplift after 2100 is nearly simul- also upheld in detail by the present data set. The major
taneous at both sites, suggesting that the associated eastward plumes on March i, 6, and 14 are all of the apogee type. Even
electric field extended over both Huancayo and Jicamarca. in the relatively quiet 3-m backscatter observed on the evening
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three gentle wavelike undulations of the F layer are apparent.

-20 - 3 This is to be constrasted with the sharp uplifts at 2145 LT on
March I (Figure 3a), at 2050 LT on March 6. and at 2128 LT
on March 14. The first and third of these three examples

-40- followed a cycle of gentle wavelike undulations with the plume
and associated rapid uplift seeming to feed upon the more
gentle uplift. We first discuss the origin and effects of -gentle"

- 60 undulations, returning to the other class in section 3.2.
X, 457 m Although data gaps confuse the issue somewhat, the March

I data (Figure 3a) display as many as four wavelike oscil-
lations, two or which are punctuajed by apogee plumes. The

C apparent descending phase of such oscillations is often
-, -.k characterized by the development of several isolated plumes.

-20-> It takes some imagination to see this on March I, but on,_J

March 6 (Figure 2b), three such -postapoge- plumes occur.

.40j Even on the relatively quiet night of March 5 (Figure 2c) the
second undulation has three separate regions in which the
scattering layer broadens briefly, which are centered at 2145,
2154, and 2203 LT. In the spectacular event studied by Kelley

-60, et al. [1981], also, two plumes developed on the -descending

-390m phase- of both of two extreme oscillations ( _ 300 km ampli-

-80 t " tude) recorded on March 21, 1979. Both of these major undu-

o 1 10 olations had large apogee plumes.

Frequency (HZ) The rocket data show definitely that ionospheric tilts can be

Fig. 9. Two examples of the spectrum of density fluctuations de- significant and that the hypothesized tilt suggested by Kelley

tected by the second Condor spread F rocket (March 14. 1983). The et al. [1981] is indeed the correct one when the scattering
top panel corresponds to an altitude of 457 km. and the bottom panel layer seems to rapidly descend over Jicamarca. The iono-
corresponds to an altitude of 390 km. spheric orientation during such an event is such that the

plasma density gradient has a westward component. The typi-
cal zonal wind direction for this local time sector is eastward

of March 5, a plume seemed to almost develop at 2010 LT [Sipler and Biondi et al., 1978. Meriwether e al.. this issue].
when the layer reached its peak altitude. A very similar -near- Since the magnitude of the zonal wind component u must be
plume- feature was seen at 2030 LT on March 14. This result larger than the eastward plasma drift velocity it generates by
is very strong evidence for the importance of the gravitational the F region dynamo effect. the vertical electric field in the
term in the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor (GRT) instability neutral frame. E.' = E.. + uB, must be upward. This further
[Kelley et al., 1981] as the major controlling influence on implies that E' x B has a component parallel to the westward
equatorial spread F, since the growth rate is inversely pro- zonal plasma density gradient mentioned above. This is a lin-
portional to the ion-neutral collision frequency (v,.). Using a early unstable condition. The horizontal density gradient scale
local value for v,,, the growth rate due to a purely gravi- length can be estimated from the rocket data to be 14 km. For
tationally driven process is given as a function of height ap- E'/B 1 100 m/s this yields an exponential growth time of 2.3
proximately by the expression min. which is very fast

Thcre are presently two competing theoretical explanations
for the organization of equatorial spread F at the largest

in which we have assumed a vertical gradient scale length of scalcs. gravity wave seeding, and velocity shear instabilities.
20 km and a neutral scale height of 50 km. This implies that By large scale we mean ;. >> L, the vertical density gradient
the e-folding time for irregularity growth decreases from II to scale length. Kelley er al. [1981] argued that the quasi-
4 min between 300 and 350 km. Of course, a feature as exten- sinusoidal undulations were due to gravity wave seeding as
sive as a plume cannot grow from thermal noise in a few described by Klostermeyer [1978] Once seeded, such struc-
e-folding times, so seed structure must be present at much tures may then be amplified preferentially by a plasma insta-
larger scales than 3 m in the bottomside region as it drifts bility process. In the other view, large-scale undulations are
upward. Indeed, the rocket data reported by Kelley et al. driven directly by a velocity shear instability. The advantage
[1976] and Costa and Kelley [1978] showed well-developed of the latter process over a Rayleigh-Taylor instability is that
bottomside I- to 4-km structures (bn/n t30 ,) in just such the growth rate peaks at . L for the velocity shear insta-
conditions, e.g., F peak at 300 km. slow 10-m/s uplift deter- bility whereas the opposite inequality holds for the Rayleigh-
mined by barium cloud drifts, and weak 3-m structures which Taylor mode.
seemed to erupt into a plume a few minutes later. To investigate this further, we first study the spacing be-

The other terms in the GRT process, which involve electric tween multiple plumes such as those detected on March 6,
fields and neutral winds as sources of free energy, do not 1983. while the scattering layer height is decreasing over Jica-
depend upon the collision frequency and hence are not alti- marca. The usual assumption is that the spacing can be esti-
tude dependent. These terms are not negligible, and the pres- mated by using a mean eastward plasma velocity VE = 150
ent data set confirms and extends several conclusions of m/s and then converting the time At between events in terms
Kelley et al. (1981] in this regard. First, we note the tendency of a distance L via L = VAt. To test this methodology, we
for two types of ionospheric uplift. On March 5 (Figure 2). can use the scanning Altair radar on Kwajalein. for which
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Fig. 10. The Jicamarca backscatter power map from thc night of March 6. 1983, show~ing three prominent plume
structures which erupt from the botomside spread F as the scattering layer decends. Superposed are the relative positions
of three similar structures observed using a scanning radar [Tsunoda, 1983).

there is not an ambiguous relationship between time and dlude that the shear is important in determining the outer
space, and compare the separation of multiple plumes inea- horizontal scale of equatorial spread F. However, using the
sured there to the separations deduced from the Jicamarca theory of Sat yanaroyana et al. [1984] and assuming that the
data. To make this comparison, we have taken a scanning wavelength of the maximum linear growth rate corresponds to
radar plot from Figure 2b of Tsunoda [1983), reversed it east- the observed spacings, the range of k found above corresponds
west, and plotted the position of his three multiple plumes to plasma shears (dV./dx) in the range 2.6 x 10-2 to 6 x 10-
over the March 6 event in Figure 10. As noted above, we s' These shears are about 10 times the values indicated by
assumed an eastward drift of 150 m/s to convert time to space Figure 5, as well as by other radar-based shear measurements
in the J acamarca plot. Notice that under this assumption the (Kudeki e( at., 198 1; Tsunoda e( al., 198 1].
spacing of the Altair plumes is nearly identical to that regis- One possible way out of this dilemma is to conjecture that
tered by the Jicamarca radar. the shear is higher in a localized region within the plasma

We now use this method to investigate what seems to be a gradient than indicated by the radar data, say 100 m/s over a
characteristic spacing between such plumes. From the March 10-km bottomnside height range. Neutral wind shears of this
1, 5, and 6 data we have determined four sets of spacings in magnitude have been reported (Bhavsar et al.. 1965]. Another
time and converted them to spatial units (assuming a 150-m/s possibility is that the dominant horizontal wave number in the
eastward velocity). Four more plume spacings were estimated fully developed process is smaller than the wave number of
from ihe data published by Kelley ei al. (1981)]. and two more maximum growth. This miight imply an inverse cascade of
actual spacings determined from the work by Tsunoda [1983) energy to larger scales in this two-dimensionally turbulent
discussed in the previous paragraph. The spacings d range mediumr. A less exotic explanation is that although the growth
from 91 to 206 km with a mean value of 150 km. In terms of rate is lower at small 1, the initial amplitude was higher and
the normalized wave number =2,rL/d, where L is the zero- the longer-wavelength waves saturated earlier.
order bottomside density gradient taken to be 20 kit, these In summary, the present analysis supports the notion that
spacings correspond to the range 0.6-1.38 with an average velocity shear plays a role in determining the plume spacings
of& 0.84. which occur in the range k ::1. However, it should be noted

Giazdar et al. (1982] and Sat yanarayana et al. (1984) have that to reach this conclusion, very high shears must be in-
studied the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor process, including the voked- To push the shear explanation to even longer wave-
effect on the growth rate of a vertical shear in the eastward lengths, and hence to explain the "gentle undulations- of the F
plasma drift velocity. Although such a shear lowers the growth layer, does not seem at all realistic. We thus fall back upon the
rate, it also moves the most unstable waves from a normalized conclusions of Kelley et al. (1981) as well as RotC-er [1973].

4t_10 to values in the range 0.5-2, which is much more con- K lostermwer [ 1978). and many others, that gravity waves and
sistent with the spacings reported here. We thus might con- their associated electric fields must organize the plasma at
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scales of ; 200 km. This area is also discussed in some detail have been used to show that during rapid decreases of the
in the companion paper by Argo and Kelley [this issue). scattering layer height over Jicamarca. the ionosphere is tilted

such that the region to the west is lower than the adjacent
3.2. Wedges or Bubbles? region to the east. Such a configuration is shown to have a

It was originally conjectured that the plasma depletions as- very high growth rate due to a wind-driven E x B instability
sociated with equatorial spread F may either pinch off, form- (y _ 3 min' ). These results verify previous conjectures con-
ing bubbles of low-density plasma, or be wedges linked to the cerning the tendency for multiple plumes to form in such a
botlomside by a region of low density (Woodman and LaHoz, configuration. The case is further made that a characteristic
1976]. The radar structure linking the plume head to the bot- separation distance exists between such plumes, which have a
tomside, in the pinch model, was then due to a turbulent wake normalized k = k/2nL ;I, where L is the zero-order vertical
[Woodman and LaHoz. 1976; Kelley and Ot, 1978]. Recent gradient scale length. This separation is consistent with a gen-
experimental evidence [Mendillo and Tyler. 1983. Tsunoda et eralized Rayleigh-Taylor (or E x B) instability which includes
al.. 1982), theoretical calculations based on satellite data velocity shear. The magnitude of the required shear is larger
[Hanson and Bamgboye. 1984], and computer simulations by than existing observations suggest, but higher localized shears
Zalesak e( at. (1982] support the wedge concept. may exist. The gentle undulations which have scales 5-6 times

Returning to Figure 3b comparison of the highest-altitude larger almost certainly must correspond to gravity wave in-
depletions on the two rocket profile shows that the downleg duced effects. Further evidence that plumes are due to wedge-
depletion was encountered well above the corresponding like features is also presented.
upleg event. This seems to imply that the depletion was lo- Paper 2 [LaBelle and Kelley, this issue] Further evidence
cated at a higher altitude west of Jicamarca. The radar data is presented to show that shallow spectral indices may at times
confirm this hypothesis. In Figure 3b an arrow points out a characterize the spectral development in the intermediate-
"miniplumc of 3-m echoes which intersects the parabola la- scale regime. In this context we define shallow to be a power
beled V = 85 m/s at the same height as the uppermost deple- law index of the form k - where n is less than 2 One reason
tion in the rocket plasma density profile. Although this echo- that this result is important is that, to date, no computer
ing region was decaying in power with time over Jicamarca, simulation has yet yielded a spectral index shallower than k - 2
the patch can also be seen to intersect the rocket parabola Until this experimental result is reproduced. one must
during its downleg at the height of the uppermost depletion in question what aspect of the physics has been left out of the
the rocket profile. simulations. Several sources for the spectral form arc investi-

It would be remarkable indeed if a rocket penetrated two gated in paper 2. The nonlinear turbulence theory of Sudan
pinched-off bubbles along its trajectory, even allowing for and Keskinen [1984) predicts a k -5 law which LaBelIe and
magnelic field alignment (a cylindrical bubble). However, a Kelley show quantitatively fits the data reasonably well, pro.
fully developed wedge, tilted toward the west and also field vided that a large anomalous diffusion coelfctent is used (see
aligned, would be quite easy to penetrate on upleg and down- also paper 3). The authors speculate that the turbulent cascade
leg. Since both of the Condor rockets penetrated such struc- and k- " law applies when the exchange of energy betw.een
tures during both upleg and downleg, and because a nearly large and small eddies, which is measured by the nonlinear
identical double penetration was observed during the growth rate F, excecds the energy input measured by the
PLUMEX I flight, the rocket data seem to support the wedge linear growth rate y. The observed spectral form-, even shal-
model lower than k "' are not explained by this argument In addi-

Wc return now to the common cusplike feature associated tion to the comparison with nonlinear theory. LaBelle and
with many of the JRO plumes. The straightforward expla- Kelley point out two other processes which might elevate the
nation is that they correspond to wedges with strong scatter relative power in the range near the I-km scale and hence
along the walls The low backscatter levels in the cavity of result in a shallower spectral slope at tower k One such mech-
these caps may be due to the low plasma density in this anism is an injection process due to wall turbulence driven by
region, which has been drawn up from low altitudes, rather steep horizontal gradients They show an example of wall tur-
than a low turbulence level. (Radars respond to An(k). not bulence which has a peak in [bro)l/rnl near I km The other '
[An(k)/n]2 .) The uplift in such a cusp is far too rapid to be process is similar but appeals to a lowering of the growth rate
generated by a pure gravity wave induced electric field since at k values above and below the I1km scale hy F region
such a field can be no greater than wB where w is the vertical shorting of electric fields Near I km the formation of images
neutral wind in the gravity wave and B the magnetic field, maintains the growth rate at a relatively high value
This has been pointed out previously [Kelley ei al. 1981) and Paper 3 [laBelle et a/. this issue] The result based on
is discussed by Argo and Kelley [this issue]. The implication is Il.UMEX data [Kellev et at, 1982a: Singh and .N:ids:c:ewvic:,
that the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor process must be invoked 1984] that density fluctuation spectra display a very steep
to locally amplify the electric field associated with the seed power law (k - 5) for Aaselengths less than 100 m was verilied
structure In reference to the previous discussion, the scale size in both Condor flights The fact that the El(k) spectrum mea.
for this amplification seems to be 4, < I, implying that velocity sured simultaneously varies as A was also verified and.
shear is an important factor taken together, strongly verifies the conjecture [Kelley, 1992]

that drift waves, or at least ,ome similar process involving
4 SUMMARY O1- fliE CONIX)R FQUATORIAt finite &A, play an essenilia role in the evolution ,f equatorial

SPREAD F RESULTS spread F Building upon this seritication, LaBelle ct al show
The key results are summarized in order of their prcsenta- quantitatively that anomalous diffusion should occur bccause

lion in the present series of papers beginning with the present of the observed drift wave turbulence The ditTusion coefficient
paper. calculated fits the values needed to explain the balance of

Pa-per I (this paper) The combined rocket-radar data growth versus ckav in the aturated tutbulence Npectr.i (
* *
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served in the Condor experiments. Typical values of the ionosphere is rising, whereas in all five examples presented
anomalous diffusion coefficient are in the range 200-500 m2/s. here, the digital ionosonde detected onset when the apparent ,"

which is 2 orders of magnitude higher than the collisional ionosphere motion was downward. The effect could be instru-
value. It is of interest to note that the same calculations ap- mental but may be related to the considerable orographic
plied to bottomside spread F and to low-altitude barium differences in the two sites. Isolated scattering patches are
cloud power spectra reveal that the collisional diffusion coef- observed and tentatively identified as detached or -fossil"

ficient is Adequate to explain the results in such conditions. plumes. Additional evidence is presented that acoustic gravity
The implication is that an altitude (collision frequency?) waves play an important role in equatorial spread F.

threshold exists for onset of the anomalous diffusion effect. Paper 6 [Meriwether et at., this issue). Nighttime measure-
Curiously, the critical scale for onset of the steep spectral form ments of equatorial thermospheric wind dynamics at Are-
becomes larger as the turbulence strength increases. This is quipa, Peru, were made with an automated field-widened
opposite to what happens in neutral gas turbulence and may Fabry-Perot interferometer between April 1983 and August
be related to the fact that the diffusion coefficient in a plasma 1983. Data have been reduced for 62 nights. Significant sea.

process is k dependent. sonal variations in both zonal and meridional components of
Paper 4 [Basu et al., this issue]. Radar backscatter at 50 the thermospheric neutral wind vector were observed near the

MHz, rocket, and VHF/GHz scintillation measurements of equinox. Between 2000 and 2300 LT the zonal wind compo-

spread F irregularities at the magnetic equator in Peru were nent is eastward with an amplitude between 100 and 150 m/s

made during the Project Condor campaign in March 1983. It that gradually ebbs to zero by dawn. The meridional compo-
was found that the radar backscatter with extended plumes nent is generally small throughout the night. In the winter

occurs, in association with the maximum values of 1.7-GHz months (May-August) and at the winter solstice the zonal

scintillations. This established that the height-integrated elec- wind persists eastward throughout the night with speeds be-

tron density deviation of 200-m scale irregularities causing tween 50 and 150 m/s. The meridional component is directed 'p

1.7-GHz scintillations maximizes in extended 3-m plume poleward (southward) toward the winter hemisphere with a

structures. The magnitude of 1.7-GHz scintillations recorded speed of 50-75 m/s that decays to zero by midnight. Compari-

at high elevation angles (- 76) near the magnetic equator did son with the predictions of the National Center for Atmo-

not exceed a value of S4 = 0.2 (4 dB) in contrast to the near- spheric Research thermospheric general circulation model
saturated 1.5-GHz scintillations routinely observed at Ascen- (TGCM) for equinoctial and solstice conditions shows good

sion Island near the crests of the equatorial anomaly of F, agreement. We conclude that the observed seasonal changes r

ionization. The observed scintillation magnitudes at 1.7 GHz are caused by the changing nature of the solar forcing func-

have, however, been found to be compatible with the ambient tions. The Arequipa results indicate that the day-to-day varia-

F region and the irregularity parameters measured by the bility in the winter thermospheric winds is less than that found

rockets. The spectra' index n of scintillations was found to be for the summer equatorial observations obtained at Kwaja-

shallow (n - 3) on March I, 1983, when the F region was Icin.
high, while the index was steep (n - 5) on March 14. 1983,
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Gigahertz Scintillations and Spaced Receiver Drift Measurements
During Project Condor Equatorial F Region

Rocket Campaign in Peru

SANTIMAY BASU,' 2 SUNANDA BASU.' J. LABEI.I.E,3 E. KUDEKI.' 4 B. G. FFJER,3

M. C. KELLEY.' H. E. WHITNEY,' AND A. BUSHBY'

Radar backscatter at 50 MHz. rocket, and VHFiGHz scintillation measurements of spread F irregu-
laritmes at the magnetic equator in Peru were made during the Project Condor campaign in March 1983.
The paper discusses the coordinated set of observations on two evenings. March I and March 14. 1983.
when the altitude of the F region peak differed by more than 150 km The full complement of equatorial
spread F phenomena. namely, the occurrence of 3- n plume structures and VHF/GHz scintillations. were
recorded on both these evenings. It was found chat the radar backscaster with extended plumes occurs in
association with maximum I.7-GHz scintillations. This established that the height-integrated rms elec-
iron density deviation of - 00-rm scale irregularities causing 1.7-CHz scintillations maximizes in ex-
tended 3-m plume struclures. The magnitude of 1.7-GHz scintillations recorded at high elevation angles
I-761 near the magnetic equator did not exceed a value of S, = 02 (4 dB) in contrast to the near
saturated I S-Gllz scintillations roulinch observed at Ascension Island near the crests of the equatorial
anomaly (if 1, ini,ation The observed scintillation magnitudes at 1.7 GHz have. however. been found
to be compatible with the ambient F region and the irregularity parameters measured by the rocket. The
spec-tral index n of scintiltlations has been found to be relatively less steep In - -31 on March 1. 1983.
when the F region %as high. and the index is steep (n - - 5) on March 14. 1983. when the.F region was
at a lower altitude The F region rocket, however, measured nearly identical one-dimensional spectral
indices of intermediate-scale irregularities on both evenings, compatible with the less steep spectral index
Of scintillations The irregularity drift velocities measured by the spaced receiver scintillation measure-
ments %ere in general agreement with the radar interferometer results except that the spaced receiver r
dnfts were -0. higher The zonal drift was observed to be - 100 m.'s on the night of March I and - 200
m's on the night of %larch 14. This result may be a consequence of the day-to-day .ariability of the
measured zonal neutral winds and field line integrated Pedersen conductis ities.

I. l~rilitjcrioN generated in the west caused VHF scintillations first before
During February-March 198:t the Project Condor equa- arriving at the ionospheric location probed by the radar ana

toral spread F campaign was launched in Peru. which al- rocket. Since this delay is about 1 min. the occurrence of I
lowed the clustering of a variety of experimental techniques VHF scintillations could be used to make short-term predic-
for the measurement of different spread F parameters (Kelley lions for radar and rocket measurements. 9

et (I. this issue]. At this time. VHFUHF scintillation The objectivcs of these coordinated UHF (1694 MHz) scin-
measurements were conducted not only at the permanent tillation, rocket, and radar observations were to compare the
'luancayo site where routinc scintillation observations are form of the irregularity spectrum predicted by the UHF scin-

m-dc but at the Ancon Observatory as well. The latter site tillation measurements in the scale length range of about
allowed high elevation angle scintillation measurements at 500 -SO m with the vertical wavc number spectrum measured
1694 MHz to be performed virtually through the same mag- in situ hy the rocket, to determine the consistency of the mea-
netic rmcridian over which radar backscatrer power maps at 50 sured UHF scintillation magnitudes with those derived from
NIHz were acquired by the Jicamarca Observatory In addi- the model computations based on the irregularity parameters
tion. VHF scintillation measurements by spaced receivers were measured by the rocket probes. and to investigate the evolu-
conducted at both Huancayo and Ancon to measure the drift tion of decameter ( - 500-50 m) scale irregularities causing
speed of the ionospheric irregularities The VHF scintillation scintillations and 3-m irregularities responsible for the
measurements from Ancon provided an ionospheric intersec- 50-M|lz radar backscatter [Mforse et al.. 1977; Basu e( a.
lion about 200 km to the west of the planned rocket trajectory 1978. 1980; Rino er af. 1981: Franke and I,,u. 1983; Basu and

and the radar backscater measurements Since the evening Bail. 1985). In addition, the spaced receiver scintillation
spread F irregularities drift eastward, the irregularity patches mea-,urements at 244 MHz were performed in coordination

with the radar interferometer measurements at Jicamarca
This provided a unique opportunity to compare the zonal

Emmanuel College. Boston. Massachusetts drift of large-scale irregularities ( - 1.5 km to 150 ml causing
'Now at Air Force Geophysics Lah ralor%. tlanscom Air Force scintillations with the drift of localized scatterers of 3 m wave-

Base. Massachusetts length The comparison was made with the knowledge that
'Cornell University. Ithaca. New York the radar interferometer measured the drift at a variety of
'Now at Department of Electricil Engineering, Universiiy of Illi- altitudcs where localized 3-m scatterers were obtained and the

nols, Urbana drift measured by the scintillation technique referred to the
'Air Force Geophysics Laboramory. Hlanscom Air Force Base.

Mlassachuselts altitude range around the peak of the F region which yielded
"lnsiiiuio Geofiico det Peru. ( smJ the msaximum integrated rms electron density deviation of

kilometer scale irregularitics %Copyright 191 6 by ihe America.n Geophysical Union The plan of the paper is to present the observational materi- %

Paper number 5AR732 al in section 2 followed by the coordinated scintillation, radar. %
041-022716/005A.8712SO50 and rocket measurements of spread F for the nights of March
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Fig. I Locations of 50-MHz backscauer radar at Jicamarca, Peru. the rocket range at Punta Lobos, and the scintil-
lation observing stations at Ancon (AN) and Huancayo (HU). The 350-km ionospheric intersections of the propagation
paths from the two ground stations (AN, HU) to the various geostationary satellitcs are indicated. The satellites FlectSat-
corn and GOES 5 are abbreviated as FLT and GS, respectively. The projected flight path of the F region rocket launched
on March 2. 1983 (UT date), is also shown.

I. 1983, and March 14, 1983. in section 3. These results are observations with the Fleetsatcom satellite at Ancon and
discussed in section 4. The implications of the spatial spectrum Marisat satellite at Huancayo provided a longitude coverage
of electron density irregularities measured by the rocket and of nearly 12* along the magnetic equator. Since the nighttime
the irregularity drift on the temporal structure of scintillations drift of the irregularities is predominantly zonal at the mag-
are pointed out. netic equator, the wide longitude coverage of scintillation was

advantageous in following the evolution of the irregularities.
2. OBSERVATIONS Two F region rockets were launched as part of Project

Figure I shows the geometry of radar, rocket, and scintil- Condor [Kelley er al.. this issue]. The first rocket was
lation measurements. At Jicamarca (latitude: 11.95°S; Ion- launched into spread F irregularities on March 1, 1983, at
gitude: 76.86°W; magnetic dip: 0.3°S) the 50-MHz radar was 2151 LT. On this night the F region altitude was high, the
operated in the total power mode to obtain the two- base of the F region, h,,,F. being located at 430 km. The
dimensional power maps of 3-m irregularities [Woodman and second rocket was launched during spread F conditions on
LaHoz, 1976) and also operated in the interferometer mode March 14. 1983, at 2133 LT. On this night, however, the F
[Ku deki et al., 1981] to determine the zonal plasma drift of region altitude was low, h,,F being only 300 km. As we shall
discrete 3-m scatterers. The diagram shows the rocket range at show presently, background parameters characterizing the F
Punta Lobos and the projected path of the F region rocket region of the ionosphere were very different on the two nights.
which was launched on March I, 1983. Scintillation measure-
ments were performed at two ground stations, Ancon (AN) 3. RESULTh
and Huancayo (HU). At Ancon the 1694-MHz transmissions
from the geostationary satellite GOES 5 were received, the Event of March I. 1983
intersection of the propagation path with the 350-km altitude Figure 2 illustrates the onset of spread F with spaced receiv-
being indicated by the location marked AN/G5. The Fleetsat- er scintillation data obtained at Ancon from the Fleetsatcom
corn (FLT) transmissions at 244 MHz were received at Ancon satellite at 244 MHz- As shown in Figure I, the subionospher-
by three spaced receivers on a baseline oriented in the mag- ic position for this observation (AN/FLT) occupied the west-
netic east-west direction. The intersection point of this propa- ernmost location. The three panels in Figure 2 starting from
gation path with the 350-km altitude occupied the western- the top represent the receiver in the east (E), center (C), and
most position indicated by AN/FLT. The same Fleetsatcom west (W) over a baseline oriented in the magnetic east-west
satellite was also received at Huancayo on a spaced receiver direction. The receiver separation for the top two panels was
system, the subionospheric point being showr AU/FLT. 244 m, and for the bottom two panels the separation was 123

In addition, the ground station at Huancayo recorded 1541- m. It may be noted that the scintillations on all three channels
MHz signals from the Marisat satellite. In contrast to the high started with the execution of a slow deep fade. This is similar
elevation angle observations of GOES 5 at Ancon, the Marls- to the diffraction pattern caused by a sharp phase changing
at satellite was viewed from Huancayo due east at a low eleva- boundary (Basu and DasGupta, 1969; Davies and Whitehead,
tion angle of 200, providing the subionospheric point at a 1977], so that the slow deep fade possibly signifies an en-
latitude of 12*S and longitude of 67.5°E. Thus scintillation counter of the ray path with the eastern edge of a bubble.
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Fig. 2. Onset of scintillation on the 244-MHz signal from the Fleetsatcom satellite a% recorded by the three spaced
receivers at Ancon on March 2. 1983 (UT dae). The three panels from the top to bottom show data recorded by the
eastern, central, and western receiving systems.

After about 2 min the characteristic equatorial scinlillations the irregularity drift velocity at the onset time was about 100 P
with deep and fast fadings are obtained. The deepest fades at ms in the eastward direction. As such. the spatial separation P

244 MHz cxcceded the 30-dB dynamic range of the receivers. betv een the magnetic meridians passing through the iono-
The top panel of Figure 3 shows the 50-MHz radar back- spheric points explored by the radar and GOES S scintillation 4

scattcr power map acquired at Jicamarca on this evening, and observations corresponded to a delay of about 5 min. Thus in
the bottom panel shows the temporal variation of the mag- comparing the radar and scintillation data sets the bottom
nitudc of scintillations at 1694 MHz recorded at Ancon by the panel needs to be shifted to the right by about 5 min. Overall,
use of transmissions from the gcostationary satellite GOES 5. it ma-, be noted that two scintillation structures before and
The scintillation magnitude is expressed in terms of the S, after 2100 LT are correlated with the two plumes centered at
index, which is defined as the normalized second central 2045 and 2145 LT It is unfortunate that a data gap exists at
moment of intensity. From the top panel it may be noted that the time the second plume may have attained its maximum
a thin layer of bottomside backscatter formed shortly after extent The correlation between the plume and the scintil-
1940 LT (7SW time) at an altitude of about 375 km. The lation structures indicates that the rms electron density devi-
altitude of this thin backscattering layer increases to about ation of irregularities in the scale length range of 500-50 m
500 km in I hour, when the plume development took place. It integrated through the ionosphere becomes maximum where
may be noted that the Jicamarca radar first detected the por- the plumes become most extended in altitude These irregu- %

tion of the tilted plume in the topside at an altitude of about larities control, in a sensitive manner, the magnitude of 1694- %
900 km. and later the low-altitude portion of the plume was M Hz scintillations.
detected. Two data gaps existed around 2100 and 2130 LT; On March I, 1983. the F region rocket was launched at
yet it is possible to construct from the trends a reduction of F 0251 UT and measured a maximum electron density of 10",
region altitude at about 2100 LT and subsequent increase of m ", irregularity amplitude of 10%. and one-dimensional
altitude during the detection of the second plume around 2130 spectral index of - 25 in the scale length range of I km to 100
LT. m [LaBelle and Kelle'y, this issue]. The extent of the plumes

The rectangular mottled area on the radar map centered at and the nature of the electron density profile recorded by the
2155 LT indicates that during this period the radar was oper- rocket indicated that an irregularity layer thickness of 200 km
ated in the interferometer mode. In contrast to the total power is not an overestimate. Furthermore, the irregularities near the
mc.e, the radar during its operation in the interferometer magnetic equator in the scale length range of a few hundred
mode received the backscattered signal independently in the meters may be assumed to be rodlike with an axial ratio of at
east and west quarters of the antenna array. By locating the least 5: I By using the geometry of 1694-MHz scintillation
angular position of a scattering center and by noting the tern- observations and the F region parameters actually measured
poral variation of its position, the east-west drift velocities of by the rocket, as outlined above, a scintillation index of S. =

the 3-m scattering centers were determined [Kudeki et al., 007 at 1694 MHz is estimated in the framework of weak-
1981 ; Kelley e( al., this issue; Fejer et al, 1985]. scatter theory [Reno. 1979] From the bottom panel of Figure

In the bottom panel the temporal variation of the S4 index 2 it ma, be noted that an S, index of 0 12 was actually mea-
of scintillation at 1694 MHz is shown This measurement cx- sured at the time of the rocket flight Since a background
plored the ionospheric location AN/G5 shown in Figure I as S4 z 002 is inherent in the measurement because of receiver
being located about 35 km to the west of the meridian which noise temperature and there exists an uncertainty in the as-
was probed by the Jicamarca radar As we shall show later, sumed value of the irregularity layci thickness, we consider
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Fig 4 (Top) Temporal variation of the amplitude santillalion index of 244-MHz signals from the Flectsatcom
geostationary satellite recorded at Ancon between 0100 and 0312 UT on March 2, 1983. (Bottom) Apparent zonal drift of
irregularities derived from the spaced receiver recordings made at Ancon. The drifts obtained from both the short (123 ml
and the long 1244 m) baselines are indicated in the bottom panel.

that the observed and the estimated values of scintillation are :< 100 m. On the other hand, following Woodman and Basu
in reasonably good agreement. [1978], it can be shown that the observed maximum back-

The weak-scatter computations in the previous paragraph scattered power level of 27 dB requires a rms electron density
indicate that the observed maximum levels of , z 0.1 at 1.7 deviation of 4.5 x 10l m-3 at scale lengths _e 100 m when an
GHz can arise from an irregularity layer of 200 km thickness ambient ionization density of 10l m-1 is assumed and the
with rms electron density deviation, <(AN)') " , of 2 x 1010 irregularities are considered to be cylindrically symmetric, infi-
m -. at an outer scale of I km having a one-dimensional nitely elongated along the magnetic field, and having a steep
spectral index of - 2.5. If we assume that the irregularities are one-dimensional spectral index of k- . Thus there is a factor
of a turbulent type and are described by dual power law re- of - 50 discrepancy between scintillation and backscatter ob-
gimcs having a one-dimensional power law index of - 2.5 scrvations in regard to the value of rms electron density devi-
between I km and 100 m followed by a much steeper index of ation at scales !; 100 m where the spectral break is assumed to
- 5 (Kelley et at., 1982] between 100 and 3 m. it is possible to occur. However, this discrepancy is not really significant when
investigate if the observed backscaltercd power level a[ 50 one considers the range of errors possible in the determination
MHz is compatible with GHZ scintillation magnitudes. First. of spectral indices of rocket or scintillation measurements
it is found that the level of rms electron density deviation which may be as large as ± 0.5. Thus this calculation shows
((AN)')"' = 2 x 1010 m - 3 required by the scintillation ob- that the existence of a k - 5 regime in the onc-dimensional
servations translates to ((AN)'>)"' = 10' m at scale lengths electron density irregularity spectrum brings the backscatter
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data more or less in agreement with the scintillation obscrva- ity of 210 m/s was found to correspond (o a mean drift speed
tions. in contrast to the case of a uniform k - spectrum as of 186 m/s due to a larger value of characteristic velocity
investigated by Woodman and Basu (1978]. However. it is v, - 67 m/s. The larger charactcristic velocity signifies that
impossible to derive from this calculation whether there exists earlier in the evening the velocity fluctuations across the ray

another break in the spectrum near the irregularity wave- path were larger.
length of 3 m due to the excitation of microinstabilities. These It should be noted that the drift speed shown in Figure 4

high-frequency drift waves have been proposed to explain the can be identified with the zonal irregularity drift only in the
I-m, 36-cm, and Il-cm irregularities observed by Tsunoda absence of any vertical drift. In the presence of a vertically
[1980]. It is possible that these short-scale irregularities do upward component r, of the drift, the measured drift t is
not always exist, requiring, as they do for their excitation, related to the zonal drift r, by the relation r w v1 - v, tan 0
regions with highly depleted electron densities. The rocket ob- sin 0 where 0 is the zenith angle and 0 is the azimuth angle of
servations show that during these events the depletions were the wave vector from the magnetic plane. From the geometry
not deep enough to linearly excite the microinstabilities of the present observations, 1) - 290 and 0 - 66*. and there-

(Kelley el al.. this issue]. fore i = r - 0,50t-, This relation indicates the possible con-
Figure 4 shows the results of spaced receiver scintillation tamination of zonal drift values in the presence of vertical

observations performed at Ancon by the use of 244-MV, drift.
transmissions from the Fleetsatcom geostationary satellite. At the time of the radar interferometer observations the
This observation was made by three independent receiving %paced receiver mcasurcments yielded a value of the apparent
systems with their antennas placed in the magnetic east-west drift speed a.% r = 114 m %. true drift speed t = 107 m/s. and

direction. Since the F region irregularities are highly elongated characteristic velocity i, = 28 m/s Considering the radar in-
in the magnetic N-S direction, a baseline along the magnetic terferomctcr measurements of ronal drift speed at altitudes
E-W direction is sufficient to derive drift parameters. In this ranging between 510 and 540 km corresponding to maximum
experiment the longest baseline between the two extreme an- ioni7ation density, an average drift speed of 114 m/s with rms
tennas was 367 m, while the third antenna was asymmetrically fluctuation of 22 m,'% is obtained This is in surprisingly good
placed between the two antennas at a distance of 123 m from agreement with the true drift speed of 107 m/s obtained from
the westernmost antenna. spaced receiver measurements However, a disagreement be-

The apparent velocity in the magnetic E-W direction, de- tween the two sets of results is noted when the interferometer
fined as the ratio of the E-W distance between the spaced results pertaining to the bottomiide or the topside are used in
receivers to the time lag at which the cross correlation is the comparison This is because scintillation meas.Jrements are
maximum, was derived every 3 min from the digitized data set weighted heavily by the levels with high ionization density
[Basu and Whitney. 1983; Wernik e( al., 1983]. The bottom while the 7onal drift has a considerable variation with altitude.
panel of Figure 4 shows the time variation of the apparent In Figure 5 the apparent eastward arift speed for the rest of
velocity derived for the antenna pair occupying the central the measurement period of March I. 1983. is shown. In view
and the western positions with a baseline of 123 m as well as of a reduction of the drift speed. the cross-correlation analysis
for the antenna pair in the east and the center with a baseline is performed over a 6-min stationary sample instead of 3 mm
of 244 m. The top panel, showing the variation of S, index of as in F-igure 4 At about 2330 LT the drift speed is only 10 m,s
244-MHz scintillation, indicates that strong scattering prc- when extremely slow fading rates of signals are encountered
vailed for most of the evening. The time of the rocket flight I. rom the top panel of Figure 5 it may be noted that the depth
and the period during which the radar interfcrometer of fluctuations is quite deep. providing S, varying between 0.6
measurements were performed are indicated on the diagram and 1 0 Such deep signal fadings with a long period of the
The apparent eastward velocity was determined only when the order of a minute or longer degrade modern transionospheric
cross-correlation coefficient exceeded 0 5 A gradual decrease communication systcms at VIi: Figure 6 shows the nature of
of the zonal irregularity velocity from 200 to 75 ms occurred ,uch deep and slow signal fadings recorded by the three
over the first I 5 hours of the evening Brtggs et al (1950] Npaced receiver,, Since the tonal drift speed in the equatorial
stewed the correlation analysis of spaced receiver drift data I region attains cr% low salucN in the postmidnight time
from a statistical standpoint and showed that the apparent frame for an extended period before revcrsing from the cast-
velocity i'. defined earlier. is related to the mean ,elocit, i ward to the wcsiward direction, the degradation of communi-
obtained from the intersection of autocorrelation and cross cation systems can routinely occur at this time On most oc-
correlation by ihe relation v' = i, + rn, zr where i, is the casions the cquatoriil irrcgularities decay after midnight. so
characteristic velocity that the problem is not quite as severe On magnetically dis-

Wernik et al. [1983) used weak-scaler theory and made turbed nights, however, irregularities may be freshly generated
model computations to indicate that the characteristic velocity in the postmidnight period [Rusrr;qi and Woodman, 1978]. so
vn, is related to physical parameters such as velocity fluctu- that these do not decay cvcn around the sunrise period
ations or velocity gradient across the ray path through the [.4.rmis avd D)ainGuptr. 1984] 0n such occasions, prolonged
irregular medium Even though the present observations con- pcriods of slow and deep fadings ma, bve encountcrcd which
form to strong scattering. we follow their method of compu- may pose problems for transionospheric communication sys-
tations and find that the characteristic velocity v, : 28 m s at tems
0250 UT when the rocket was launched and the radar interfer- In Figure 7 we ,how two 1-min samples of w eak I 7-GHe
ometer measurements were performed On this basis the mean scintillations recorded at the time of the ro kct flight The
drift speed is obtained as v = 107 m/s for an apparent velocity analog data acquired in the held were digtized at 16 liz.. and
t: = 114 m/s Thus at 0250 UT the mean drift speed is lower the spectra obtained with the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
than the apparent velocity by about 7Y/. Hlowever. shortly technique are shown in the figure Each spectrum indicates
after the onset of scintillations at 01O30 UT. an apparent veloc- that maximum power spectral density is obtained at a fre-
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Fig. 5. Same as Figure 4 for the period 0307-0507 UT.

quency off,. = 0.2 Hz. The frequency of the Fresnel maximum roll-off portions of either spectra shown in Figure 7 can be
is. = u/(2..)" 2 where u is the irregularity drift speed orthog- best fitted to a power law form f" with n = -2.9 over the
onal to the ray path, ;. the wavelength of observations, and : frequency range 0.4.-I Hz, which can lte translated to a spatial
the slant range to the irregularity layer. Substituting . = 0.18 scale length range of 250-100 m by the use of the measured
m and = 550 x 10' m, we find that u = 90 rn/s. In view of zonal drift speed of - 100 m/s at this time. In general, the
the fact that 1.7-GHz scintillation measurements were per- temporal spectrum of scintillations is a result of both the spa-
formed at an elevation angle of 76' and azimuth of only 8. tial spectrum of the irregularities and the distribution function
the direction of u is virtually along the E-W direction. We of irregularity velocity [Lotova. 1981). If. however, the velocity
therefore find a close correspondence between u and the zonal distribution is assumed to be very narrow in comparison to
drift speed obtained from spaced receiver drift data shown in the spatial spectrum of electron density fluctuations, the spc-
Figure 5. tral index n of scintillations can be related to the rocket-

The linear roll-off portions of the spectra shown in Figure 7 measured one-dimensional spectral index p, of electron den-
indicating a linear variation of the logarithm of power spectral sity fluctuations as i = -(I - pi) [C'roni. 1970]. The rocket
density (PSD) with the logarithm of fluctuation frequency f measurements indicated p, = - 2.5 in the scale length range of
imply a power law variation of PSD withfof the formf". The t km to 100 m [LaBelle and Kelle. this issue] around an .

0430 uT 043, 0432 0433 0434 0435 0436
I I I I I I I

FILT (C) V

/ a... . ,.
yr~~~V V' 7 V /'j~./~~~

%1

ANCON MARCH 2, 1983 11P

Fig 6. Same as Figure 2 for the period 043&-0436 UT. illustrating the slo. fadings of 244-MHz scintillation 111
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Fig. 7. Two 3-min samples of 1694-MHz scintillation recorded at Ancon during the rocket flight on March 2. 1983
(UT date), and their FFT spctra. The spectral index n of the roll-off portions or the spectra between 0.4 and I Hz is
indicated.

altitude of 500 km corresponding to the level of ionization Finally, the roll-off portions of Marisat scintillation spectra
density, whereas scintillation measurements yielded n = -2.9 in the frequency range 0.1-0.7 Hz corresponding to the scale
between 0 4 and I Hz corresponding to the scale length range length range 650-100 m are found to be best fitted by a power
of 250-10C m. These two measurements within 20% of one law form off* with n = -3.2. This result agrees with l.7-GHz
another arc considered to be quite compatible measurements at Ancon described earlier and is also consis-

On the same evening. 1.54-GHz scintillation measurements tent with the rocket measurements of the one-dimensional
were performed from the Huancayo station by the use of spectral index of electron density irregularities [LaBelle and
transmissions from the Marisat satellite. Two data samples Kelley. this issue).
and their spectra corresponding to Figure 7 arc shown in
Figure 8. It is interesting to point out the consistency between Eten, of March i. 1983

a range of parameters that can be deduced from the intensity The second F region rocket was launched at 2133 LT on
scintillation spectra. First, it may be noted that in Figure 8 the March 14, 1983. The radar and scintillation measurements
maximum PSD is obtained at a frequency of f, z 0.1 Hz, were performed throughout the evening as was done on
which is a factor of 2 lower than that obtained from Ancon for March 1, 1983, and discussed in the previous paragraphs. In
GOES 5 observations. The Marisat satellite observations from this section we shall concern ourselves with comparing the
Huancayo are performed at an elevation angle of 22' at an observational material obtained on the second night raiher
azimuth corresponding to virtually the eastward direction. than discussing the second night's measurements as an inde-
For the same 500-km altitude of maximum ionization density, pendent data set.
assumed in the discussion of Figure 7, the slant range of the The behavior of the F region on the evening of March 14
Huancayo site to the irregularity layer at the low elevation was very different from that of March I. The F layer was
angle of measurement becomes z = 1123 km. Hence the spa- much lower on March 14, the virtual height of the bottomside
tial scale corresponding to the Fresnel maximum may be de- F region being only 300 km as compared to 430 km on March
duced as A = (2 .z)"f - 661 m. Since the frequency of Fresnel I. Just before the onset of spread F the altitude of the F region
maximum indicated by the spectra if f. 0.1 Hz, the irregu- maximum was around 360 km on March 14 as compared to
larity drift velocity orthogonal to the propagation path is de- 520 km on March I. The critical frequencies were comparable
duced as u =Jf'A -,66 m/s. Considering the ionospheric on the two evenings, being 11.5 MHz on March I and 10
zenith angle of 59. the equivalent zonal drift is 132 m/s as MHz on March 14. As we shall show presently, the magnitude
compared to the true drift of 107 m/s derived from the spaced of 1.7-GHz scntillation on March 14 was slightly higher, but
receivers. Thus this value is within 20% of that deduced from the zonal drift speed measured by the spaced receivers was
the spaced receivers. In general, however, this technique is not nearly a factor of 2 higher on this evening as compared to
very accurate for large zenith angles such as in the present March 1, and the spectral index of GHz scintillations was
case. considerably steeper on the second night.
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HUANCAYO MAR. 2,1983
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Fig, 8. Two 3-min samples or 1541-MHz scintillation or Marisat satellite signals recorded at Huancayo on March 2,
1983 (UT date), and their FFT spectra. Values of the spectral index n of the roll-off portions of the spectra between 0.1 and

0.7 Hz are indicated.

Figure 9 compares the radar backscatter and 1.7-GHz scin- range I km to 100 m is necessary to produce S, : 0.17 at the
tillation measurements on March 14 in a form similar to that time of the rocket flight- The rocket measurements indicated
of Figure 3. The maximum backscattered power level at 50 that at the level of maximum ioniation density of 1.26 x 10"2
MHz and the S, index of 1.7-GHz scintillations are found to m - 3 the irregularity amplitude <(AN/N)2 >1" was 1.7% in the
be slightly higher than on March 1. Since the irregularity drift scale length range I km to 100 m, providing a !ms electron
speed was a factor of 2 higher on March 14 as compared to density deviation of 2.1 x 10'0 m-'. This is in good agree-
March 1, a study of the correspondence of radar and GHz ment with the predictions of weak-scatter computations given
scintillation requires only a time shift of + 3 min for the scin- above.
tillation data relative to the backscatter map. The first two Figure 10 shows the variation of the apparent eastward
scintiflation structures (marked I and I1 on Figure 9) are motion of the irregularities derived from the spaced receiver
found to correspond to the first two plume structures, whereas scintillation measurements. Comparing Figures 10 and 4, it
the equally strong third scintillation structure (marked Ill) may be noted that the eastward drift on March 14 is a factor
does not have a developed plume at the altitude of the F of 2 higher than that measured on March 1. Further, the drift
region maximum. The existence of a thin backscatter layer in remains elevated without showing any decrease with local
the bottomside and the top portion of a westward tilted plume time. At the time of the rocket flight, when the interferometer
structure at altitudes above 800 km are the only signatures of measurements were performed, we obtained the values of the
3-m irregularities in association with the third scintillation apparent, characteristic, and true velocities as 218, 43, and 210
structure. Since at these altitudes the ambient ionization den- m/s, respectively. This showed that not only was the zonal
sity is very low, we conclude that the irregularities with scale drift higher on March 14 but the velocity fluctuations were
lengths - 100 m causing GHz scintillations have no associated larger as well, being about 20% of the average value. The
3-m irregularities of consequence because of either the erosion radar interferometer measurements recorded an average zonal
of 3-m irregularities generated earlier in the evening [Basu et drift of about 170 m/s in the height range 350-380 km with a
al., 1980] or a lack of generation of meter scale irregularities velocity fluctuation of about 20% about the average. Thus
in the absence of steep density gradients [Rino et al., 1981). both the interferometer and the spaced receiver scintillation

However, the scintillation and rocket measurements were measurements recorded much higher zonal drift on March 14
compatible. For example, if we assume the irregularity distri- when the second F region rocket was flown. It should, how-
bution parameters to be similar to those of March I and the ever, be noted that the spaced receiver drifts were 20% higher
spectral index of scintillation to be steeper (n = -4.5, as will than the radar interferometer measurements. The marked day-
be shown later) in keeping with the observations, the weak- to-day variability of zonal drift is rather interesting, particu-
scatter computations indicate that a rms electron density devi- larly when we observe 75-100% higher drift speeds with the F %
ation of 2.7 x 10'0 m -) for irregularities in the scale length region at a lower altitude.
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Fig. 9. Same as Figure 3 for March 15. 1983 (UT date)

Figure II shows two 3-mm samples of 1.7-GHz scintil- bution of irregularity drifts [h,,ns anid Lotota. 19811 It is not
lations and hcir spectra obtained during the rocket flight of clear if through any possible uncertainty in the determination
March 14, 1985. In vicw of the lower altitude of the F region of spatial scales in the rocket spectrum, the scintillation spec-
maximum the slant range of AN/G5 measurements to the trum is reflecting the steeper irregularity spectrum character-
irregularity layer is obtained as 400 km. Since the roll-off of istic of short-scale drift 3ave structures [Kelle et al. I982 *
the spectra occurs at a frequency of about ., = 0.50 Hz, the LaBelle el al., this issue] Another possible reason for the
irregularity drift velocity orthogonal to the propagation path discrepancy could he the aniso(ropy of the Aare number spec-
is obtained as 190 m/s. This corresponds closely to the zonal trum in the vertical and horizontal directions observed in the
drift speed obtained from the spaced receiver measurements at simulation studies of the collisional Rayleicgh-Taylor insta-
this time A quick comparison with the spectra of March I bility by Sejler and Zarqahm 11985] If this is indeed the case,
shown in Figure 7 indicates a high-frequency displacement of the horizontal scintillation spectrum will not necessarily map
the spectral peak in Figure I I due to the increased irregularity the vertical rocket spectrum In closing %e note that GHz
drift. The roll-off portions of the present spectra computd scintillation spectra from both stations, Huancao and Ancon,
over 0.6-1.5 Hz, corresponding to scale lengths in the range of recording two independent satellites yielded steep spectral in-
330-130 m, are shown to follow a power law form expressed dices in the range of -4 to -5 throughout the eve
as" with n = - 5. As discussed in connection with the March ning.
I event, the observed spectral index of the scintillation index
implies a one-dimensional irregularity spectral index of -4. 4. CoNC.usIos
The rocket in situ probes, however, detected an irregularity The coordinated radar, rocket, and scintillation measure-
spectral index of - 2.5 in the range I km to 100 m. From the ments performed during Project Condor allowed an Intercom-
Huancayo station, 1.5-GHz scintillation observations were parison of complementary data sets on equatorial F region
performed on this evening. These spectra also indicated steep irregularities in the wide scale length range of 3 m to a few
slopes, n - -5, similar to those observed at the Ancon sta- kilometers. In fact, this data set presents for the first time the
lion. Since the scintillation spectrum is steeper than that pre- simultaneous radar backscatter and GHz scintillation obser-
dicted from the irregularity spectrum, it is not possible to vations virtually over the magnetic equator In addition, the
explain the observed discrepancy in terms of a spatial distri- simultaneous radar interferometer and spaced receiver scintil-
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Fig. 10. Same as Figure 4 for March IS. 1983 (UT date)

lation measurements allowed an opportunity to track the [1983] indicate that the meridional transport in the postsunset
zonal motion of the scattering centers causing the 3-m back- period favors the off-equatorial locations at African longitudes
scatter and the motion of kilometer scale irregularities giving in providing an environment of extremely high electron con-
rise to VHF scintillations. The full complement of equatorial tent. When irregularities develop to a few' percent amplitude in
irregularity phenomena was observed on the two nights such an environment, saturated GHz scintillations may be
(March I and March 14. 19831 with a very conspicuous differ- obtained. It should be noted that at the magnetic equator even
ence in the altitude of the F region offering significantly differ- with the F region critical frequencies in the range 10-12 MHz

ent levels of coupling between the neutrals and the ionized as measured by the rocket, the 1.7-GHz scintillations did not

components. exceed S, of 0.2 (4-dB fluctuations) for overhead p-opagation

On both evenings, very good agreement between the GHz paths.

scintillation structures and the extended 3-m plume structures The spectral index of GHz scintillations was shown to be

was noted. This result indicates that the height-integrated cec- compatible on one night with the one-dimensional irregularity

Iron density deviation of 200-m scale irregularities becomes spectral index as measured by the rocket, whereas on the

maximum when the 3-m backscattered power becomes most other night the spectral index of scintillations was far too

intense and the backscatter structures are most extended steep in comparison to the irregularity spectral index in the

[Basu et al., 1978; Tsunoda, 1981]. This is because the iono- intermediate scale. The scintillation measurements reflected in-

spheric regions with high plasma density near the F region stead the steep short-wavelength irregularities. This discrep-

peak causing intense scintillations lie adjacent to the deple- ancy occurred in the evening of March 14 when the irregu-

lions associated with the 3-m backscatter plumes [Rino et al.. larity drift speed was high, of the order of 200 m/s with about
1981]. While this agreement is routinely observed in the early 20% fluctuation. In view of this result it may be useful to
phase, the March 14 result indicated that a late phase GHz perform experiments providing both the velocity and density

scintillation structure may not be accompanied by any con- turbulence spectra.
spicuous plume structure near the F region peak possibly as a The coordinated irregularity drift measurements by the
result of the erosion of sharp density gradients. radar interferometer and spaced receiver scintillation measure-

It should be noted that in spite of the presence of intense ments indicated that the spaced receiver drifts are about
and extended plume structures at 3 m, the associated 1.7-GHz 10-20% higher on both nights. It is not clear at this moment

scintillation was observed to be very weak in comparison with why the zonal drift speed of scattering centers of 3-m wave-
the saturated GHz scintillations reported from Ascension length measured by the radar interferorneter should be sys-
Island near the crest of the equatorial anomaly [Basu et al., tematically lower than the drift of I-km irregularities On the

1983]. The modeling results of Anderson and Klobuchar other hand. both techniques recorded a twofold increase of
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Fig I I Same as Figure 7 for March 15, 1933 The spectral index ni has been computed ovcr the frequency interval
0.6-1. 5Hz.

zonal drift spced between March I and March 14, 1983. It Basu S. and A. DasGupia, Scintillations of satellite signals by iono-
should he mentioned that the spaced receiver drift analysis shrcirregularities with sharp boundary. J Grophys Res. ;74.

* 1294-13M0. 1969,during strong scintillations which represent the present situ- Bs . n .EWiny h eprlsrcueo nesi
ation is yet to be modeled theoretically It is unfortunate that sci'ntillations near the magnetic equator. Radio So,. 18. 263-271,
although neutral wind measurements were performed during 1983.
this period at Arcquipa. Peru. by At eriverher et al, [this issue], Basu. S.. Su. Basu. J. Aarons. J. P. McClure, and M. D. Cousins. On
no measurements could be made on these two nights. How- the coexistence of kilometer and meter scale irregularities in the

nighttime equatorial F region. J. Geophvs Res.. 83. 4219-4226,cser. these Fabry-Perot interferomeiter measurements show 1978. rlarge day-to-day variability in the zonal wind speeds. Coordi- Basu. S.. J. P. McClure. Su Basu. W. B. Hanson. and J. Aarons.
natied FVibry-Perot. spaced receiver scintillation, and radar in- Coordinated study of cquatonal scirntillaiions and in situ and radar
icrfcromctcr obscrvations are being planned in Peru to make observations of nighttime F region irregularities. J Geophy. Res..
simultancous measurements of neutral wind and drifts of 83.51I19-5130. 1980
small- and largc-scale irregularities This will allow us to ex- Basu. Su.. and S. Basu. Equatorial scintillations Advances since
plorc ihe relationship between the neutral wind, F region ISEiA-6. J. Armos. Terr Piiys .47. 753-769, 1985,

Basu, Su.. S Basu. i. P McClure. W B. Hanson, and H. E Whitney.plasma motion, and field ltix integrated Pedersen conduc. High-resolution topside in situ data of electron densities and
tivities near the magnetic equator. It should also be interesting VHF/GHz scintillations in the equatorial region, J Grophys Res..
to study the effect of the transequatorsal component of neutral 88.403-415. 1983
wind on the day-to-day variability of spread F generation Blums. D. F., and N. A. Lotova. Analysis of the temporal spectra of
recently proposed b) Nfaruyama and Ma eutra [19.84). scintillation with allowance for soar-wind velocity distribution.

Geomagn. Atrori.. EngI Transl. 21. 149-I152. 1981
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